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ABSTRACT 

Theoretical and methodological issues of disposal 

behavior are examined at the village site of Murcielago. 

Ethnoarchaeological, archaeological, and modern material 

culture studies of discard practices are discussed. The 

generalizations and conclusions contained therein are 

incorporated into a synthesis of the emerging body of 

disposal theory. The method used for the analysis of 

Murcielago, which is drawn from traditional geographic 

models of land use, is described. The model allows 

description of the conventions governing the regulation of 

space and the delineation of disposal patterns. Analysis 

of artifact distributions illuminated the organization of 

household activities and the definition of activity 

differences. 

x 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Diquis, the southwestern region of Costa Rica, 

Central America, is a rich archaeological zone (Lothrop 

1963). Archaeological remains include sites with 

architectural structures, great stone spheres, and gold

bearing graves yet, this region represents one of the least 

known areas of the country archaeologically. Systematic 

scientific work has been minimal, consisting primarily of 

non-stratigraphic, descriptive site reports that lack 

radiocarbon dates (Haberland 1955, 1957, 1959, 1962, 1969, 

1976; Stone 1943; Lothrop 1963; Minelli and Minelli 1966, 

1973). As a result, little is known about settlement 

patterns, the variety of sites, the organization of 

household activities, or the relationship between different 

regional complexes of Costa Rica. Persons interested in 

this area must rely principally on the excellent 

chronological work of Linares de Sapir (1968a, 1968b, 1980; 

hereinafter cited as Linares) •. Linares' work, 

unfortunately, concerns only the adjacent Panamanian 

province of Chiriqui. While the Diquis and Chiriqui areas 

are known collectively as the Gran Chiriqui archaeologi~al 

subarea (Haberland 1976) and evidence common ceramic 
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sequences, we lack th~ detailed knowledge of the Diquis 

necessary to support interpretations of the relationships 

between these two areas. 

In this chapter background information and the 

research design will be presented. The first section will 

briefly sketch the geography of the Diquis region. The 

second section will summarize archaeological research in 

the area. The third section will present available 

ethnohistoric information. The fourth section will provide 

background information pertinent to the research. The 

fifth and final section will present the statement Df 

problem and research design. 

Geography and Environment 

The Diquis region includes the valleys of the 

General, Coto-Brus, and Coto-Colorado, the Diquis delta, 

and the Peninsula of Osa (Ferrero 1977: 166). The area 

comprises more than 8200 square kilometers, and is one of 

the major hydrographic river valleys of Costa Rica. The 

headwaters of the rivers and tributaries begin in the high 

Cordillera de Talamanca which reach an altitude of 3820 

meters. 

The most important river of this drainage system is 

known as the General de Terraba (Figure 1), and is 160 

kilometers in length. Where the river drains in a 

southeasterly direction between the Cordillera de Talamanca 
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and the coastal Cordillera Brunquena, the river is known as 

the General. The river turns west at a break in the 

coastal range and drains into the Pacific Ocean. The river 

is joined by its principal tributaries -- the rivers Co to

Brus, Limon, and Cabagra -- at this juncture and is called 

the Rio Grande de Terraba. 

There are also three minor river systems, all 

located on the Pacific side of the coastal ranges. From 

north to south the river valleys include the Baru, 

Peninsula de Osa, and Esquinas systems (Quesada 1980: 66). 

The principal rivers of Baru and Esquinas are relatively 

short; the former is 24 kilometers, and the latter is 54 

kilometers in length. The principal river of the Peninsula 

de Osa is 64 kilometers in length. Quesada (1980) notes 

that all the rivers of the peninsula are small and shallow 

and decrease in volume during the dry months of January, 

February, and March. 

The area exhibits diverse vegetation that varies 

altitudinally. Within a straight-line distance of fifty 

kilometers from the sea the vegetation changes from 

mangrove swamp to cold climate growth (Weber 1959: rlus. 

4). Mangrove swamps are found around the Diquis delta and 

the Gulf of Osa, in areas innundated by seas and estuaries. 

Between sea level and 1000 meters ASL, on the Pacific 

coastal side of the Brunquena range, the vegetation is 
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characterized as humid tropical forest. Between 1000 and 

3000 meters ASL a montane tropical forest vegetation 

prevails. Like the humid tropical forest of the coastal 

slopes, the vegetation between 1000 and 3000 meters is 

characterized by three or four levels of foliage that are 

always green. But it differs in having seasonal deciduous 

trees. Above 3000 meters ASL one finds cold climate 

vegetation. There are cloud forests with dense underbrush 

and small trees, and the paramos with herbaceous growth. 

The valley of the General de Terraba is savannah 

with xerophytic growth. Grasslands predominate, though 

there are isolated trees with leathery leaves. 

Previous Archaeological Research 

The Diquis has been recognized as a distinct 

cultural region of Costa Rica since the time of Spanish 

contact. Lines (1938, 1959) designated the area the Brunka 

region -- a name that reflects the dominant cultural group 

encountered by the Spanish. The area is notable for its 

gold artifacts and its stone spheres. 

Prior to the 1940s the only available literature 

about this area were archaeolog~cal monographs dealing 

principally with Panamanian collections. Holmes (1888) 

catalogued and described the McNiel collection. His work 

is significant in presenting the first ceramic 

classification for the area. It is also perhaps the first 
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time that connections between the Chiriqui of Panama and 

the Diquis of Costa Rica were made. Holmes (1888: 15) 

makes the observation that as far as pottery is concerned 

1I ••• it appears to indicate a somewhat closer relationship 

with the ancient Costa Rica peoples than with those of 

South America ••• 11 Holmes did not expand upon this point, 

however. Holmes' (1888) scheme was subsequently revised by 

MacCurdy (1911); MacCurdy's by Osgood (1935); and Osgood's 

by Haberland (1959). 

Holmes (1888:84) identified nine painted wares 

and two plain wares; the classification was based on 

material, color, shape, finish, ornamentation, method of 

manufacture, and evidence of use. Much of the subsequent 

revision involved the renaming of types, lumping groups 

together, and splitting them apart. Osgood (1935) took the 

classification a step farther by identifying local and 

import wares. 

As his predecessors before him, Osgood (1935) 

worked with a collection of artifacts donated to the 

Peabody Museum of Yale. He reduced the list of Chiriqui an 

wares to four groups Armadillo Terra-Cotta, Fish-Tripod-

Handled, Lost Color, and Alligator -- and isolated out 

wares he felt were imports from other areas. Costa Rican 

wares are the Red Line, White Line, and Chocolate Incised 

Wares (Osgood 1935: 235). Osgood (1935: 235) asserts that 
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the Polychrome wares exhibit links with specimens from 

Cocle. Additional wares excluded by Osgood (1935:236) as 

being of non-Chiriquian origin are the Serpent Black 

Incised, Maroon, and Scarified wares. 

The schemes of Holmes (1888), MacCurdy (1911), and 

Osgood (1935) were subsequently reappraised by Haberland 

(1959). Haberland (1959) came up with fourteen wares 

belonging to what he designated the Classic Chiriqui 

complex. Suggested dates for the complex are A.D. 1200 to 

1500 (Haberland 1959: 344). Wares of the Classic Chiriqui 

complex include Alligator ware, Negative ware, Black on 

Cream Negative, Black on Red Negative, Red on Red Negative, 

Red on Orange, Black ware, Red Painted ware, Biscuit ware, 

Punched ware, and Unpainted ware. 

Haberland made four major revisions. Lost Color 

ware was divided into four groups. These include Negative 

ware, Black on Cream, Black on Red Negative, and Red on Red 

Negative. Negative ware differs from Black on Cream 

Negative in often having a red rim and bottom. 

Distinctions among other negative wares is self-evident. 

Red Line and Chocolate Incised wares, which Osgood 

(1935) suggested to be Costa Rican imports, were 

reclassified as Chiriqui wares by Haberland (1959: 341-

342). Haberland (1959) noted that Red Line wares from 

Costa Rica and Chiriqui, though sharing the same 
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designation, were dissimilar in design and shape. Chiriqui 

specimens resembled locally manufactured wares in bodies, 

handles and feet. Similarly, Chocolate Incised ware was 

determined to be of Chiriquian derivation. 

Haberland (1959: 340-341) eliminated Scarified ware 

from the list of Classic Chiriqui wares; excavations at EI 

Tigre allowed him to isolate Scarified wares from Chiriqui 

deposits (Haberland 1955). It had been recognized that the 

shapes, decoration, and other features of Scarified ware 

were different from Chiriqui wares, but its temporal and 

cultural relationships to Chiriqui wares was not known. 

Haberland (1959: 343-344) also added four new wares 

to the types defined by Holmes, MacCurdy, and Osgood. The 

new wares were defined on the basis of excavations by 

Wassen and Haberland after the publication of Osgood's 

article. The new wares include Red on Orange, Redbrown 

Applique, Black ware, and Unpainted ware. Haberland's 

(1959: 345) excavations in both the highlands and lowlands 

of Chiriqui allowed him to define geographic distributions 

for the fourteen wares of his ceramic typology. Ceramics 

that occurred in both regions are Alligator ware, Red 

Painted ware, and Biscuit ware. Ceramics that were found 

exclusively in the highlands were Negative, Red on Red 

Negative, Red on Orange, Chocolate Incised, and Redbrown 

Applique. Wares encountered only in the lowlands were 
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Black on Cream Negative, Black on Red Negative, Black ware, 

Punched Band ware, and Unpainted ware. 

In the early forties, stone (1943) examined several 

sites in the Rio Grande de Terraba region of southwestern 

Costa Rica. The resulting monograph consists of 

descriptions and maps of mound sites with stone balls and 

carved stone figures. The particular type of pottery 

mentioned by Stone (1943: 80),'~hich she considers typical, 

is a monochrome ware. Stone (1943) encountered polychrome 

sherds but states that they were too few to make any 

deductions. The majority of monochrome sherds collected 

came from tripod vessels with appliqued decoration, though 

oval vessels are mentioned and additional decorative 

techniques noted, such as geometric incision, notched 

fillets, and nodes. 

Additional work in the area was undertaken by 

Lothrop (1963: v) in 1948. Lothrop (1963) examined 

archaeological remains on six banana farms operated by the 

United Fruit Company, described the various architectural 

features, sculptures, stone and metal artifacts, and, most 

important, pottery. With one exception, Lothrop's (1963: 

43) ceramic classification does not adhere to types 

described by Holmes (1888) and MacCurdy (1911) for the 

Chiriqui Province of Panama. Lothrop retained the 

designation Chocolate Ware, but the so-called Alligator 
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Ware, characterized by painted design in black and red on 

white, was designated Diquis Polychrome. The Polychrome 

ware of Holmes and MacCurdy was discovered to be trade 

pieces from Cocle and the Azuero Peninsula (Lothrop 1948, 

1963). 

Lothrop (1963: 109-111) distinguished eleven 

pottery types which he arranges into two major phases. The 

pottery types include Brown, Chocolate, Brown-Red 

Transitional, Red, Fugitive Red, Zoned Incised, Plain 

White, Polychrome, Black and White on Red, Black-line on 

Terra-Cotta, and Paneled Red Wares. The earlier phase is 

characterized by Fugitive Red and Brown Wares. Fugitive 

Red is replaced by Polychrome ware in the later phase, and 

there is the addition of Zoned Incised and Red Wares to the 

ceramic inventory. Lothrop (1963) defines the temporal 

sequence largely by stratigraphic position. The monochrome 

pottery came from the bottom of stratified cuts and was 

isolated by a sterile or near-sterile band.· The polychrome 

levels contained sherds imported from other areas, which 

Lothrop (1963: 111) used as a basis for approximate cross

dating. His "guess-date" for the upper refuse was placed 

as not earlier than A.D. 600-800. 

Brown ware is the largest group recovered from the 

Diquis Delta and occurs from bottom to top of Diquis refuse 

(Lothrop 1963: 45-65). Sherds are thin and undecorated in 
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the bottom levels, but evidence inclsed and knobbed 

decoration, relief adornment, lugs, and elaborate handles 

in the upper levels. There are three principal forms: 

bowls, jars, and tall tripods. 

The Fugitive Red ware is defined on the basis of a 

few sherds (Lothrop 1963: 72). No rims, bases, legs, lugs, 

or handles were recovered. Lothrop (1963) infers the 

typical form to be jars from the fact that some sherds were 

red only on the exterior. Lothrop (1963) reasoned that the 

interior of a jar, being invisible to the eye, would be 

left unpainted. Fugitive Red figurines appear with the 

first decorated pottery, incised and negative painting, but 

disappear soon after the appearance of polychrome· pottery 

(Lothrop 1963: 72-75). The figurines are solid and depict 

a seated female with legs ~idespread. The head is often 

covered with a circular hat with a pompon in the center. 

Eyes are depicted by round buttons and rarely have a pupil 

indicated with a dot. The Fugitive Red figurine is 

replaced by a Chiriqui style figurine in the upper levels. 

The ceramics from the upper levels are designated 

Early Polychrome (Lothrop 1963: 110). Brown ware continues 

through the Polychrome sequence, including small incised 

bowls, with or without legs, and tall tripods. Other 

contemporary ceramics include most of the Red wares and. 

Zoned Incised ware. Lothrop (1963: 78-86) distinguished a 
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polychrome group in the Diquis that is separate and 

distinct from Chiriqui Alligator ware originally classified 

as Polychrome by Holmes (1888) and MacCurdy (1911). 

The distinction is made on the basis of size, 

shape, and designs in each. Diquis Polychrome bowls 

average 25 centimeters in diameter, while Chiriqui 

specimens average about 10 centimeters. Nearly 80 percent 

of Chiriqui specimens are small globular jars with short 

necks, which are common in the Diquis. Typical forms of 

the Diquis Polychrome are a variety of bowls and 

cylindrical jars that are often set on tripods. Tripod 

supports are a characteristic trait of Diquis Polychrome; 

almost 90 percent of Diquis vessels have tripods, compared 

to 25 percent of Chiriqui vessels. Decoration of Diquis 

vessels depicts scale and crest symbols, consisting of V

and X-elements, triangles and dots, zigzags and dots, and 

diamonds and dots. It is distinct from Chiriqui Alligator 

ware in which the principal motif consists of spined and 

plumed crocodiles and related dragon-like motifs. The 

figurines associated with this phase are Chiriqui Alligator 

figurines, painted in the Black-and-Red-Line technique. 

The most common form is a seated female with widespread 

legs and hands resting on the thighs. In contrast to 

Fugitive Red figurines, features on the smoothly rounded 

bodies and limbs of Chiriqui figurines are painted. Some 
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figurines are solid but most are hollow. Alligator ware 

figurines have been found in the Nicoya Peninsula and the 

Atlantic watershed of Costa Rica, but do not occur in Cocle 

or Veraguas Provinces of Panama. 

Archaeological knowledge of the culture sequence of 

the Diquis region of Costa Rica has substantially increased 

in the years following World War II, and particularly 

during the last fifteen years. In the Diquis many people 

have contributed to the establishment of a culture sequence 

(~aberland 1955, 1969; Minelli and Minelli 1966, 1972) that 

is still being refined and defined (Drolet 1982, 1984a, 

1984b; Drolet and Markens 1982). 

Excavations in the Diquis of southwestern Costa 

Rica for the purpose of defining the culture sequence have 

been undertaken by Haberland (1955, 1957, 1959a, 1959b, 

1961, 1962, 1969, 1976), Minelli and Minelli (1966, 1972), 

and Drolet (1982, 1984a, 1984b; Drolet and Markens 1982). 

Until very recently, the earliest known phase in the Diquis 

region has been the Aguas Buenas phase (500 B.C. to A.D. 

600; Drolet 1984a), identified and described by Haberland 

(1955, 1969). It is succeeded by the Chiriqui phase (A.D. 

750 to 1520; Drolet 1984b), wh~ch is Panamanian in 

derivation. Drolet (1984b: 15-16) has reported on the 

Curre complex that predates the Aguas Buenas material and 
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is similar to the La Conc~pcion-Scarified phase of Panama 

and other complexes of Costa Rica. 

The Curre complex has been identified at the 

site of the same name in the Rio Terraba drainage (Drolet 

1984b: 15-16). It is a ceramic component, unlike the Aguas 

Buenas material, and similar to earlier ceramic traditions 

of Costa Rica and Panama that date from the first 

millennium B.C. Drolet (1984b: 16) specifically notes 

similarities to the La Concepcion complex. The main 

distinction that can be made between La Concepcion 

scarified wares and Aguas Buenas wares is that, in the 

former, decoration consists of incision and zoned incision 
. 

(Haberland 1969: 235). Aguas Buenas wares are 

characterized as zoned bichromes. 

The type site for the Aguas Buenas phase is El 

Tigre, situated on the Hacienda Aguas Buenas on the 

frontier between Costa Rica and Panama (Haberland 1955, 

1969). The phase has also been identified at the site of 

San Vito de Java -- a cemetery site (Minelli and Minelli 

1966, 1972) and at numerous localities in the central 

portion of the Rio Grande de Terraba (Drolet 1982; Drolet 

and Markens 1982). Excavations at El Tigre allowed 

Haberland (1955) to separate Aguas Buenas material from 

later Classic Chiriqui material. The work of Drolet (1982, 
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1984a, 1984b; Drolet and Markens 1982) has resulted in the 

definition of the settlement pattern for the phase. 

Previously, the only information concerning how the 

inhabitants lived came from Haberland's (1955) excavation 

of the El Tigre habitation area and the Minelli and Minelli 

(1966, 1972) excavations of scattered unmarked graves at 

San Vito de Java. Between June 1980 and June 1981 the 

Museo Nacional de Costa Rica conducted archaeological 

surveys within a 400 kilometer square area of the Diquis 

Valley. Drolet (1982, 1984a; Drolet and Markens 1982) 

located 30 sites that correspond to the Aguas Buenas phase. 

All of the sites were located in the highland zone (300-600 

m. ASL), away from the principal rivers. With the 

exception of Bolas, these sites tend to be small and 

without architectural features. Recent excavations at the 

site of Curre have provided evidence of an Aguas Buenas 

component in the river basin (Drolet 1984b: 16). The 

evidence now suggests that there were two foci of 

occupation. As yet, insufficient work has been done to 

elaborate on this. 

Sites occur in clusters of between seven to ten 

small and disperse camps in four small fertile valleys at 

Buenos Aires, Las Animas, Bolas, and Terraba (Drolet 1982: 

13; 1984a, 1984b). Sites usually encompass an area of one 

hectare or less in small highland valleys that measure from 
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four to seven kilometers square. Drolet (1984a: 255) 

suggests the clustering represents organization into local 

community zones. A similar pattern has been described for 

the Volcan Baru region of western Panama (Linares, Sheets 

and Rosenthal 1975). 

Bolas is an Aguas Buenas phase site that may 

have functioned as a ceremonial center. Bolas is 

characterized by rectangular mounds, some of which are 

accessed by ramps, and some of which are covered with river 

cobbles; all of the mounds contain stone cist tombs (Drolet 

1982: 13-14). Also associated with Bolas are great stone 

spheres. Stone (1943) and Lothrop (1963) have discussed 

other locations in the Diquis which have mounds and stone 

ball alignments. Stone (1977: 106) suggests that these 

sites also belong to the Aguas Buenas phase. 

Suggested dates for the Aguas Buenas phase are 

variable. Haberland (1962) originally suggested Aguas 

Buenas was contemporaneous with the Panamanian La 

Concepcion phase. The latter is characterized by what 

Holmes (1888) designated Scarified Ware, and which 

Haberland (1962: 388) suggested dated circa A.D. 1. Coe 

and Baudez (1961: 513) considered Aguas Buenas to be 

slightly later in time than Scarified Ware and suggested a 

date of 0 to A.D. 300 for the Aguas Buenas material; they 

assigned Scarified Wares to an earlier period, between 300 
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B.C. to 0 (also Linares 1968). Haberland (1969: 239) later 

reached the same conclusion regarding the sequential order 

of the two phases. The La Concepcion phase is 

characterized by incised and zoned incised decoration which 

Haberland (1969) considers older than the characteristic 

zoned bichrome decoration of Aguas Buenas material. Yet, 

the dating of Aguas Buenas material was still uncertain. 

Stone (1977: 100) distinguishes an Early and Late Aguas 

Buenas subphase; the first dates 0 to A.D. 300, and the 

second dates to A.D. 300 to 800. The Late Aguas Buenas 

subphase is indicated by the disappearance of Fugitive Red 

Ware and the appearance of a hard thin and polished Red 

Ware, Tall Tripod Brown vessels, Red and Brown bowls, Black 

on Cream and Red on Red lost-color or negative painted 

po~tery (Stone 1977: 106). This sequence is based on 

Lothrop's (1963) monograph concerning his research in the 

Diquis. The most recent published date for the Aguas 

Buenas phase is 500 B.C. to A.D. 600 (Drolet 1984a: 254). 

Diagnostic Aguas Buenas wares are Scarified, 

Fugitive Red, Red, Red-Rimmed, and Brown (Haberland 1955; 

Stone 1977). Haberland (1961: 58) renamed the three latter 

types to avoid confusion with similarly labeled wares 

elsewhere -- Moravia Variety (Red), Bambito Variety (Red

Rimmed), and Parallel-line Incised (Brown). 
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Bambito and Moravia Varieties were found in 

association in tombs at the site of San Vito de Java, and 

have been described by Minelli and Minelli (1972: 219-222). 

Both varieties have certain shapes and modes of decoration 

in common. The predominant form is a globular vessel that 

mayor may not have three slab feet or broad strap handles. 

A second form -- less frequent in Moravia -- is a chimney

shaped vessel which mayor may not have solid conical 

tripod feet. Applique decoration common to both Bambito 

and Moravia are of two types, and consist of pellets like 

coffee beans on the shoulders, neck, and sometimes the 

handles of the vessels, or "mapachines" (raccoons, Procyon) 

placed at three equidistant points on the shoulders of the 

vessels. Minelli and Minelli (1972: 220) note that the 

large funerary urns never have applique decoration, but 

they found two chimney-shaped vessels, one with two small 

lizards and the other with two jaguar heads. 

Bambito and Moravia also have traits that 

distinguish them as separate wares. Bambito Variety 

vessels are characterized by engraved design in 

semiparallel or zigzag lines on the unslipped shoulders or 

neck and on the edge of the rim. On parts of the Bambito 

Variety the light cream-colored slip is left untouched, 

whereas the lip, outside portion below the rim, and 

sometimes the bottom half of the body are painted red 
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(Stone 1977: 103). Moravia Variety is completely slipped 

in dark red, and occurs in forms that are not found for 

Bambito (Minelli and Minelli 1972: 220). The most frequent 

form is a legless ovoid vessel with a tall neck, which may 

or may not have handles, that varies from 8-10 centimeters 

to 70 centimeters in height. It is frequently found in 

tombs and may be a burial urn, though no ashes or bone are 

preserved because of the annual floods and soil acidity. 

The urns occasionally contain Moravia Variety sherds or 

small globular tripod vessels common to both Bambito 

and Moravia. The urns never exhibit applique decoration, 

though they may have strap handles. 

Minelli and Minelli (1972: 221-222) also described 

a third related variety which they call Pintada. It is 

similar in form and composition to Bambito and Moravia 

Varieties, but is more refined, suggesting a more recent 

development in the Aguas Buenas phase. Pintada Ware is 

painted on the interior and exterior bottom with a red

brown slip, leaving the shoulders natural. Decoration 

consists of either zoned incised lines, or vertically 

oriented punctured holes. The "mapachines" are replaced 

with amphibian -- frog? -- figures. 

The Parallel-line Incised group has been 

described by Lothrop (1963: 55-62). It is one of the 

oldest ceramic types known for the Diquis region and 
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continues throughout the sequence. At Site A, Farm 4, 

section 23, in a cultural stratum capped with a sterile 

level, Lothrop (1963) found several hundred sherds from 

huge Parallel-line Incised jars. The thick-walled jars, 

the largest of which measured one and one-half meters in 

height, are decorated with incised bands of parallel 

vertical lines on the shoulder, interspaced with incised 

conical lugs that project almost five centimeters from the 

surface. Lothrop (1963: 57) was not able to determine the 

function of such large jars, but suggests their use as 

incense burners, for making fermented drinks, for storage 

or for burial. 

Ceramic types suggested to herald the Late 

Aguas Buenas subphase (Stone 1977) were first identified 

and described by Lothrop (1963). These include Red ware, 

Tall-Tripod Brown ware, Red and Brown ware, and Black on 

Cream and Red on Red negative ware. Red ware vessels 

exhibit a variety of decorative modes (Lothrop 1963: 68-

69). One type of tripod bowl was coated on the interior 

and exterior except for the legs with a red slip. The legs 

are left the natural brown clay color typical of the 

Diquis. Leg forms include human heads, animal heads, and 

simplified and conventionalized zoomorphic figures. A 

second type of tripod bowl is completely red-slipped. 

Incised designs on the bowl are formal geometric patterns 
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on the outer rim and erratic graffito-like motifs on the 

base. Red jars are also known, and thought to have 

globular bodies (Lothrop 1963: 69). Many red vessels, both 

bowls and jars, are adorned with touches of white -- a 

solid band around the rim, or simply hatched or 

crosshatched lines, and legs and handles may be painted 

white in whole or in part (Lothrop 1963: 69). 

Tall-Tripod Brown vessels are characterized by tall 

and slender or tall and fat supports (Lothrop 1963: 51). 

The supports typically have a long slit facing outward. 

Also common are lug handles representing either small 

modeled animals or simply flat projecting slabs. The 

latter are often incised and paintede Lothrop (1963: 51-

52) notes that the interior or upper surface of these 

vessels is often red, and white bands or zigzags may appear 

on the legs or lugs. 

Red and Brown bowls are considered to be 

transitional types between Brown ware and Red ware (Lothrop 

1963: 68). Vessel forms are the typical jars and bowls; 

the difference lies in the manner of painting. Two 

examples mentioned by Lothrop (1963) include jars, the 

bottom half of which may be red, and bowls which have red 

interior and brown exteriors. The distinction is very 

subjective. Lothrop (1963: 45) defines as Brown ware any 

vessel of brown clay that shows at least half its original 
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color, and Red ware as any vessel that is red on both 

sides. Red and Brown vessels, then, are anything between. 

Negative painted wares described by Lothrop (1963: 

70) include negative painting on red, recovered from 

excavations, and black and white variants, acquired by 

purchase. Lothrop (1963) notes that negative painting 

never became popular in the Diquis, though it is abundant 

in the adjacent Province of Chiriqui (Panama). Diquis 

negative painted wares only occur in black on red (cf. 

Stone 1977), while black on white variants are known from 

Chiriqui. 
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The stone industry of the Aguas Buenas phase has 

been defined by Drolet (1982: 11). Surface collections at 

30 Aguas Buenas phase sites in the central portion of the 

Rio Grande de Terraba include flakes, cores, polished axes, 

manos, metates, hammerstones, and scrapers. The principal 

raw materials for the stone tool assemblage are granite and 

basalt rock. Drolet (1982: 13) notes that it was impossible 

to determine the stoneworking techniques or the principal 

activities associated with the use of the tools. 

Subsistence activities of the Aguas Buenas phase 

must be inferred from the artifacts or extrapolated from 

documented material for the Vol can Baru region of western 

Panama (Drolet 1984a: 257). To date, no organic remains 

have been recovered at sites in the Rio Grande de Terraba 



drainage. At Sitio Pitti-Gonzalez in western Panama 

carbonized maize and beans have been recovered. Drolet 

(1984a: 257) states that there is no reason to suspect any 

different subsistence practices in the Diquis region. 

In the Diquis, the Aguas Buenas phase is followed 

by the Chiriqui phase (Drolet 1982; Linares 1968; Haberland 

1955). It takes its name from the phase defined in Panama. 

In the early 1960s, Haberland (1961a, 1961b) conducted 

excavations in the Valle General, at the Buenos Aires site 

on the Rio Ceibo. He recognized connections between the 

material recovered there with that of Panama, yet attempted 

to assign it a phase name which would identify it as Costa 

Rican and to rename the Chiriqui pottery styles. The phase 

was designated Boruca and said to date between A.D. 1000 

and 1500 (Haberland 1961b). This phase designation is 

perpetuated by Stone (1977) but by no other scholar. 

Diagnostic ceramics identified by Linares (1968) for the 

Chiriqui phase are Biscuit, Villalba Red Streaked, Black

on-Red Negative, and Alligator wares. 

The Chiriqui phase is dated between A.D. 750 and 

1520 in the Diquis (Drolet 1984b: 17). It represents a 

period that witnessed the expansion of agricultural groups 

into the river valleys. The settlement pattern changed 

during the Chiriqui phase, taking on a linear pattern a~ong 

major drainages with sites separated from one another by 
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approximately five kilometers in the Rio Terraba drainage 

(Drolet 1982, 1984a). 

Four Chiriqui phase villages were discovered by 

Drolet (1982; Drolet and Markens 1982). These include 

Caracol, San Andres, Murcielago, and Curre. These sites 

occur within five kilometers of each other along a 25 

kilometer stretch of the Rio Terraba (Drolet 1984a, 1982). 

Twenty-five kilometers north of these localities is another 

Chiriqui phase village site on the Rio Ceibo known as Finca 

Remolino. Each of these large sites has similar 

distributions of refuse deposits -- lithic tools, waste 

flakes, cores, monochrome ceramics, and occasionally 

polychrome ceramics -- but only at Murcielago are 

residential features also preserved. Associated with these 

sites are twenty-two cemeteries of two types, one with 

mound~ containing stone cist to~bs and a second more common 

type that has groupings of tombs marked on the surface by 

river cobbles (Drolet 1984b: 17; 1982: 19). 

The lithic assemblage described for Murcielago 

includes manos, metates, scrapers, knives, hammerstones, 

axes, grinding stones, chisels, polished stone, cores, and 

flakes (Drolet 1982, figure 17). Analysis of this material 

reveals different categories of lithic artifacts for 

different domestic activities (Drolet 1984a: 258). Manos 

and metates are the most numerous categories, indicating 
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that the preparation of maize was a principal activity in 

the community. Along with these were stones with one 

pecked surface; probably the tool used to remove the smooth 

surface luster of manos and metates. There are also manos 

and metates that indicate the preparation of other foods 

such as seeds, palm nuts, and tubers. The basins of such 

metates are deep, as opposed to flat-surfaced metates 

associated with maize processing. Woodworking tools 

include scrapers, knives, polished stone axes, and chisels. 

All of the tools were found in densely concentrated and 

separated refuse areas around the house perimeters. 

Ethnohistory 

The Diquis region belongs to that part of Lower 

Central America said to reflect South American traits. The 

area of South American influence is characterized by a 

basic tropical forest culture pattern, with some cultures 

evidencing elaborations that have been categorized as 

Circum-Caribbean (Steward 1948). In this section Steward's 

(1948) classification of cultural types will be presented, 

followed by the presentation of available ethnohistoric 

information. 

The Tropical Forest and Circum-Caribbean Culture Patterns 

As defined by Steward (1948) the Tropical Forest 

Culture is a lifeway based on the slash-and-burn 
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cultivation of manioc. This is also known as vegetative or 

root crop cultivation (Helms 1975; Meggers 1976). It is a 

method of cultivation that is better suited to tropical 

conditions which takes into account the special 

requirements of the soil and climate (Meggers 1976). 

According to Steward (1948), fishing and hunting are of 

secondary importance. Fishing techniques include the hook 

and line, nets, basket traps, the bow and arrow, and the 

use of fish drugs. Techniques of hunting include the bow 

and arrow and the blowgun. Settlements are generally small 

and frequently shifting. House types vary but are 

generally constructed of natural materials and house both 

single and multiple families. Transportation along the 

river systems is by canoe. 

Elaborations on this basic tropical forest pattern 

constitute what St~ward (1948) calls the Circum-Caribbean 

pattern. It is a lifeway based on intensive agriculture. 

It is characterized by large, compact, planned villages, 

often palisaded, with dense populations of several hundred 

to thousands of persons. The houses, which are of pole

and-thatch construction, are arranged around streets and 

plazas of a settlement that includes temples, chief 

residences, and storehouses. There is also increased 

social complexity that accompanies the aggregation of 

people into villages. Class societies with hereditary and 
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achieved social statuses replace the unstratified, kinship

based organization associated with the tropical forest 

culture pattern. 

Ethnohistoric Information 

Ethnohistoric information for the southwestern 

region of Costa Rica is extremely scarce. The major source 

of information is Vazquez de Coronado (1563a, 1563b). At 

the end of 1562 Vazquez de Coronado arrived in Garci Munoz 

as the governor of New Cartago and Costa Rica. The name, 

New Cartago and Costa Rica, refers to the Spanish territory 

that comprised the area from the limits of the Ducado de 

Veragua to the Rio Grande in Honduras from sea to sea, 

excluding the independent provinces of Nicoya, Nicaragua, 

and Honduras (Fernandez 1889; Saenz and Melendez 1974; 

Honduras 1938; de Peralta 1883; Alvarado Garcia 1954). 

When it was established by royal decree in 1540, the 

territory was originally known as the province of Nueva 

Cartago. Jeronimo Benzoni, writing of "Nuevo Cartago" in 

1540, used "costa rica" (rich coast) as an adjective 

describing the richness of the unexplored territory that 

was being given at that time to Diego Gutierrez to govern 

(Fernandez 1889:77). In 1541 the name Costa Rica appeared 

for the first time in an official document from Valladolid 

(de Peralta 1883). Thereafter the territory became known 

as Nueva Cartago ~ Costa Rica. 
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In the years that followed, Vazquez de Coronado 

traveled the territory of Costa Rica pacifying and gaining 

the submission of almost all the caciques of the Atlantic 

watershed and the Diquis. Much of the information is 

derived from two letters -- one to Juan Martinez Landecho, 

president of the Audiencia de los Confines, the other to 

king Phillip II of Spain. 

The Audiencia de los Confines was established by 

licenses of Valladolid in 1543. Its concept was proposed 

to the king, Carlos V, by fray Bartolome de las Casas in 

his Nuevas Leyes (New Laws) to guard against the abuses of 

power by Spanish officials and to protect the Indians 

(Alvarado Garcia 1954). The name, Audiencia de los 

Confines (High Court of the Borderlands), was meant to be 

symbolic of its location, which was at the point bordering 

Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua (Alvarado Garcia 1954). 

Vazquez de Coronado (1563a, 1563b) went to the 

Diquis at the request of various caciques in order to 

pacify the "Coctos." He describes his meeting with the 

cacique of Quepo ~ route to Coctu, and tells how Corohore 

provided one hundred warriors to lead him to the vast 

savanna on which the town lay. 

Coctu is a Boruca site. It is described by Vazquez 

de Coronado (1563b) as situated on a ridge, protected by a 

double palisade and a defensive ditch. The battleship-
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shaped settlement was accessed by gates at the eastern and 

western ends. Within the palisades were eighty-four 

palengues arranged in linear groups of threes and fours, 

separated by small plazas. Fray Nicolas (1692) uses the 

term palenque in reference to the natives' name for their 

dwellings. The term also occurs in the literature in 

reference to palisaded sites. Palenques in the Talamanca 

range, as described by Gabb (1883), are generally circular, 

measuring 30 to 50 feet in diameter, and rising to almost 

the same height. They are constructed of large poles that 

extend from the ground to the apex of the conical roof. 

The frame was then lashed together with a bundle of vines 

and the entirety thickly thatched with pal,m fronds. 

Vazquez de Coronado states that the capacity of each house 

was 400 men, but that each contained 25 men with their 

women and children. The houses are described as being 

elevated on posts, round in form, with conical roofs, and 

having two doors. There was also a smaller fort, separated 

from the main one by a ravine. It is said to have had 12 

houses. 

A sketchy description of the inhabitants is gleaned 

through the combination of information from the two 

letters. Vazquez de Coronado (1563a) characterizes the 

inhabitants of Coctu as belicose warriors. Reasons for 

war, which was continuous, included robbing the neighbors 
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of the gold thay had mined, and capturing prisoners 

(Vazquez de Coronado 1563b). Prisoners were used for 

slaves and for sacrifice. Vazquez de Coronado (1563a) 

describes how the trophy heads and bodies of sacrifices 

were displayed outside the fort on racks. Another form of 

sacrifice in which slaves figured was at the death of their 

masters, when they were buried with him (Vazquez de 

Coronado 1563a). 

Vazquez de Coronado (1563a) estimated one thousand 

six hundred warriors occupied the two forts of Coctu. 

Their weapons consisted of lances, staffs, and hide 

shields. Their efficiency at war is attested to by their 

depopulation of more than forty towns in the surrounding 

countryside. Vazquez de Coronado (1563a, 1563b) believed 

he had found the origin of female amazon warrior myths, for 

he found the women fighting beside the men. They gave 

lances and staffs to the men, and threw stones (Vazquez de 

Coronado 1563b). 

Women were also responsible for sowing and tending 

the fields. Crops included cotton, maize, and beans 

(Vazquez de Coronado 1563a). They had houses near their 

fields where they stored the maize, and sometimes slept 

there. They also ate a variety of fruits, wild pig, tapir, 

deer, and fish. 
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Spinning was the occupation of the old (Vazquez de 

Coronado 1563b). Vazquez de Coronado (1563b) states that 

they could spin two very thin threads of cotton on a single 

spindle, and from this they made very thin cotton clothing. 

Vazquez de Coronado (1563b) notes that there were 

thirty-plus towns in the region; the names are given in his 

letter to Juan Martinez Landecho. Seven were said to 

resemble Coctu, though with larger populations. Three of 

these -- Cia, Xarixaba, and Texbi -- were said to have been 

so large that a person leaving in the morning to walk 

around the palengues would arrive at their point of 

departure at midday. 

Similar fortified sites are reported for the 

Dorasque and various groups in the mountains of Talamanca. 

Roberto de la Guardia, in a paper presented at the 1981 

Congreso: EI Sureste de Costa Rica Como Region de 

Desarrollo, gave the results of archaeological studies of 

changes in settlement patterns of the Dorasque. Previous 

to the migration of Dorasque to the Atlantic coast in the 

seventeenth century they occupied non-habitational military 

palenques on inaccessible mountain peaks of the Pacific 

slope. This contrasts with palenques of the Talamanca area 

which housed both warriors and their families. 

When fray Nicolas (1692: 191) entered the Talamanca 

range he encountered various groups, which included the 
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Talamancas, the Terrabas, Cabecares, Chichagues, Vsamboros, 

Cabecs, Vsuros, Mallagues, and others. With the exception 

of the Terrabas, these groups are associated with the 

Atlantic watershed of southern Costa Rica, yet they are 

described as having similar types of sites to those of the 

Diquis. Fray Nicola~ (1692) notes that their settlements 

were called palenques, each having populations of three 

hundred or more personse Members of a lineage resided in 
-

these settlements, and practiced exogamous marriage. With 

respect to location, fray Nicolas states that they were 

found on the eminences of the mountains, which were almost 

inaccessible, and were spaced from ten to twelve leagues 

from similar settlements. A league on land measured 

approximately 2.75 miles. 

The groups that were encountered by the Spanish may 

be characterized as agricultural, socially stratified 

societies. Social segments include the caciques and their 

principal men, the elite, the commoners, and the slaves. 

Settlements were composed of lineages who practiced 

exogamy. The settlements sometimes had palisades, which, 

it is reasonable to assume, were for protection. 

Subsistence was based on maize agriculture which was 

supplemented by collecting, hunting and fishing. The 

characteristics suggest the Circum-Caribbean culture 

pattern (Steward 1948). 
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Background to Research 

In 1980, the Proyecto Arqueologico Boruca was 

initiated by the Museo Nacional de Costa Rica and the 

Instituto Costarricense de Electricidad. It has since been 

renamed the Proyecto Terraba-Coto Brus, and is presently 

under the direction of Dr. Robert P. Drolet. The project 

has as its major objective the intensive study of 

Pre columbian settlement patterns within a 400 square 

kilometer area that would have eventually been flooded with 

the completion of the Boruca Hydroelectric Project. The 

Boruca Hydroelectric Project has since been abandoned by 

the Instituto Costarricense de Electricidad. 

Between June 1980 and June 1981 Drolet and Markens 

(1982) conducted archaeological site surveys in the central 

portion of the Rio Grande de Terraba in the Diquis Valley 

of southwestern Costa Rica (Figure 1). The survey res~lted 

in the definition of an occupation sequence and site 

settlement patterns for the Diquis. An early Aguas Buenas 

phase occupation is represented at thirty sites (Drolet and 

Markens 1982; Drolet 1982). This phase dates from 500 B.C. 

to A.D. 600 (Drolet 1984a). The main diagnostic ceramics 

are Scarified, Red, Red Rimmed, Fugitive Red, and Brown 

(Stone 1977). Sites are located exclusively within the 

upland zone (300-500 m. ASL). With the exception of Bolas 

(P-90-B1), Aguas Buenas phase sites are small, featureless, 
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habitation locations. Bolas has rectangular mound features 

as well as a habitation area, and is thought to represent a 

ceremonial center (Drolet 1982). 

Later pre-Conquest occupations are assigned to the 

Chiriqui phase, dated A.D. 800-1500 (Drolet 1984a). These 

late period prehistoric sites are restricted to the lower 

alluvial plains (100-300 m. ASL) that border the Rio 

Terraba and its principal tributar~es. Diagnostic ceramics 

of the Costa Rican Chiriqui phase are Ceiba Rojo-cafe and 

Buenos Aires Polychrome (Drolet 1984c). Sites include four 

nucleated village locations and twenty-two cemeteries along 

the terraces fronting the river drainages. 

Interpretive work has concentrated on evidence for 

the spread and domination of valley lands by farming 

communities between the period 500 B.C. to the Conquest. 

Preliminary data suggest that there was a level of autonomy 

between Chiriqui phase village sites. Drolet and Markens 

(1982) believe that the settlement pattern reflects the 

divisions of a territorial chiefdom within a village 

network, with villages organized for the manufacture and 

distribution of resources over territorial zones. Without 

radiocarbon dates it is not known whether the division is 

temporal, spatial, or both. 

Studies to define the internal spatial structure of 

Chiriqui phase sites have focused on the large village site 
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of Murcielago (P-107-Mc). Drolet and Markens (1982; Drolet 

1982) intensively surveyed approximately one-half of the 

four square kilometer area of this site during the 1980-

1981 season. Preliminary data from the survey and 

collections from sectors 1 through 4a at Murcielago suggest 

that there is a homogeneous distribution of artifact 

categories across the site (Drolet 1982). Yet, there are 

quantitative variations between categories that may reflect 

different activity sets or different statuses. 

My involvement with the Proyecto Terraba-Coto Brus 

resulted from discussions with Dr. Drolet in 1983 while I 

was in Costa Rica, working with the Museo Nacional at the 

central highland site of Agua Caliente. At Drolet's 

invitation, I designed a project for the spatial analysis 

of Murcielago. 

This dissertation examines the use of space and 

patterns of refuse disposal at the village site of 

Murcielago (P-107-Mc). The theoretical considerations are 

discussed in Chapter 2 which includes a review of 

anthropological and archaeological studies and discusses 

the implications for the data. Chapter 3 provides 

background information about the site, a brief summary of 

the work, discusses methods of analysis, and summarizes the 

results of the analysis. Chapter 4 summarizes and 

interprets the results of the analysis. 
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Statement of Problem and Research Design 

Murcielago is one of the only village sites in the 

Central American isthmus with well preserved structures 

having clearly associated refuse pits. The site is located 

on a low river terrace of the Rio Terraba near the 

confluence of its principal tributaries: the Rios Coto 

Brus, Cabagra, and Limon (Figure 2). Murcielago is a 

single component Chiriqui phase site that has been defined 

by Drolet (1982) as having five residential sectors and a 

sixth sector of unknown function. The residential sectors 

are composed of two or three circular house foundations of 

rounded river cobbles. 

The nature of Murcielago is such that it offers 

pristine conditions for studying variability within a site, 

both in terms of examining the nature of social segments 

and the organization of household activities. The clearly 

defined house foundations with associated refuse pits 

represent naturally segregated sampling units. The 

comparison of archaeological material recovered from these 

units will form the basis for inferences about social 

segments or activity differences between household clusters 

once the site has been completely examined. 

The spatial study of Murcielago will have local as 

well as regional significance, as it represents a key to 

understanding a multivillage network of late period 
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chiefdom settlements in the Terraba basin of Costa Rica and 

in the Gran Chiriqui archaeological subarea. This research 

will also contribute to the analysis of village 

organization ~n general (Flannery 1976; Winter 1976a, 

1976b; Flannery and Winter 1976; Whalen 1976; Hayden and 

Cannon 1982), and to the growing body of theoretical data 

concerning disposal and discard behavior (Schiffer 1972, 

1975; Schiffer and Rathje 1973; Lange and Rydberg 1972; 

Binford 1976; Rathje 1974, 1979; Yellen 1977). 

The sampling plan includes test excavations of 

refuse pits and excavation units within the house 

foundations. The household cluster constitutes the basic 

sample universe, and consists of a cluster of house 

foundations within a residential sector and its associated 

activity and refuse areas. 

The sample universe is divided into two basic 

zones: the pit features around the house foundations, and 

the interior of the houses. The refuse pits constitute one 

sample unit, and are visible on the surface. The area of 

pits surrounding the house foundations at Murcielago extend 

between 100 to 200 meters in anyone direction. To control 

for distance from the house foundation, the area of pits 

was arbitrarily divided into 25 meter intervals, radiating 

outward from the house foundations in concentric rings. 

This allows for the stratified sampling of refuse pits and 
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allows the isolation of disposal patterns with respect 

to the minimum size of discarded items. 

Excavations within the house foundations and around 

their perimeters proceeded in arbitrary ten centimeter 

levels. Based on the fact that foundations are flush with 

the surface of the ground at Murcielago, and experience 

with similar foundations at Agua Caliente, it was expected 

that no more than four levels would be excavated in this 

manner before sterile soil is reached. 

The project has three goals. The first is to 

determine whether patterns of refuse disposal exist in the 

archaeological record as they have been documented in 

ethnographic and urban societal contexts. The second is to 

describe refuse disposal practices. This will include the 

examination of spatial relationships between the house 

foundations and areas of refuse disposal as well as the 

analysis of the distribution of artifacts. The third is to 

interpret refuse disposal practices and spatial 

relationships in terms of household activities, craft 

specializations, and social segments. 

Diversity measures will be used to examine 

variation in the number and relative abundance of artifact 

classes between household clusters. They will form the 

basis for comparisons between sample units. It is expected 

that certain classes of artifacts will occur at each locus. 
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These classes are associated with such universal activities 

as food procurement, food preparation, and storage, or 

certain kinds of tool preparation (Flannery and Winter 

1976). Once the common elements have been isolated, the 

nature of variability evident in the remaining artifact 

classes can be examined. 

Flannery and Winter (1976) and Whalen (1976) have 

defined activity sets and status differences by examining 

relative proportions of artifact classes or exotic raw 

materials. Rank-order statistics are used to analyze 

variation in artifact classes between household clusters. 

Categories examined include those other than items 

identified as indicative of universal activities. 

Patterns of disposal behavior can be examined by 

means of cluster analysis. In contrast to the application 

of diversity measures and rank-order statistics that 

examine and compare variability between household clusters, 

cluster analysis is applied across sample units. For 

example, to determine patterns of refuse disposal across 

the site all refuse pits will be compared according to 

preselected intervals. Cluster analysis should isolate 

significant groupings both in terms of artifact classes and 

debris size. 

Additional information recorded includes organic 

remains such as carbonized maize kernels, beans, and faunal 
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remains. To date, no organic material was recovered 

from the site. This may be the result of a humid climate, 

but may also be related to sampling bias. The screening of 

soil from excavation units at Agua Caliente proved a 

fruitful method for the recovery of this material, but I 

also undertook recovery through flotation. Dependent upon 

the preservation of organic material, radiocarbon samples 

will be taken. The dates will establish the position of 

Murcielago in a temporal framework. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Four major bodies of theory are employed in this 

dissertation. The first deals with discard behavior, the 

second with formation processes, the third with 

archaeological spatial analysis and the examination of 

"community," and the fourth with geographic models of land 

use. For purposes of clarity each of these will be 

discussed separately. The discussions are by no means 

meant to represent exhaustive summations of the abundance 

of literature pertaining to each category. Rather, the 

studies examined are illustrative of major concepts or 

present information that it is particularly relevant to the 

study at hand. 

Discard and Disposal Behavior 

Anthropological research of discard and disposal 

behavior has been an avenue of scholarly pursuit since the 

early 1970s. Depositional behavior, first formally. 

defined by Schiffer (1972, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1983; see also 

Ascher 1968; Schiffer and Rathje 1973; Rathje and Schiffer 

1980), has been the focus of various ethnoarchaeological 

{Binford 1976, 1983; Bonnichsen 1973; Douglas 1972; Yellen 
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1977; Lange and Rydberg 1972; Hayden and Cannon 1982, 1983; 

Murray 1980; South 1979; Schiffer, Downing, and McCarthy 

1981) and modern material culture (Rathje 1974, 1979; 

Rathje and McCarthy 1977) studies. Archaeological studies 

include Carrillo (1977), Flannery (1976), Flannery and 

Winter (1976), Winter (1976a, 1976b), Whalen (1976), and 

Halstead, Hodder, and Jones (1978). For a summary 

treatment of discard and disposal behavior see Deal (1984). 

Ethnoarchaeological and modern material culture 

studies cover a variety of societies -- simple to complex 

-- and provide the groundwork for archaeological 

examinations of discard behavior. The principal advantage 

to these approaches is that the researcher has access to 

informant data, though this is not always reliable (Rathje 

1974, 1979), as well as the original data. It allows 

people such as Bonnichsen (1973), Heider (1967), and 

Douglas (1972) to return from the field with cautionary 

tales. For the most part, however, the results of these 

studies are positive. The literature is varied. Topics 

include the identification of strategies of refuse 

disposal, the detection of patterns, and the recognition of 

sociocultural, functional and activity differences. 

Strategies of Refuse Disposal 

Binford (1978, 1983), Hayden and Cannon (1982, 

1983), and Deal (1984) have devised classificatory schemes 
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for discard behavior. All are based on ethnoarchaeological 

studies which, theoretically, should provide a body of data 

that an archaeologist can use in the field. However, there 

are weaknesses that would render them difficult to apply 

directly to the description of archaeol~gical data. Each 

will be presented in turn as formulated and discussed as a 

group at the end. 

Binford's Disposal Modes and Maintenance Schemes. 

Binford (1978: 345-347, 1983) has defined five disposal 

modes -- dropping, tossing, resting, positioning, and 

dumping -- and two types of disposal practices -

preventive and post hoc site maintenance. Dropping 

includes small items such as lithic waste, bone splinters, 

and wood shavings that are dropped during manipulation and 

left in situ. Tossing involves large items; debris that is 

removed from the work area after the completion of an 

action. Binford (1978: 347) classifies dropping and 

tossing disposal modes as primary refuse. 

Resting and positioning represent unintentional 

disposal modes if the object was forgotten and never 

retrieved. An item is described as resting when it is set 

down temporarily, such as during unpacking, while engaged 

in other tasks, or setting up tools. The positioning of 

items is the result of the intentional placement of an 

object in a particular spot. 
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Dumping is an intentional disposal mode and 

involves the accumulation of dropped or rested items in a 

container prior to its removal to the periphery of the 

site. Dumping is classified as secondary refuse since it 

involves the removal of debris from the activity area. 

Dumping results in high density aggregate distributions. 

Two types of disposal practices identified by 

Binford (1983) are preventive and post hoc site 

maintenance. Binford (1983: 153, 189) describes the 

disposal of large items in toss zones as preventive site 

maintenance. The backward toss zone originates from the 

practice of throwing large debris over the shoulder. The 

forward toss zone is the vacant area on the downwind side 

of the hearth. This practice is preventive in the sense 

that it keeps the work area clear of large debris. The 

actual cleaning up of areas and the transport of debris to 

special dumping areas constitutes post hoc maintenance 

(Binford 1983: 189). 

Hayden and Cannon's Categories of Refuse Disposal. 

Hayden and Cannon (1982, 1983) identify three types of 

discard: house sweepings, provisional, and final. House 

sweepings consist of "casual" refuse -- organic and small 

inorganic remains, bones, and ashes -- that is generally 

dumped in the household garden or toft areas, whether in 

pits or scattered on the surface. "Toft" refers to the 
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area around the dwelling where most of the activities 

associated with the household take place (Hayden and Cannon 

1982: 9-10, 1983: 126; Deal 1984: 262). 

Provisional discard involves larger fragments, 

often including potentially recyclable tools. Refuse is 

collected prior to its disposal, often along the outside 

walls, fences, hedges, or in the toft area. Various 

processes operate on refuse in the provisional phase. They 

include: (1) further accidental breakage, (2) weathering, 

(3) the caprices of children's play behavior, (4) the 

effects of animal oehavior, and (5) the retrieval of select 

pieces. This results in substantial displacements, 

scattering and breakage of large sherds and industrial 

items. Hayden and Cannon (1982: 13) note that in some 

households these provisional areas may become the ultimate 

disposal locations. 

Usually, when the amount of larger material items 

temporarily stored inside and around the dwellings becomes 

cumbersome, the females will gather it up and remove it to 

secondary dump areas. These may be located within the 

household compounds, or in the streets, streams, or 

ravines. This represents the final discard stage. Hayden 

and Cannon (1982: 14) point out that final disposal areas 

are rarely more than two minutes away from the dwelling. 
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Deal's Strategies for Refuse Disposal. Intentional 

disposal strategies include provisional, maintenance, and 

dumping disposal. Loss is characterized by Deal (1984: 

253) as an unintentional strategy. Provisional discard is 

the intentional storage of damaged or fragmented items for 

future disposal or reuse, and involves two strategies. The 

first is the isolated storage of artifact fragments, either 

along the base of the ititerior or exterior walls, in 

corners, under furniture, in corn bins, or hanging from 

beams. The second is the storage of items in clusters. 

Objects may be grouped or stored along outside walls, edges 

of patios, occasionally on roofs, in storage structures, or 

in abandoned buildings. 

Maintenance disposal represents efforts to keep the 

living and work spaces clean. This is achieved by the 

regular sweeping of the house, kitchen, and patio areas. 

It corresponds to Binford's (1978, 1983) preventive 

maintenance and Hayden and Cannon's (1982, 1983) house 

sweepings. In Binford's (1978, 1983) scheme, however, the 

debris is removed by tossing it rather than sweeping it up. 

Deal (1984: 261) states that dumping disposal 

comprises the bulk of material items contributed to the 

archaeological record of sedentary communities. Murray 

(1980) has demonstrated that, under certain circumstanc~s, 

dumping disposal is also part of the archaeological record 
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of migratory groups. Dumping involves the disposal of 

refuse in discrete locations, either within a household 

compound or at a neighborhood dump, or it can be thrown in 

the streets. Deal (1984) also classifies as dumping the 

broadcast disposal of refuse. "Broadcasting" refers to the 

dispersed pattern that results when, for example, one 

slings the contents of a pail away from the body. 

Discussion. The three schemes have two elements in 

common. First, all recognize the practice of keeping work 

and living areas clear of debris. Binford (1983) refers to 

it as preventive site maintenance, Hayden and Cannon (1982, 

1983) as house sweeping, and Deal (1984) as maintenance 

discard. Second, all include a final discard stage; 

Binford (1983) and Deal (1984) both label it dumping, 

Hayden and Cannon (1982, 1983) call it final discard. 

These two behaviors would be the most obvious, in an 

objective sense, to detect at an archaeological site. 

Maintenance discard (Deal 1984) would be indirectly 

indicated in the archaeological record by the presence of 

an area around a structure or activity focal point, such as 

Binford1s (1978, 1983) hearth, with relatively low artifact 

and refuse densities. The latter, furthermore, would be 

"small" in size. Modern material culture studies have 

established the size of items likely to be left where they 

fell as smaller than four inches (or about nine 
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centimeters) (Rathje 1982: 655; Schiffer 1983: 679). Items 

larger than four inches would be picked up and thrown away. 

To say, though, that the refuse was disposed of in a 

provisional as opposed to final discard area would be a 

difficult and subjective task, as would the identification 

of most objects that might have been rested or positioned 

Binford (1978). 

Hayden and Cannon (1982, 1983) and Deal (1984) 

characterize provisional discard areas as temporary 

collection locations for refuse, often containing items 

such as potentially recyclable tools. "Temporary" is the 

key term, since, as Hayden and Cannon (1982, 1983) point 

out, the refuse might be carried to final discard locations 

when it becomes cumbersome. The effect would be to 

homogenize the distribution of potentially resuable and 

useless items over space. Furthermore, a provisional 

discard area would have to be reclassified as a final 

discard location if no further action is taken on the 

refuse. To my knowledge, no index has been formulated to 

measure this phenomenon. 

Binford's (1978, 1983) scheme, in its simplicity, 

is the most directly applicable to the description of 

archaeological data since it focuses solely upon objective 

phenomena. There are areas where large items have been 

cleaned up, and there are dumps where items have been 
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disposed ofo His categorization avoids the problem of 

defining what is meant by a potentially recyclable tool and 

avoids having to define provisional versus final discard 

areas when the contents may be homogeneous. One thinks of 

forays by individuals to city dumps to scavenge items they 

can recycle and use -- one man's garbage is another's 

treasure. It immediately brings into question the 

interpretation of a city dump as a final discard area. The 

argument could be made that, for some sectors of the 

population, the city dump represents a provisional discard 

area until such time as the garbage is amassed into a heap 

and burned, or plowed under for use as landfill. 

The problem with Binford's (1978, 1983) scheme is 

the identification of certain disposal modes -

particularly resting and positioning. The archaeologist 

would be rather hard pressed to distinguish between the two 

actions. What began as the positioning of an object could 

become resting if the owner were called away to another 

task. If the owner then forgot the item and failed to 

retrieve it, it would be loss. Loss (Deal 1984) would 

appear to be the better classification of such objects. 

Patterns of Refuse Disposal 

Several studies confirm the practice of maintaining 

the area of daily activities relatively clear of debris 

(Binford 1983; Murray 1980; Yellen 1977; Halstead, Hodder, 
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and Jones 1978; Hayden and Cannon 1982, 1983; Lange and 

Rydberg 1972; South 1979). The care with which an area is 

maintained is related to the intensity of use and the 

duration of occupation (Binford 1983; 190). Even migratory 

populations who reside at a site for at least one season 

will throw discarded elements out of the family living 

space (Murray 1980). The problem, then, becomes to detect 

patterns of discard behavior and the determination of 

factors governing refuse disposal. 

Yellen's (1977) ethnoarchaeological study of !Kung 

San camps, designed to evaluate the correlation between 

population size and the area of artifact scatters, has 

implications for the detection of disposal behavior in the 

archaeological record. The ring model that defined 

activity areas for !Kung camps sets up certain expectations 

for archaeological remains. For example, it was noted that 

debris associated with food preparation and tool 

manufacture is likely to occur in or near the hut, while 

messier activities -- such as butchering and the cooking of 

animal heads -- occur in an outer specialized activity 

ring. Halstead, Hodder, and Jones (1978) noticed a 

variable distribution of animal bones at the late Iron Age 

- Roman site of Wendens Ambo, England, that suggests a 

separation of activities like that observed by Yellen 

(1977). 
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At Wendens Ambo it was found that a larger quantity 

of meat bones occurred in the main settlement area while 

protions of butchered animals that were not used for meat 

-- such as the lower limb bones, vertebrae, pelves, and 

scapulae -- were found on the periphery of the site. A 

similar distribution of fine versus coarse pottery was also 

noted. Clearly, functional and activity differences are 

reflected in patterns observed at lKung camps and at 

Wendens Ambo. Considerations governing the disposal of 

refuse appear to have been to (1) keep "messier" activities 

away from the living area, and (2) discard larger objects 

away from the dwelling. Hayden and Cannon (1982, 1983) 

develop this notion more fully. 

Hayden and Cannon (1982) examined secondary refuse 

disposal behavior at three highland Maya villages as part 

of the Coxoh Ethnoarchaeological Project. The study 

differs from that of Yellen (1977) in that it examines 

sedentary groups -- yet defines disposal behavior that 

varies spatially, albeit in a more complex fashion -- like 

that suggested for the lKung San. Hayden and Cannon (1982) 

defined three major concerns that govern refuse disposal: 

economy of effort; the potential value of the refuse; and 

the potential hindrance of the refuse. By hindrance 

potential is meant dangerous or injurious refuse such as 

glass. It was noted that systematic attempts were made to 
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remove refuse from the immediate living areas by dumping it 

in secondary discard locations. Items small enough to be 

considered "house sweepings" were generally dumped nearby, 

around the house, whether in pits or scattered on the 

surface. Items with some potential value -- such as 

potentially recyclable broken tools -- were amassed in a 

collecting area prior to disposal. These are usually 

located away from the main th0r0nghfares of daily 

activities, e.g., along fences or hedges, or in "dead 

space" areas within the house. Similar behavior is 

evidenced in the curation and maintenance activities 

described by Binford (1976) for the Nunamiut Eskimo. Final 

disposal consists of the removal of potentially valuable 

refuse and/or large and potentially injurious refuse, such 

as glass shards, to separate locations. This final discard 

stage is determined by convenience. Refuse will be 

disposed of at locations that require a minimal amount of 

effort to reach, be it within the confines of the compound, 

in natural or cultural dumping locations, or pits. 

The use of pits for Hayden and Cannon (1982) at 

Coxoh constituted a special case of final refuse disposal 

since pits are not a common method of disposal among modern 

Maya groups studied. Yet, as they point out, pits are 

common during some periods in the archaeological record. 

Hayden and Cannon (1982) note that pits conform to refuse 
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disposal based on effort and hindrance considerations. 

Their data suggest that pits were most often used for 

refuse disposal where pits were constructed for other 

purposes and happened to be in disuse, needed filling, and 

provided a convenient receptacle for refuse. 

The La Paloma house-site in the Sapoa River Valley 

of northern Costa Rica confirms some of the patterns of 

disposal behavior described by Hayden and Cannon (1982, 

1983) for Coxoh. Lange and Rydberg (1972) noted that 

debris related to food preparation was disposed of near the 

structure, while objects of potential hindrance value 

useless or injurious objects -- were disposed of in a 

convenient ravine to the north of the dwelling. An 

apparent knapping area, as reflected by a concentration of 

flakes to the north of the structure, conforms to the 

expected pattern for the disposal of refuse with some 

hindrance potential. 

South's (1979) data for a 20th century lower 

socioeconomic class dwelling generally conforms to the 

pattern described above, but has a slight variation. The 

area adjacent to the structure, which was sometimes swept, 

contained small items -- ceramics, glass, and other debris. 

South (1979: 219) labels the debitage distribution in this 

area the adjacent refuse pattern. It is surrounded by a 

peripheral refuse area which South (1979) states often 
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occurs along fence lines. Large items such as cans, 

bottles, and other junk, are often discarded here. The 

pattern is similar to that above in which the area of daily 

activities is kept relatively clear of debris. The pattern 

differs from the others in the location of what might be 

called the final discard location. The structure examined 

by South (1979) was raised and the area underneath used for 

the disposal of large and potentially injurious refuse. It 

would appear to represent a special type of discard area, 

dictated by the restrictions to expansion imposed by 

individual lots and allowed by the architectural features 

of the dwelling. 

The data suggest that discard will radiate out from 

a focal point or structure as long as there is no 

impediment to movement. This pattern has been documented 

by Yellen (1977), Binford (1978, 1983), Lange and Rydberg 

(1972), and Halstead, Hodder, and Jones (1978). The 

imposition of boundaries causes alterations in disposal 

practices. 

Hayden and Cannon (1982, 1983) and South (1979) 

examined disposal practices for households that maintained 

some form of property boundary. There is some trash 

accumulation along the perimeter of the property -- be it 

provisional or final discard -- but, for the most part, the 

bulk of the refuse is removed to additional secondary 
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dumps. In the case of the 20th century dwelling, where the 

rubbish could not be removed to a convenient neighborhood 

dump, the area beneath the house was adapted for refuse 

disposal. 

Sociocultural, Functional and Activity Differences 

Negative evidence (Bonnichsen 1973; Heider 1967; 

Douglas 1972) notwithstanding, there have been a variety of 

studies that have examined human residues and have 

successfully identified sociocultural, functional, and 

activity differences. The Bonnichsen (1973), Heider 

(1967), and Douglas (1972) articles essentially emphasize 

problems of interpretation. Their number is far outweighed 

by studies that have produced positive results (e.g., 

Rathje and McCarthy 1977; Halstead, Hodder, and Jones 1978; 

Carillo 1977; Flannery 1976; Flannery and Winter 1976; 

Winter 1976a, 1976b; Whalen 1976). 

The studies of Whalen (1976), Carrillo (1977), and 

Rathje and McCarthy (1977) focused on the detection of 

sociocultural variability. At the Formative period 

archaeological site of Santo Domingo Tomaltepec, in the 

Valley of Oaxaca, Whalen (1976) identified different 

statuses by the differential distribution of cultural 

remains. Carrillo (1977) has established discard practices 

that characterize German and British colonial period house 

sites in North and South Carolina. Results of the Rathje 
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and McCarthy (1977) study of modern disposal practices 

suggest that in a period of homeostasis certain behavioral

material patterns will relate systematically to general 

sociocultural characteristics. 

Whalen (1976) divided the site of Santo Domingo 

Tomaltepec into areas of relatively higher and lower 

residences, based upon the differences in house 

construction. To test the proposition that different 

residences indicated different statuses Whalen (1976) 

compared the fill of refuse pits from either area. Whalen 

(1976: 76) concluded that high status was reflected in 

differential proportions of imported obsidian to local 

chert used for tools and in the differential quantity of 

animal bones. Those of the elite consumed more deer than 

those of the subordinate group. 

Carrillo (1977) worked on the identification of 

different ethnic groups rather than the detection of 

different statuses. Historical records and patterns of 

discard detected at historical archaeological sites in 

North Carolina -- Bethabara and Brunswick -- demonstrated 

very different disposal behavior for the German and British 

colonial groups represented. At Bethabara (German colonial) 

there was little systematic discard and densities of refuse 

in areas adjacent to the structure were low. This 

contrasted with the Brunswick (British colonial) site where 
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there was systematic discard of refuse at the front and 

back doors. Carrillo's (1977) excavations at Howser house 

(German) and Bratton house (British) in South Carolina 

confirmed random disposal patterns at German sites and 

selective disposal patterns at British sites. 

Examination of contemporary disposal patterns led 

Rathje and McCarthy (1977) to conclude that specific 

nondiscard behaviors relating to general sociocultural 

characteristics are often still visible after disposal and 

differential transformations. The data suggest that 

certain items of material culture are better indicators of 

sociocultural characteristics than others. For example, 

Rathje and McCarthy (1977: 276) found a correlation between 

large family size and large cans. Since food is a basic 

necessity it appears to be a better indicator than non

essential items such as detergent. However, when food 

prices began to increase the correlation broke down. 

Differences that were detectable by income, ethnic, and 

demographic groups before the price increase ceased to 

exist after (Rathje and McCarthy 1977: 270). 

There was no positive correlation between 

detergent, a non-essential item for survival, and 

sociocultural variables. Rathje and McCarthy (1977: 268-

269) posited a relationship between income, family size~ 

and box size. They assumed that/box size would correlate 
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with the number of people in the house, and that the cost 

per box would correlate with income. What Rathje and 

McCarthy (1977) found was that small families bought the 

biggest boxes, and that those with the lowest incomes 

bought the more expensive brands. 

These studies demonstrate that sociocultural 

differences are detectable in the archaeological record and 

in modern refuse and provide a variety of methods for that 

purpose. Family composition, status differences, and 

different ethnic groups can be determined through the 

careful analysis of refuse. Other studies focus on 

functional and activity differences. 

At Wendens Ambo, Halstead, Hodder, and Jones (1978) 

demonstrated that refuse from the eating of meals was 

distributed differently from that deriving from food 

preparation. Functional and activity variation was 

detectable in the differential distribution of butchered 

bone and pottery, not only in relation to the structure, 

but in four types of pits. Pit types A and B were 

vertical-sided or bell-shaped features that ranged between 

45 and 95 centimeters in depth. Generally, A-B pits had 

lower densities of pottery and bone. Coarse pottery 

comprised approximately 5% of the sherds and fine wares 

constituted approximately 25% of the total. Coarse pottery 

was assumed to represent kitchen wares and fine pottery to 
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represent table wares. Bones also suggested a °table' 

context. Halstead, Hodder, and Jones (1978: 124) suggest 

that the A-B pits may have been used originally for storage 

and later reused for rubbish. 

Type C pits contained high densities of bone and 

pottery and were thought to have been dug deliberate~y to 

bury refuse. Bones from these pits were characterized as 

reflecting the kitchen component. There was also a higher 

percentage of kitchen wares, though some fine wares were 

also recovered. Type C pits are shallow scoops up to 36 

centimeters deep, and range between one and one-half meters 

in diameter. 

rubbish. 

C pits. 

Type D pits were not used for the disposal of 

They are described as smaller and shallower than 

Burnt pebbles recovered from D pits suggest their 

use as hearths. 

Functional and activity differences other than 

those associated with food preparation and eating are 

detectable as well. At Salinas La Blanca, Flannery and 

White (1976) were able to define different kinds of tool 

production. Techniques of stone tool manufacture can be 

determined by the analysis of tools, cores, and waste 

debris. Flannery and Winter (1976) noted that certain 

kinds of stone tool manufacture were common to all of the 

households of Salinas La Blanca, while others -- such as 
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pressure flaking -- seemed to represent possible household 

specializations. Additional kinds of tool production, also 

thought to represent household specializations, are bone 

tool manufacture and ground and polished celt manufacture. 

Flannery and Winter (1976) also identified regional 

and unique craft specializations. Crafts include shell 

ornament and magnetite mirror production and feather 

working. The production of mirrors was thought to be a 

unique specialization. 

Subsistence activities can be reconstructed from 

both direct and indirect evidence. Direct evidence 

includes floral and faunal remains; indirect evidence 

includes artifacts and features associated with particular 

sUbsistence activities. At the archaeological sites of 

Tierras Largas, Moyotzingo, and Acatepec, Winter (1976a) 

recovered both types of evidence. Organic remains include 

carbonized plant material, pollen, and various animal 

bones. Artifactual evidence includes such things as manos, 

metates, pottery, and storage pits (Winter 1976a; Flannery 

and Winter 1976). 

Formation Processes 

Articles concerned with formation processes of the 

archaeological record date to the late 1960s, with the 

publication of Ascher's (1968) delineation of processes of 

organization and disorganization. Schiffer (1972, 1975, 
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1976, 1977, 1983; also Schiffer and Rathje 1973; Rathje and 

Schiffer 1980) has published most extensively and is 

responsible for the separation of natural and cultural 

transforms, the identification of archaeological and 

systemic contexts, and the delineation of four formation 

processes -- systemic to archaeological, systemic to 

systemic, archaeological to systemic, and archaeological to 

archaeological contexts. The point of these, and other 

(Gifford 1978; Foley 1981; Heider 1967), studies is that 

archaeological remains largely represent a distorted 

reflection of past behavioral systems (Schiffer 1976). It 

is encumbent upon the archaeologist to be aware of these 

processes as they can affect the interpretations made on 

the basis of patterns in artifact distributions (see for 

example, Heider 1967; Bonnichsen 1973; Douglas 1972; Foley 

1981). 

Ascher (1968) and Foley (1981) have examined the 

effect of human activity -- cultural formation processes or 

C-transforms (Schiffer 1972, 1976, 1977) -- in an inhabited 

place. Schiffer (1972: 16) has stated that C-transforms 

are the dominant factor in archaeological site formation. 

Ascher (1968) discusses these processes in terms of 

"organization" and "disorganization," and points out that 

they operate during pre- and post-depositional stages (also 

Schiffer 1976). In illustration, Ascher (1968) uses an 
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American automobile yard and a Seri village. For example, 

in the case of the car yard, he views the manufacture of 

cars as an ordering process, the accumulation of cars in 

the yard as a reordering process, and the selective removal 

of parts for use elsewhere as a disordering and ordering 

process. Activities described by Ascher (1968) correspond 

to Schiffer's (1976) collecting, adandonment, scavenging, 

reuse, and recycling. 

Additional processes of disorganization were 

identified by Ascher (1968) in his examination of a Seri 

village. In the growth of the village Ascher (1968) noted 

that the highest densities of cultural materials were found 

in inhabited portions of the site. This was due to the 

practice of recycling potentially adaptable materials, such 

as dismantling old houses to build new ones (Ascher 1968: 

51). The practice did not create discrete concentrations 

of debris; Ascher (1968: 50-51) noted that the broadcast 

disposal of refuse and the human practice of walking via 

the shortest route caused the smearing and blending of 

temporally separate material. 

Foley (1981: 159) also noted blurring in his 

examination of regions and sites. At the regional level, 

continued occupancy increases the absolute density of 

artifacts. This results in two types of settlement 

development and artifact distribution: the ribbon 
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(fluviatile) and radial (concentric) patterns (Foley 1981: 

160). Blurring was recognized at the level of the site as 

well. Foley (1981: 160-161) states that over time, if each 

group has its own area and does not relocate, there will be 

a totally uniform cover of artifacts. Earlier, Schiffer 

(1972: 162) reached a similar conclusion which was stated 

in the form of a general principle: 

"With increasing site population (or perhaps site 

size) and increasing intensity of occupation, 

there will be a decreasing correspondence between 

the use and discard locations for all elements 

used in activities and discarded at a site." 

Schiffer (1972) continues that there will also be an 

increasing development of specialized discard areas, 

occupations, and transport networks. 

These are some of the processes that affect the 

site during the "inhabited phase" (Ascher 1968); there are, 

in addition, cultural formation processes that operate 

post-depositionally to obscure artifact patterns. At 

Murcielago there appears to be some blending and blurring 

of cultural remains between residential sectors that can be 

attributed to human activities during the occupation phase 

of the site (see Chapter 3). However, there are 

indications of post-depositional disturbances. 
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Post-depositional activity on the site has been 

varied. They include scavenging, pothunting, plowing, and 

land leveling. Foundation stones are used in modern 

constructions. Pothunting has always gone on and, since 

excavation programs in 1985, has reached alarming 

proportions (Marlin Calvo, Registrar of the Museo Nacional, 

personal communication). Changes in land use also take 

their toll. The area is used alternately for maize 

cultivation and cattle grazing, and has been plowed, 

disced, and leveled at various times. The latter 

activities have severely disturbed portions of the site, 

completely obscuring patterns of artifact distributions. 

The site is also subject to natural formation 

processes. N-transforms are defined by Schiffer (1976) as 

noncultural factors that further alter archaeological 

remains. The wet climate and aC.idic soil work against the 

preservation of organic materials. Floors of hard-packed 

earth quickly crumble and disappear upon the abandonment of 

dwellings. Plant disturbance and animal activities such as 

trampling or burrowing rearrange cultural remains or affect 

the size of artifacts. The damage at Murcielago is not so 

extensive, however, as to prevent analysis of the data. 

Community Studies 

The term "community" is used here because of the 

disagreement over the meaning in social terms of settlement 



(see Tringham 1972: xx). Tringham (1972: xix) notes that 

settlement archaeology in New World archaeology refers to 

the study of social relationships using archaeological 

data, while in Old vlorld archaeology it is a purely 

locatory term. "Settlement," notes Chang (1958: 299), who 

first distinguished the two terms, is originally a 

geographic concept that refers to the type and distribution 

of sites in relation to the physiographic environment. 

"Community" for Chang (1958, 1962) embodies the notion of 

social relationships in its focus on social groups. 

Settlement pattern studies that integrate both 

archaeological and anthropological information have their 

origins in the Viru Valley project conceptualized in 1945 

by Steward, Strong, Bennett, and Willey (Willey 1974). The 

project, which involved the intensive regional survey of 

the Viru Valley of Peru, took into consideration 

archaeological, cultural geographic, and modern community 

studies in order to reconstruct how settlement patterns 

were shaped by cultural needs. Innovative for its time, 

the Viru Valley Project demonstrated the amount of material 

available from such examinations. 

Clarke (1977b) -- representative of the Old World 

School -- has formulated what he calls spatial archaeology, 

which he denies bears any resemblance to settlement 

archaeology though the coincidence is amazing. As defined 
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by Clarke (1977b: 9), spatial archaeology deals with human 

activities at every scale, the traces and artifacts left by 

them, the physical infrastructure which accomodated them, 

the environments they impinged upon, and the interaction 

between all these aspects. His "levels of resolution" 

micro, semi-micro, and macro (Clarke 1977b: 11, 15-16) 

are but reformulations of Chang's (1958) categorizations of 

local groups and Trigger's (1968) levels of analysis. 

According to Clarke (1977b: 11), the micro level of 

analysis is within structures. This level is equivalent 

with Chang's (1958: 302) household and Trigger's (1968: 

54) individual structure. Interestingly, it is the 

culturally defined concept of the household, first defined 

in archaeological usage by Chang (1958), that is the focus 

of recent research (Winter 1976a; Sanders 1981; Wilk and 

Rathje 1982b). The household, states Chang (1958: 302), 

has a spatial identification represented by a house, or 

separate rooms in the case of a communal houze, and 

constitutes a commensal and cohabiting unit (also Sanders 

1981; Netting 1982). Furthermore, the household sometimes 

functions as a unit of education, economic cooperation, 

ownership, and perhaps religious rites (Chang 1958: 302; 

Wilk and Rathje 1982b: 618; Netting 1982: 642; Sanders 

1981: 353-354). 
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The semi-micro level refers to within site 

structure (Clarke 1977b: 11). This corresponds to 

Trigger's (1968) settlement layout, Chang's (1958: 299) 

community, and Adams' (1968: 174) microcosm. Adams (1968) 

defines microcosm as the occupation and exploitation of 

land within the confines of a single community. 

Trigger (1968) disagrees with Chang's (1958) usage 

of the term community to describe the second level of 

analysis. For Trigger (1968 60-61) community refers to the 

maximal group of persons who normally reside, in face-to

face association; it is a purely cultural definition 

derived from Murdock (Tringham 1972: xxi). Trigger (1968: 

62) states that Chang sees settlement patterns as symbolic 

projections of cultural categories and rules. Trigger 

(1968) and others, such as Douglas (1972), stanislawski 

(1973), Bonnichsen (1973), Tringham (1972), Kramer (1982) 

and Heider (1967), believe that the reconstruction of 

social and domestic activities is at best speculative, and 

at worst impossible (Tringham 1972: xxiii). They would 

not be adverse to citing Rouse (1972) in support of their 

position. Rouse (1972: 97; also Stanislawski 1973: 375) 

has stated that the most an archaeologist obtains is a 

remnant settlement pattern, thus implying that any attempt 

to reconstruct social aspects of a group is relatively 
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futile. Fortunately, this position is not pervasive in 

archaeological thinking. 

Various scholars, including Sears (1961), Clarke 

(1977b), Chang (1958), Fletcher (1977), Netting (1982), 

Otto (1977), Kus (1983), Watson (1972), and Whiting and 

Ayres (1968), have attempted to demonstrate the wealth of 

information obtainable from community studies. Sears 

(1961: 227) in particular has outlined the classes of 

evidence used for the interpretation of kinship structure, 

social organization, and religious and political 

organization. These include the house, room size, room 

plan, type and placement of structures in the site, over

all site plan, and the areal settlement pattern. 

Fletcher (1977) has argued that space must be 

considered in a cultural context rather than as a simple 

analytic category. Like Chang (1958), Fletcher (1977: 53) 

believes that settlement and house form reflect internal 

~ocial categories of human communities. In the examination 

of space Fletcher (1977: 48-49), Watson (1972: 3), and Kus 

(1983) make use of the concept of proxemics to examine how 

man consciously or unconsciously structures his universe. 

Watson (1972: 3) notes that structuring will be expressed 

not only in the conduct of daily transactions, but in the 

organization of space in houses, buildings, and ultimately 

the layout of towns. Analysis consists of reconstructing 
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the internal categories expressed in the spatial structure 

of a site by working back from a variety of measures. 

There are a number of studies that deal with the 

measurement of cultural phenomena (Naroll 1962; Flannery 

1972; Cook and Heizer 1968; Fletcher 1977). At the primary 

level -- that of the individual structure -- living space 

can be examined and an estimate of the number of occupants 

formulated. Naroll (1962: 588) defines the dwelling area 

as the total area under the roof of a structure. The 

average amount of space available per person is one-tenth 

the floor area in square meters (Naroll 1962: 587), or 

roughly 10 meters square (Flannery 1972: 28). There are, 

of course, exceptions (e.g., Flannery 1972), but 

archaeology has never dealt with absolute truths; one must 

be constantly aware that resulting figures represent 

estimations only. 

At the secondary level of analysis -- the community 

-- some measurements are more arbitrary. To be sure, the 

distance between structures is easily obtainable. The 

difficulty arises in determining the operating space of a 

group (Cook and Heizer 1968) or defining the exact edge of 

the community (Fletcher 1981). Yellen (1977) encountered 

this problem in the examination of open lKung San camps, 

and resolved it by formulating the concept of the absol~te 

limit of scatter. 
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Yellen's (1977) concept of the absolute limit of 

scatter will be employed to delineate the boundaries of the 

residential sector studied at Murcielago. This 

dissertation principally focuses on activities associated 

with households (Chang 1958), i.e., the semi-micro level. 

It makes use of archaeological data from sites with similar 

spatial configurations. 

Archaeological sites with a spatial structure 

similar to that observed at Murcielago are known from the 

Formative of Tierras Largas (Winter 1976a, 1976b) and Santo 

Domingo Tomaltepec (Whalen 1976) in the Valley of Oaxaca, 

and Moyotzingo and Acatepec in the Valley of Puebla (Winter 

1976a), Mexico, and from the sites of Salinas La Blanca and 

Las Charcas, Guatemala (Flannery 1976). Studies of these 

sites established the "household cluster" (Winter 1976a) as 

a valid unit of analysis for examining intersite 

variability. The household cluster consists of a house and 

its associated pits. 

A wide variety of information can be derived from 

the analysis of household clusters. Analysis of pit 

contents provides information about subsistence activities, 

different kinds of tool production, and certain craft 

specializations. The data can also be used to address the 

question of the differential distribution and access to 

resources. Studies by Winter (1976b) and Whalen (1976) 
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also documented the changes in household clusters that 

occur with the emergence of social stratification. Changes 

include different house construction, and larger and more 

distantly spaced houses. 

Social stratification is also reflected in 

intracommunity spacing. At Santo Domingo Tomaltepec, 

vllialen (1976) noted the different residential zones, but 

suggests that the topography of the terrace had an effect 

on village patterning. He notes that clusters were 

separated by twenty to twenty-five meters. Winter (1976b), 

however, was able to document changes in the spatial 

structure. 

Tierras Largas has Early and Middle Formative 

components which allowed Winter (1976b) to examine changes 

over time that occurred as a consequence of emergent social 

stratification. Winter (1976b: 234) notes that the first 

probable high-status residence dates to the Middle 

Formative. Changes noted from the previous Early Formative 

include larger household clusters and greater spacing 

between clusters. 

The data demonstrate that the organization of space 

in a community does reflect internal cultural categories 

(Fletcher 1977; Chang 1958). Such studies contribute much 

to the archaeological examination of differences between 

household clusters, but have failed to integrate data from 
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the analysis of the house and its associated pits to define 

the spatial organization of activities and discard behavior 

within that universe. The method for analyzing the spatial 

structure of Murcielago is adapted from geography. 

Land Use Models 

In this section the descriptive geographic models 

of land use that formed the basis for my analysis of the 

spatial structure of a residential sector at Murcielago 

will be discussed. I refer specifically to the concentric 

zone model formulated by Burgess in the 1920s and Hoyt's 

sector-wedge theory, formulated in 1939 (Hartshorn 1980; 

Kolars and Nystuen 1974; Yeates and Garner 1971). 

Originally used to describe emerging city structures, the 

circular models are elegantly simple and can be employed to 

describe simple processes of growth at a variety of levels 

of analysis. It is suggested that traditional land use 

theory has a general applicability to the archaeological 

examination of community and settlement patterns when the 

assumptions of the models are relaxed. 

The Burgess Model 

The concentric model of Burgess describes 

traditional monocentric cities prior to 1935, before the 

widespread use of cars for transportation distorted the 

pattern. Empirically derived, the model was based on the 
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city of Chicago's social areas in the 1920s and describes 

rings of specialized land use distributed around a focal 

point or central business district (CBD) (Yeates and Garner 

1971; Hartshorn 1980). The CBD was the hub of commerce, 

social and civic life, and transportation. Hartshorn 

(1980: 209) notes that where the means of transportation is 

by foot or horse and buggy the pattern is described as 

circular. 

There are six assumptions to the concentric zone 

model. First, growth is unhindered by variations in the 

physical environment (Kolars and Nystuen 1974). The locus 

is situated on an isotropic surface or plain. Second, 

there is equal ease of movement in all directions. This 

assumption, in combination with the first, results in the 

model being symmetrical. Third, there is a single center 

(monocentric). Fourth, the population is heterogeneous. 

Fifth, the economy is a mixed commercial and industrial 

base. Sixth, there is competition for valued land. 

According to Burgess' model, the most valuable land 

which translates to the intensity of use -- would be 

located near the center. Intensity of use would decrease 

with distance from the CBD. Because of this assumption, 

the circles are labeled away from a particular point. ~ 

Based upon his observations pf Chicago, Burgess 

identified three rings of specialized land use (Yeates and 
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Garner 1971: 218; Hartshorn 1980). Zone I is the CBD. 

Zone II has factories, slums, and ethnic enclaves. Zone 

III consists of residences. Burgess reasoned that 

production and manufacturing activities would optimally be 

located near the commercial center. Workers and those who 

could not afford any means of transportation other than 

their feet would also concentrate in this zone. Finally, 

the relatively more prosperous citizens would locate away 

from the first two zones, around the fringe. 

The Hoyt Model 

The radial sector model is a variation of the 

earlier symmetrical model that allows for lateral 

variation, even when the concentric ring pattern occurs 

(Kolars and Nystuen 1974: 40). Hoyt examined the internal 

residential structure of 142 North American cities -- such 

as Atlanta, Austin, Chicago, Seattle, Dallas, and Reno -

and noted that particular uses or activities continue to 

cluster together and grow along specific axes (Yeates and 

Garner 1971: 275; Hartshorn 1980: 219-220). This pattern 

of growth results in sectors or wedges of differential land 

uses. 

Assumptions of sector theory are the same as thosp. 

for the concentric zone except for one and two. Hoyt does 

not assume flat topography or equal ease of movement. 

Rather, he incorporated social, ethnic, topographic, and 
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transportation variations. Intensity of use and land 

values was examined in terms of rent areas. Hoyt found 

that high-rent residential districts tended to grow toward 

the section of the city that has free, open country beyond 

the edges, and away from dead-end sections that are limited 

by natural or artificial barriers of expansion (Yeates and 

Garner 1971: 278). The implication is that there have to 

be possibilities for further growth and development as well 

as space for expansion. 

Levels of Geographic Analysis 

Geographers observe the world on a varietY'of 

scales, since different types of events take place at 

different levels of organization and behavioral responses 

may vary (Kolars and Nystuen 1974). The six scales, which 

are referential points along a continuum, are personal or 

intimate, living or work, house and neighborhood, city -

hinterland, regional - national, and global space. The two 

levels of revelance to this dissertation are living or work 

space and house and neighborhood space. These levels, 

along with intimate or personal space, represent what 

geographers classify as the limits of proxemic interaction 

(Kolars and Nystuen 1974: 26). 

The phrase "living or work space" is nebulously 

defined by Kolars and Nystuen (1974: 26), because to use 

the label as the definition is redundant and does not 
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explain the concept. Living or work space is said to exist 

beyond the intimate limits of personal space, to constitute 

personal room. In illustration, Kolars and Nystuen (1974) 

cite the two to three feet of spacing between people 

engaged in a conversation. They allude to some unspecified 

amount of space required by each individual for the 

performance of their daily activities, be it living or 

working. The space has been estimated by Naroll (1962) as 

10 meters square. 

House and neighborhood space, states Kolars and 

Nystuen (1974: 26), often represents the limits of line-of

sight recognition. Distances between houses, they 

continue, may range from 100 to perhaps 1000 feet. The 

neighborhood, composed of groups of houses on individual 

lots, can become an important feature of city life. Kolars 

and Nystuen (1974) note that the distribution of groups c~n 

often be mapped at this scale. 

Archaeological Applicability 

The argument is made that circular patterns 

documented at the level of the traditional monocentric city 

reflect behavioral responses to spatial requirements that 

have their origins in proxemic interaction. By relaxing 

the assumptions, circular models can be applied to the 

examination of smaller units of analysis -- such as house 

and neighborhood space -- to define spheres of interaction. 
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The concentric zone model should be familiar, at 

least in concept, to all archaeologists. At its most basic 

the model describes land uses around a single center. It 

is depicted graphically as a circle with a dot in the 

center; the area encompassed within the perimeter,of the 

circle represents a zone of exploitation and the dot 

indicates a camp or other locus of human activity. 

Archaeological site-catchment models apply the circular 

concept t~ the analysis of exploitative patterns. Sector 

theory ~ ~ is perhaps less familiar conceptually, even 

though it is intuitively recognized in the definition of 

lateral variations in land use. 

It should be obvious that the sector model has 

greater utility than the concentric zone, since nowhere 

does there exist an isotropic surface with equal ease of 

movement. Additional assumptions must be relaxed as well 

if the circular models are to be applicable to 

archaeological data. For example, the population does not 

have to be heterogeneous, nor the economy a mixed 

commercial and industrial base, nor does there have to be 

competition for valued land. These will be discussed in 

greater detail below. The only assumption that stands 

without modification is the requisite single center, which 

can be interpreted various ways. 
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Circular patterns have been recognized in 

archaeological data (Yellen 1977; Winter 1976a, 1976b; 

Flannery 1976; Flannery and Winter 1976; Whalen 1976) or 

can be abstracted from archaeological and 

ethnoarchaeological reports (Hayden and Cannon 1982, 1983; 

Bonnichsen 1973; Lange and Rydberg 1972; Binford 1978, 

1983; Murray 1980; South 1979; Carrillo 1977; Deal 1984) 

and represent a variety of economies. Yellen's (1977) ring 

model for !Kung San camps is an obvious example 

illustrating a circular pattern at a hunter-gatherer level 

of organization. The pattern is also detectable at a more 

minute scale around Nunamiut Eskimo hearths (Binford 1978, 

1983), where activities focus on the fire and the intensity 

of use can be mapped in an arc on the upwind side of the 

heat. In more complex sites -- such as Formative villages 

of Mexico and Guatemala (Winter 1976a, 1976b; Flannery 

1976; Flannery and Winter 1976; Whalen 1976) -- the 

circular pattern is detectable between residential units of 

the sites. Winter (1976a) labeled units household 

clusters. Historic sites evidence the pattern as well, 

with even greater intricacies than that observed for 

Formative villages. Carrillo's (1977) examination of 

German and British colonial sites in North and South 

Carolina confirms the disposal of refuse around the 

dwelling. South's (1979) map of a 20th century lower 
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socioeconomic dwelling, and Hayden and Cannon's (1982, 

1983) study at Coxoh, both suggest a basically circular 

pattern of activity, though in these cases the pattern is 

modified by the presence of artificial barriers (fences or 

lots). This tendency may be based on behavioral responses 

to space requirements at the most basic level -- the 

intimate or personal scale. Kolars and Nystuen (1974) 

describe it as the bubble of space maintained around one's 

body -- perhaps the most fundamental and elemental focal 

point -- say, within arm's reach. It is suggested that the 

"bubble" concept is carried over to greater levels of 

interaction. The point is that circular patterns around 

some focal point are detectable in homogeneous or 

heterogeneous populations in societies with simple to 

complex economies. 

Hoyt would probably have no qualms with the 

substitution of intensity of land use for the value of land 

in the analysis of spatial structure, though it cannot be 

completely discounted as a potentially relevant factor. 

Hoyt was an economist focusing specifically on rent areas, 

but the model, in its examination of the distribution of 

various activities and groups, has implications for other 

applications and approaches. Hoyt took specific site 

requirements -- transportation arteries, physical barriers, 

and the location of other social groups -- into account 
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when he defined his wedge-shaped sectors of similar 

activities. These were equated, in the manner of Burgess, 

with the intensity of use. In archaeological application, 

the intensity of use can be measured in terms of artifact 

or feature densities. 

The center, or focal point, from which intensity of 

land use is measured can be a variety of things. Binford's 

(1978, 1983) Nunamiut Eskimo study demonstrates that a 

hearth can be analyzed as a focus of human activity. 

Household clusters (Winter 1976a) become the hub of 

activity within sites, or houses within settlements and 

cities (Carrillo 1977; South 1979; Hayden and Cannon 1982, 

1983). These examples illustrate a few of the scales at 

which spatial structure can be examined. 

In sum, the assumptions of the model as I have 

reinterpreted it are as follows: (1) there is a focal point 

of human activity, be it a hearth, dwelling, or site, (2) 

growth and expansion is limited by natural and artificial 

barriers, (3) the population can be homogeneous or 

heterogeneoous·, (4) economy is variable, and (5) the 

intensity of land use will be manifest as sectors and 

wedges radiating out from the center of a circular pattern. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ANALYSIS 

This chapter describes the spatial context of the 

site and summarizes the analyses of individual categories 

of artifacts. Analysis of the spatial distribution of 

refuse pits and artifact categories will provide 

information pertinent to discussion of the use of space and 

patterns of refuse disposal. The spatial context consists 

of the house foundations and the arrangement of refuse pits 

around them. It is in this context that the distribution 

of various artifact categories is examined. 

The Site 

The archaeological site of Hurcielago (P-107-Hc) is 

located within the Boruca Indian Reservation on the Finca 

Paso Real in the Province of Puntarenas of southern Pacific 

Costa Rica. The finca (ranch or plantation) is managed and 

operated by don Alvaro Ramirez, one of four brothers who 

collectively own the 7000 hectare ranch. Finca Paso Real 

is the largest cattle ranch in Costa Rica and, during my 

stay from January to June 1985, had 8000 head of zebu. 

The site name of Murcielago is apropos. In English 

murcielago means bat; the particular variety common to the 
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area is the vampire bat. We shared our lodgings with the 

creatures, and constantly feared being attacked in our cots 

during the night. Oft~n were the mornings when we saw the 

evidence of their nightly visitations on the zebu in the 

form of still-oozing punctures. The presence of bats 

during the aboriginal occupation of the site is attested to 

by the adornos of the Ceiba Red Brown ware. An adorno is a 

modeled ceramic figure that is attached to finished vessels 

before they are fired. 

Murcielago (P-107-Mc) is a Chiriqui phase (A.D. 

1000 to 1500) village site that comprises thirty hectares 

(Drolet 1984c). As described by Drolet (1984c, 1982), the 

'village has five residential and one non-residential 

sectors (Figure 3). The delineation of these sectors was 

based on vacant areas, without occupational debris or 

constructions (Drolet 1984c: 132, n. 4). Each residential 

sector is composed of two or three circular house rings of 

medium sized (25 - 35 centimeters) river cobbles. 

The study area focused on an area which straddles 

the boundary between sectors 1 and 2 (Figure 4). The study 

area encompasses 58,750 square meters, or approximately six 

hectares. Within this area are three house foundations and 

305 refuse pits. 
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Summary of Work 

A total of four months was spent at the site of 

Murcielago; work was initiated the 22nd of January and 

terminated the 28th of May, 1985. The months of February 

and March were dedicated to the mapping of house 

foundations and refuse pits. The grass (Andropogon sp., 

bluestem), when we arrived, was very dense and very high 

approximately two meters -- and did not allow for any 

ground visibility whatsoever, thus making the mapping 

process a very slow and arduous task. Excavations were 

begun the 8th of April, including excavations within the 

house foundations and the sixty refuse pits selected as a 

sample. I was fortunate to have a very good crew. My 

assistant was a student of archaeology from the Universidad 

de Costa Rica, Ana Cristina Aguilar Vega. The crew 

consisted of four Boruca Indians from Rey Curre, including 

the President of the Indigenous Association, Carlos Rojas 

Rojas, and a ranch hand from the Finca Paso Real, Vianney 

Salazar Salazar. A couple of the crew members have worked 

previously with the Museo Nacional. The others were very 

quick learners and proved to be invaluable assets. They 

are Margarito Mavisca Leiva, crew chief, Benigno Leiva 

Rojas, and Rogelio Lazaro Najera. 
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The House Foundations 

Three house foundations were defined and mapped; 

they are assigned reference numbers 1, 2 and 3. House 

foundation 1 may not have been known prior to this project. 

House foundations 2 and 3 are Markens' A285 and A284, 

respectively, which were known to exist but were not 

mapped. 

The house foundations at Murcielago do not exhibit 

the regularity of spacing noticed by Winter (1976a, 1976b) 

in Mexico. House foundation 1 is separated from the 

adjacent house foundations 2 and 3 by approximately one 

hundred meters. The distance between 2 and 3 is 

approximately ten meters. 

The house foundations are constructed principally 

of medium-sized granite river cobbles. There are also 

eroded stones and basalt cobbles in the foundations. The 

house foundations are defined by areas of stone pavements 

which, for lack of a better term, I have called "exits" 

(Figure 5). In none of the house foundations was it 

possible to define the complete line of the walls. In 

comparison with house foundations of sector 6 (excavated by 

Dr. Robert Drolet), these house foundations are relatively 

small; number 1 measures 12 meters in diameter, 2 measures 

16 meters, and 3 measures 15 meters. House foundations in 
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sector 6 measure as large as 30 to 34 meters in diameter 

(Drolet 1984c). 

An estimate of the number of occupants can be made 

on the basis of the diameters of the house foundations. 

The area is figured by squaring the radius and multiplying 

the resulting figure by 3.14. (pi). House foundation 1 has 

an area of 113.04 square meters, 2 an area of 200.96, and 3 

an area of 176.62 square meters. Naroll (1962: 588) 

estimates that the average amount of space per person is 

one-tenth the floor area in square meters. Flannery (1972: 

28) generalizes this figure to roughly 10 square meters. 

That means that there could have been 11 people in house 

foundation 1, 20 in house foundation 2, and 17 in house 

foundation 3, for a total of 48 people in the sector under 

study. This figure might be a bit high. 

Vazquez de Coronado (1563b) in his description of 

Coctu states that houses that could shelter 400 people were 

occupied by 25 men with their women and children. Granted, 

the estimate of 400 is rather large, but the fact remains 

that each person appears to have had more than 10 meters 

square of personal room. Gabb (1883) describes similar 

houses in the Talamanca region as ranging between 30 and 50 

meters in diameter. The estimated occupancy for the larger 

dwelling is about 196 people. Using a conservative 

estimate of 75 people in a house measuring 50 meters in 
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diameter, the amount of space per person would be slightly 

more than 26 square meters each. Looking at the problem 

another way, using Naroll's figure, the occupancy of such a 

dwelling by 75 people would indicate the use of but 38% of 

the floor space for living. Even allowing for six persons 

per family (150 people total), they would only use 76% of 

the effective living area. 

The composition of the group has to be extrapolated 

from. the ethnohistoric literature. Fray Nicolas (1692) and 

Gabb (1981) state that settlements were composed of 

lineages that practiced exogamy. The division of 

Murcielago into residential sectors suggests the presence 

of lineages, each residing in its own compound. 

Discovery of house foundation 1 led us to suspect 

there is another residential sector between the sectors 1 

and 2 previously defined by Drolet and Markens (1982). The 

boundary between sectors 1 and 2 was delimited on the basis 

of the lack of study in this area by Markens (Drolet, 

personal communication). The house foundation was 

uncovered during the search for R40, which should have been 

located in the area of the grid bounded by N 125 W 25 - N 

125 E 25 - N 150 W 50 - N 150 E 50. Given the nature of 

mapping errors discovered for house foundations 2 and 3, it 

is very possible that house foundation 1 is the "missing" 

R40. 
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Markens mapped the site using a transit, rather 

than a grid. M:.- grid was keyed on to the two refuse pits 

that were sighted by Drolet and which occurred in the 

expected location on the grid. It was during our attempts 

to locate house foundations 2 and 3 that Markens' errors 

were discovered. The foundations were found 40 meters east 

and 25 meters north of their expected location according to 

Markens' original site maps. 

The presence of an as yet unrecognized residenti,al 

sector is based on the density of refuse pits. There is a 

definite concentration of refuse pits around the house 

foundations. The quantity diminishes as one moves north or 

south of the structures. 

Excavation of the House Foundations 

The excavation plan includes two stages: (a) the 

excavation of test pits along the perimeters, and (b) the 

excavation of pits within the house foundations. Eight 

pits were excavated in the perimeters three in each of 

house foundations 1 and 3, and two in 2. Four pits were 

excavated within the house foundations two in each of 

house foundations 2 and 3. Excavation units measured one 

by two meters and were excavated in arbitrary ten 

centimeter levels. Arbitrary levels were used in the 

absence of visible stratigraphy. All the soil was screened 

through 1/4" and 1/8" mesh. The data from the pits serve 
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to establish the contemporaneity of the house foundations 

and the refuse pits that surround them. 

Sherds recovered from the pits are classified as 

Ceiba Rojo-cafe. The same ceramic type is also found in 

the refuse pits, establishing their contemporaneity with 

the house foundations. The difference between the two is 

that painted sherds Buenos Aires Polychrome and Uraba 

Polychrome -- occur only in the refuse pits. Painted pot 

sherds comprise a very small proportion of the ceramic 

inventory (0.26%). The quantity indicates that painted 

vessels were not used for cooking and eating, suggesting 

tha~ painted pots were prized and valued items that were 

curated. Their inclusion in refuse contexts indicates that 

they were immediately disposed of outside of the dwelling; 

the sherds were not amassed in some spot for use as scoops 

or other mundane activities. 

House foundation 1 had sherds in greater quantity 

and at a greater depth than house foundations 2 and 3 

(Figure 6). The surface collection of house foundation 1 

yielded 3013 sherds; house foundations 2 and 3 yielded 1175 

and 734 sherds, respectively. The difference is at least 

partially due to the fact that house foundations 2 and 3 

were previously collected. 

One pit in the perimeter of house foundation 1 was 

excavated to a depth of 40 centimeters, a second to 30 
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centimeters, and the third to a depth of 60 centimeters. 

The depth of the latter is attributable to the burrowing 

activities of animals such as armadillos and field mice; 

Pit N 125 E 35 was riddled with tunnels. Pit N 116 E 30 

yielded a total of 314 sherds in four levels of excavation; 

Pit N 119 E 39 a total of 114 sherds in three levels; and 

Pit N 125 E 35 a total of 588 sherds in six levels. The 

data are .presented in Figure 6. A total of 1016 sherds 

were recovered from these excavations; 14.76% occurred in 

level 1 (O-10cm.), 55.12% in level 2 (10-20 cm.), 15.64% in 

level 3 (20-30 cm.), 6.39% in level 4 (30-40 cm.), and 

8.07% below level 4. 

In no instance did we find lenses or layers of 

hard-packed earth that would indicate the floor of the 

house. Such floors are quickly eroded back to soil by the 

rains. What we found were flecks of burned earth -- small 

flecks of a bright orange color -- in the layer of organic 

soil that possibly indicates the living floor. At the 

highland site of Aguacaliente, which has circular stone 

foundations like those at Murcielago, similar flecks of 

orange burned earth were noted in association with hearths 

and included in ash scatters on the floor of the dwelling. 

Like Murcielago, no hard-packed earth floors preserved. 

Stratigraphic profiles at both sites have not revealed 

cultural debris below layers in which bits of orange earth 
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have occurred, suggesting they are one indication of a 

living floor. 

No test pits were excavated in the interior of 

house foundation 1 since 12 members of an English 

adventurer group, known as Operation Raleigh, spent three 

days leveling the earth inside the foundation at the 

suggestion of Dr. Drolet. Approximately three-quarters of 

the interior was leveled. The earth was trowel- or shovel

screened and sherds and lithics collected. Lithics include 

polishers, pieces of jasper, pieces of quartz, flakes, 

metate fragments, manos, a hammerstone, a celt polisher, 

and a core. 

Excavations in house foundations 2 and 3 were 

terminated at 20 centimeters maximum depth. Although 

shallower than the pits in house foundation 1, the flecks 

of bright orange earth were again noted in house 

foundations 2 and 3. Lithics that were collected include 

pieces of jasper, flakes, and one pebble chopper. 

The Refuse Pits 

Refuse pits are still used at the Boruca village of 

Rey Curre. During one visit to' the village I observed a 

pit on the outer perimeter of a patio. The boundaries 

between house compounds were marked by fences and lines of 

saplings that have taken root and grown into trees. The 
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patio is kept free of debris with daily sweepings. This 

behavior conforms to preventive site maintenance operations 

discussed by Binford (1983), Hayden and Cannon (1982, 

1983), and Deal (1984). It is assumed that the pit was the 

dump area for this rubbish. Pit contents included leaves, 

loose gravel, bits of paper, and a single worn-out shoe. 

Additional secondary dump areas occurred outside of 

the patio areas. In some instances the debris was allowed 

to accumulate in one spot. In others, refuse was amassed 

in an area for later burning. These represent final 

discard areas. For reasons of propriety I encroached no 

further, so that I was unable to determine the presence of 

provisional discard strategies. 

Provisional discard strategies observed among non

native (b1ancos) groups on the finca involved the amassing 

of garbage in pails before its removal to final discard 

areas. Children occasionally removed items for play; 

otherwise, the refuse appeared to contain no recyclable 

items. Our rubbish, in contrast, was constantly being 

scavenged -- by adults as well as children -- and items 

were carried off. 

The location of dumps at Curre appeared to have 

been determined by the proximity of other dwellings. The 

village of Rey Curre clings to a steep slope above the 

river, and supports a relatively dense population, which 
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perhaps explains the practice of burning rubbish today. 

Proximity also determined the location of refuse pits on 

the finca. Dump sites were often adjacent to the out

houses which were located approximately 20 to 25 meters 

from the dwellings and away from neighboring houses to 

avoid noisome bother. In no place were the quantity and 

spatial extent of refuse pits similar to those at 

Murcielago. 

The categorization of all the secondary dump areas 

as refuse pits at Murcielago is misleading. Some of the 

dump areas are very shallow or superficial accumulations of 

debris. These distributions might be attributable to 

broadcast disposal or to post-depositional human and animal 

activities. Pit features are excavated into the yellow and 

red oxidized subsoil rocks that surround the houses (Figure 

7). Into all of these dump-areas chipped stone debitage, 

tools, and pottery refuse were deposited. 

Three hundred five refuse pits were located and 

mapped. They can be divided into three types on the basis 

of surface indications: (a) ceramic and lithic; (b) lithic; 

and (c) stone. Ceramic and lithic refuse pits have both 

sherds and lithic items such as manos, choppers, axes, or 
-

flakes on the surface. Lithic refuse pits are rock 

scatters upon which lithics occur but which lack sherds. 
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stone refuse pits consist of concentrations of rock and 

lack sherds or lithic material. 

Sixty refuse pits were excavated, providing a 

sample of approximately 20% (Figure 8). This includes 55 

refuse pits that were selected at random, three pits 

located within the lines of house foundation 3, and two 

that were selected for the material content of the surface. 

Of those selected at random, 25 percent are classified as 

ceramic and lithic, 20 percent are of the lithic group, 

and 10 percent are of the stone type. 

Observations concerning the surface appearances of 

refuse pits include whether they are level or mounded, and 

whether the debris is dispersed or concentrated. The 

majority of the refuse pits were level with the ground 

surface and the debris dispersed; they comprise 53.33% 

(Figure 9). The next largest category, constituting 25% of 

the total, consists of level and concentrated refuse pits. 

Mounded and concentrated refuse pits comprise 13.33% 

(Figure 10), and mounded and dispersed comprise 8.33%, of 

the sample. It should be noted that these figures most 

probably do not reflect the actual shape as the area under 

study has been subjected to extensive tractor and plow 

activity. 

Dimensions for the refuse pits were taken on a 

north-south and east-west axis. Refuse pits range between 
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50 centimeters and 8.5 meters on the north-south axis; the 

mean is 2.92 meters. On the east-west axis they range 

between 50 centimeters and 10 meters, and average 2.82 

meters. The refuse pits vary in depth between 10 and 60 

centimeters. Generally, the majority are between 10 (30%) 

and 20 (45%) centimeters. Refuse pits having a depth of 30 

centimeters comprise 18.33% of the total. Only four refuse 

pits had depths greater than 30 centimeters. There were 

two at 40 centimeters and two at 60; each of these 

constitutes 3.33% of the sample. There is no difference 

between the type of refuse pit as defined by the surface 

indications and its depth. 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-sample tests were used to 

determine the existence of significant distributions of 

refuse pits of particular depths with respect to distance 

from the house foundations. Tests were applied 

individually to pits of 10 centimeters, 20 centimeters, and 

30 centimeters or more, in depth. In all cases, results of 

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests showed no significant 

distributions of refuse pits with respect to the two 

variables of depth and distance. 

Distribution of the Refuse Pits 

The distribution of the refuse pits can be examined 

in a variety of ways. For example, there are three refuse 

pits that occur in immediate association with house 
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foundation 3. These have been assigned the letters A, B, 

and C. Analysis of the contents of these pits should 

provide information concerning the disposal behavior of a 

single household. There is also M.B.No. 1 (Muestra 

Basurero Numero 1), which was apparently shared by the 

occupants of house foundations 2 and 3. It is also 

possible to compare the contents of the refuse pits from 

the entire residential sector, or to examine the pits 

associated with individual structures. The latter will 

allow the existence of specialized activities to be 

detected. 

Three areas of refuse disposal associated with the 

house foundation are designated by the letters A, B, and C 

(Figure 11). The features were located during cleaning 

operations preparatory to mapping the foundation. None 

were visible on the surface. 

M.B.No. A. The feature occurs within the line of 

the foundation. During the initial cleaning a relatively 

large quantity of sherds was recovered from an area 

measuring approximately 50 by 50 centimeters, and at a 

depth no greater than five centimeters. 

A one-by-one meter unit was excavated to a depth of 

20 centimeters. No pit feature was detectable. A total·of 

339 sherds was recovered from Level 1 (0-10 cm.), and ten 
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from Level 2 (10-20 cm.). All 385 sherds were classified 

as utilitarian Ceiba Rojo-cafe. In addition, two flakes 

and a small fragment of bone were recovered from the 

screen. 

M.B.No. B. This refuse pit also occurs within the 

line of the house foundation. Initially, an area measuring 

two-by-three meters was taken down 10 centimeters in order 

to define the feature (Figure 12). Once the pit feature 

was defined the excavation unit was reduced to one-by-two 

meters. It was terminated at 20 centimeters. 

Artifacts included both ceramics and lithics. A 

total of 2209 sherds were recovered -- 1150 from Level 1 

and 1059 from Level 2. All the sherds were classified as 

utilitarian Ceiba Rojo-cafe. Lithics included three 

choppers, one pebble scraper, six polishing stones, eight 

manos, one fragment of polished stone, and 15 flakes. 

Additional contents of the pit include non

artifactual, unmodified stone. Eleven whole and 47 

exfoliating stones were counted. There were, in addition, 

89 pieces of broken stone. 

M.B.Fo. Q. The feature. occurs at the end of a 

stone walkway from the structure. A one-by-two meter unit 

was excavated to a depth of 20 centimeters. No pit feature 

was detectable. 
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Ceramics and lithics were recovered. Level 1 had 

213 sherds, Level 2 had 215 sherds. Of the 428 sherds six 

were classified as Buenos Aires polychrome; the remainder 

are Ceiba Rojo-cafe. Lithics include five choppers and two 

flakes. 

Also recovered were various types of unmodified 

stone. One whole stone and three exfoliating stones were 

included in the feature. There were also 34 pieces of 

broken stone. 

A variety of activities are represented in the 

contents of the three pits. The sherds of the utilitarian 

Ceiba Rojo-cafe ware represent the disposal of worn-out and 

broken cooking and storage pots. Refuse pits A and C 

appear to have been used almost exclusively for this 

disposal. Ceramic manufacture is suggested by the presence 

of polishing stones that would have been used to smooth pot 

surfaces. The processing of maize is indicated by the 

manos and the metate fragment. Six of the eight manos were 

fragmented or broken, indicating their disposal at the end 

of useful life. A total of eight choppers and one pebble 

scraper from the pits are indirect evidence for 

woodworking. Tool manufacture or maintenance activities 

are indicated by flakes and, possibly, broken unmodified 

stone. Refuse pit B contained the widest variety of 

artifacts of all the pits associated with house foundation 
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3, and might represent the main activity area of the 

dwelling. 

Muestra Basurero Numero 1. Refuse pit number 1 is 

located between house foundations 2 and 3 (Figure 11). 

From house foundation 2 there is a cobblestone walkway that 

leads to the pit. In relationship to house foundation 3 

the pit is located at the edge of a relatively large 

cobblestone pavement. The location suggests that the pit -

was used for refuse disposal by both households. 

M.B.No. 1 had a clearly definable irregularly 

shaped pit feature. It was completely excavated. There 

was an extraordinary quantity of sherds, as well as lithics 

and unmodified stone. In three levels of excavation a 

total of 10,527 sherds were recovered. All but two sherds 

were classified as Ceiba Rojo-cafe; the two sherds are 

classified as Buenos Aires polychrome. 

Lithics are varied. The inventory includes nine 

choppers, four scrapers, two double-notched axes, five 

manos, two metate fragments, and two cores. Debitage 

includes four flakes and two jasper chips. 

All categories of unmodified stone were 

represented. 
r 

Thirty-six whole stones were counted, as were 

45 exfoliating stones. Broken stone was the most numerous 

category; a total of 314 pieces were counted. 
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Contents of refuse pit 1 show variability from 

those of the pits associated with house foundation 3. 

Differences include the absence of polishing stones, and 

the presence of double-notched axe fragments, jasper chips, 

and flake cores. The lack of polishing stones might 

suggest the absence of pottery manufacture for house 

foundation 2, if it is assumed that the differences reflect 

disposal behavior of that dwelling. However, the 

accumulation of polishing stones in M.B.No. B of house 

foundation 3 might also be interpreted as a specialized 

activity area for pottery manufacture. The double-notched 

axes are another component of the woodworking tool-kit. 

Jasper chips suggest the working of exotic stone, though no 

artifacts of this material were found. Flake cores 

indicate that tool manufacture also comprised part of the 

daily activities conducted in the vicinity of the dwelling. 

As with the polishing stones it is impossible to determine 

with which house foundation the different lithic categories 

are associated. 

Refuse Pits of the Residential Sector. In 

analyzing the spatial structure of the residential sector, 

concentric circles of arbitrary 25 meter intervals marked 

off in arcs of 45 degrees were imposed on the site map 

(Figure 13). This method of analyzing spatial structure is 

based on traditional g~ographic models of land use, as well 
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as Yellen's (1977) ring model for IKung San camps, Winter's 

(1976a, 1976b) and Whalen's (1976) examinations of 

archaeological sites in the Valley of Oaxaca, and the 

descriptions provided by Hayden and Cannon (1982, 1983) in 

their study of three highland Maya villages as part of the 

Coxoh Ethnoarchaeological Project. 

There are two basic patterns of the utilization of 

space that are common to all of the studies. The first is 

the maintenance of a relatively uncluttered (debris-free) 

zone in the immediate area of the house. The second is the 

location of a disposal zone around the house. Comparison 

of the Yellen (1977), Hayden and Cannon (1982, 1983) and 

South (1979) studies, to name but a few, indicates that 

there are differences in disposal patterns and the use of 

space. The difference is one of complexity that 

appears to be deter~ined by sedentism. 

The residential sector examined at Murcielago 

consists of three house foundations and 305 refuse pits 

that encompasses 5.875 hectares in area. A residential 

sector is defined on the basis of "vacant areas" (Drolet 

1982) between itself and neighboring sectors. In 

actuality, there are no clear breaks in the distribution of 

refuse pits, either between residential sectors or between 

house foundations within residential sectors. The drop in 

the density of the pits was used as the defining criterion. 
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The distribution of pits and the lack of separation 

between residential sectors suggests blurring of remains as 

a function of duration of occupation. Foley (1981: 160-

161) stated that a uniform artifact cover would result from 
\ 

the continuous occupation of a particular location. It is 

reasonable to assume that the same applies to the 

distribution of specialized discard areas such as refuse 

pits. 

The area of refuse pits in the residential sector 

extends some 175 meters to the northwest of house 

foundation 1 and just over 100 meters to the southeast of 

house foundation 3. The percentage distribution of refuse 

pits along the northwestern edge decreases to 3.46% in 

density, and to 2.98% along the southeast. The 

distribution is partially determined by topography, but 

there are indications that additional social factors were 

involved. To the east there is a slope of approximately 45 

degrees above an alluvial plain. Refuse pits on this side 

occur on the slope but do not extend onto the plain, which 

is thought to have been farmed in the past. There is no 

such restrictive topographic feature to the west, which is 

another river terrace, yet the refuse pits extend no 

further than is shown on the map (Figure 13). The 

northward extension is unhampered by the close proximity.of 

another residential sector and the distribution tends to be 
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disperse. This is not the case along the southern edge 

where an adjacent residential sector is located. The 

effect of the neighboring sector is to limit the extension 

of dump sites into this area. 

The spacing of residential sectors at Murcielago is 

unlike the archaeological sites examined by Winter (1976a, 

1976b) and \f.halen (1976) in Oaxaca. Winter (1976a, 1976b) 

and Whalen (1976) found a regularity of spacing between 

residential features at Tierras Largas and Santo Domingo 

Tomaltepec. The spacing separated unrelated groups or 

groups of unequal status. 

Residential sectors at Murcielago are not uniformly 

spaced from one another. Distances between sectors 1 and 4 

vary between 175 and 250 meters. Sector 5 is located on a 

terrace below the one associated with the main portion of 

the site. As such it tends to support the suggestion that 

the flat alluvial terraces were used for agriculture. 

Sector 6 is the most distant. It is located over 500 

meters to the south on a separate hilltop. The data 

suggest that maintaining some distance from other 

residential sectors was a factor of location, but there do 

not appear to have been rules that established a social 

norm for any particular measure of distance. 

Each house foundation of the residential sector is 

treated as a separate "household cluster." Winter (1976a), 
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who established the household cluster as a valid unit of 

analysis by which to examine intersite variability, defines 

it as the dwelling and its associated pit features. 

Examination of the spatial configurations of these units 

allow the definition of patterns at the household level. 

Comparison of the resulting body of data generates 

information about the residential sector as a whole. 

Examination of the percentage distribution of 

refuse pits by zone suggests that a certain amount of land 

around the house foundation was kept relatively clear of 

refuse pits. In all cases no more than five refuse pits 

occurred within 25 meters of the house foundation. This 

confirms the pattern described in archaeological and 

ethnoarchaeological studies. The area immediately around 

the dwelling is systematically cleared of debris. 

The majority of the refuse pits at Murcielago occur 

within 100 meters of the dwelling. Preliminary results of 

the analysis of pit contents suggest that the interval 

between 25 and 100 meters was the final disposal zone. 

Seventy percent of the refuse pits associated with house 

foundation 1 occur in this zone. The percentages are much 

larger for house foundations 2 and 3. Of the 86 pits 

counted for house foundation 2 slightly more than 94 

percent are found in this area. Ninety-one percent of the 

68 pits assigned to house foundation 3 are located between 
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25 to 100 meters from the dwelling. One hundred meters 

might be called the limits of convenience for refuse 

disposal. 

Comparison of the spatial structures of the 

individual households suggests that there were additional 

considerations governing the utilization of space in the 

residential sector. There does not appear to have been any 

rule governing the location of a dwelling within a 

residential sector. House foundation 1 is separated from 

the others by approximately 100 meters. House foundations 

2 and 3 are adjacent to one another, separated by only 10 

meters. This configuration is unique to the residential 

sector. The data suggest that the location of one's 

house within the residential sector was a matter of 

personal choice. 

However, there appear to have been conventions 

governing the organization of activities and the 

utilization of space within the residential sector. The 

percentage distribution of refuse pits by section suggests 

that proximity to other dwellings was taken into 

consideration. The results are summarized in Figure 13. 

Approximately 80 percent of the refuse pits associated with 

house foundation 1 are located on the northern side of the 

east-west axis. Ninety-three percent of the pits of house 

2 occur west of the north-south axis. The pattern is 
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reversed for house foundation 3, where some 88 percent of 

the refuse pits are located east of the north-south axis. 

The data suggest that systematic attempts were made to 

dispose of refuse in locations that took the proximity of 

other dwellings into account. This is most evident between 

house foundations 2 and 3 where physical proximity (10 

meters) would tend to select against the location of 

dumping areas in this zone. The pattern holds true for 

house foundation 1 as well. South of the east-west axis 

thr ,rea has been kept relatively clear of refuse pits. 

The pattern can be further dissected by examining 

the distribution of refuse pits within the 100 meter 

interval established as the limit in which the majority of 

these features will occur. Examination of Figures 13 and 

14 show that there are areas between the houses in which 

the density of refuse pits was kept relatively low. These 

areas would allow communication between the houses. At the 

village of Rey Curre a network of paths connect the 

individual households. As a general rule, the most dense 

concentrations of refuse dump areas occur in areas away 

from these thoroughfares. 

Distributional analysis of the refuse pits 

occurring within 100 meters of each house foundation 

clarifies the maintenance of avenues of access and further 

elucidates the practice of locating dump areas away from 
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other households. The sectors having the greatest 

concentrations of pit features have been marked in Figure 

14. The identification of sectors of disposal demonstrates 

that the proximity of other residences is a determining 

factor in the location of dump areas. 

Ceramics 

There are three types of ceramics represented at 

the site of Murcielago: Ceiba Red Brown, Buenos Aires 

Polychrome, and Uraba Polychrome. Both Ceiba Red Brown and 

Buenos Aires Polychrome have been identified by Drolet 

(1984). Uraba Polychrome was first noted by crew members 

from Curre, and identified by don Nicolas (Colacho) Duran. 

Don Nicolas formerly was a huaguero (amateur archaeologist 

for fun and profit) licensed by the National Museum who 

worked with the archaeologist Doris stone during her 

studies of the area. 

The sherds that we encountered on the surface and 

recovered from the refuse pits during excavation were 

grouped according to size and counted. Categories used to 

classify sherds by size were less than three, five, seven, 

or 10 centimeters, and greater than 10 centimeters. 

Diagnostics of Ceiba Red Brown were collected including 

handles, rims, supports, adornos, sherds with incised 

designs or multiple brush technique. Plain body sherds 

were left in the field. All painted sherds were collected. 
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Ceiba Red Brown 

Stone (1977: 115) has characterized Ceiba Red Brown 

ware as a local variant in Costa Rica of Handled ware. 

Handled ware was first identified in the Chiriqui Province 

of Panama by Holmes (1888), and subsequently reclassified 

by MacCurdy (1911) and Osgood (1935). 

Holmes (1888: 91) classified Handled ware as 

utilitarian pottery, due to the evidence of use over fire 

in at least three-quarters of the specimens. The most 

notable feature of this ware is handles, which, Holmes 

(1888) notes, usually occur two to a vessel, and are placed 

vertically or horizontally. The handle is formed by a 

simple loop and is rarely wholly plain. Decoration 

mentioned by Holmes (1888) include the addition of rings or 

ring-like fillets, or small nodes. 

Holmes (1888: 97) distinguishes Handled ware from 

Tripod wares. Except for tripod supports, this category is 

similar in all characteristics to Handled ware. Holmes 

(1888) notes that the fish motif is particularly dominant 

in the modeled legs, and that the supports are hollow. 

MacCurdy (1911) divided Holmes' Handled ware into 

painted and unpainted groups. As described by Holmes 

(1888: 91), painting was done in a careless manner with a 

heavy brush. Decoration is painted in red and consists of 

splotches, stripes, arches, and encircling bands, applied 
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to a yellowish gray surface. Osgood (1935: 237) felt that 

painting or the lack of it was not a basic essential for 

classification and combined Handled ware with Holmes' and 

MacCurdy's Fish-Tripod ware, labeling it Fish-Tripod

Handled ware. 

Ceiba Red Brown ware of Costa Rica consists only of 

vessels having a red-brown slip. It is characterized by 

various forms, such as jars, bowls, and plates (Drolet 

1984c), including tripods; the most characteristic form is 

the globular legless shape (stone 1977: 115). Like Handled 

ware, Ceiba Red Brown ware is characterized by handles. 

These are simple loops placed vertically on the vessel, and 

range from plain to decorated with fillets, incision, and 

applique (Figure 15). Supports include both tall hollow 

tripods and short solid conical lugs (Figures 16 and 17). 

Surface decoration is varied. A variety of adornos 

are recovered, and include human females, frogs, birds, 

snakes, and bats (Figures 18 and 19). Plastic decoration 

consists of filleting, applique, incision, and the use of 

the multiple brush technique (Figure 20). 

Buenos Aires Polychrome 

Buenos Aires Polychrome has been called by various 

terms. Holmes (1888) called it Alligator Ware. Lothrop 

(1963) calls it Black and Red Line. It is characterized by 

a cream or white slip, with motifs painted in red and black 
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(Figure 21). Motifs consist of alligator symbols, lines, 

triangles, dots, V's, XIS, diamonds and zigzags. 

Forms include both cylindrical and globular shapes. 

Vessels mayor may not have tripod supports; the supports 

may be solid or hollow and thin or conical. Figurines, 

whistles, and ocarinas decorated in the Buenos Aires 

Polychrome style are also known. Lothrop (1963: 78) notes 

that while the style is typical Chiriquian the shapes and 

sizes of Costa Rican examples are not characteristic of 

Panama. 

Uraba Polychrome 

Uraba Polychrome is characterized by a red slip 

with designs painted in red and black (Figure 22). An 

example of this type is illustrated by Haberland (1976: 

fig. 3), who places Uraba Polychrome chronologically in the 

Chiriqui phase. This type is similar to a Red-on-Red 

variety that is found at Buenos Aires and in the upper 

General River valley. Haberland (1957) notes that most 

designs of the Red-on-Red variety are geometric, but seem 

related to versions of the stylized crocodile or alligator 

of Buenos Aires Polychrome. Uraba Polychrome, similarly, 

tends to copy designs of Buenos Aires Polychrome, differing 

in the basic slip color and perhaps the width of bands of 

colored design. 
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Analysis 

Ceramics comprise the largest category (75.95%) of 

cultural material recovered from the site. In total, 

100,957 sherds were counted from the refuse pit sample. 

Ceiba Red Brown comprised 99.76% of the total sherds 

collected. One hundred twenty sherds were identified as 

type Buenos Aires Polychrome. Buenos Aires sherds comprise 

0.11% of the sample. One hundred sixty-one sherds (0.15%) 

were classified as Uraba Polychrome. 

The chi square nonparametric statistic was used to 

test the hypothesis that the quantity of sherds found in 

refuse pits is independent of distance from the house 

foundation. The level of significance selected is 0.01 for 

a nondirectional test. The region of rejection occurs at 

the table value of 31.9999 for sixteen degrees of freedom. 

Since the observed value of 36.6434 falls into the critical 

region, it must be concluded that the quantity of sherds 

varies in proportion to distance between the house 

foundations and the refuse pits. 

The strength of the association between the two 

variables of quantity and distance can be measured with the 

contingency coefficient (C). The contingency coefficient 

varies in value from zero to one, i.e., from no 

relationship to perfect relationship. It is computed by 

taking the square root of the computed chi square value 
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divided by the sample (n) plus the chi-square value. The 

value of the contingency coefficient for the data is .62, 

indicating a relatively strong association between the 

variables of quantity and distance. The chi-square and 

contingency coefficient values indicate that there is a 

relationship but do not tell what kind of relationship. 

Examination of the percentage distribution of 

sherds across zones shows that the majority (76.72%) occur 

within 50 meters of the dwelling (Figure 23). The largest 

percentage of sherds were recov~red in zone 2 (61.46%). 

The quantity decreases with distance. 

At Murcielago, there are no discernible patterns of 

refuse disposal in which size and distance from the 

dwelling is correlated. The percentage distributions for 

ceramics by size and zone are presented in Figure 23. The 

majority of all sherds recovered and counted at the site 

measure less than three centimeters in maximum size. 

Sherds of this size category constitute more than 80 

percent of the total sherd count. It is reasonable to 

assume that these sherds were fractured by dumping of 

heavier objects on top and by trampling. In all instances 

the proportions of sherds of particular size categories are 

similar. 
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The Lithic Assemblage of Nurcielago 

The lithic assemblage of Murcielago has been 

summarily categorized and photographed by Drolet (1982, 

1984), but nothing has been done to describe and analyze 

it. Categories established by Drolet (1982) include manos, 

metates, scrapers, knives, chisels, hammerstones, axes, 

grinding stones, polished stone celts, cores, and flakes. 

Tools shown in photographs (Drolet 1984) include pecking 

and nutting stones, double-notched axes, milling stones, 

and celt sharpening stones. With the exception of chisels, 

pecking stones, and milling stones, all of these categories 

were recovered from excavations. A category established in 

the field is choppers. Also recorded were quantities of 

stone categorized as either eroded, broken, or whole. 

In the lithic assemblage, extensive use was made of 

basalt and granite for tools. These raw materials are 

readily available in the area, particularly from Rio 

Terraba which contains many cobbles and pebbles. Also 

recovered were chips and nodules of jasper and chips of 

quartz and perhaps opal. No tools manufactured from these 

exotic materials were found. 

Methods 

In synthesizing the raw data measures of central 

tendency and dispersion have been computed. Measures of 

central tendency used in this analysis are mean and median; 
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these measures describe the average specimen. Dispersion, 

on the other hand, illuminates variation in the sample; 

measures of dispersion are range and mean deviation. These 

measures were applied to artifact categories having eight 

or more intact specimens (Figure 24). 

Attributes recorded for each tool and flake include 

length, width, and thickness. Measurements were made with 

clear plastic metric rulers since we lacked calipers in 

very primitive field conditions. Random checks of artifact 

measurements made by myself and my lab assistant very 

rarely varied more than two millimeters. 

Measurements for manos, metates, polishing stones, 

nutting stones, cores, and opal, jasper, and quartz debris, 

were taken on obvious points of reference. The longest 

axis is the measurement of length and the perpendicular 

axis constitutes the width. The thickness of an artifact 

is the measurement from the superior to inferior surface at 

the midpoint. 

Choppers were classified into two types based upon 

observable differences and by measurement. As these tools 

were fashioned on unprepared river cobbles, the flaked edge 

was measured as the length (Figure 25). The measurement of 

width was taken from the central point of the axis of 

length, on a perpendicular axis. Thickness is measured at 
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the central point of the artifact, from the superior to 

inferior surface on the axis of width. 

Attributes recorded for flakes and blades include 

length, width, and thickness, and the amount of remaining 

cortex. Length is measured perpendicular to the striking 

platform. Width is measured at the central point, 

perpendicular to the axis of length. The measurement of 

thickness was taken at the midpoint of the flake or blade. 

The midpoint mayor may not lie on one of the axes above. 

It was with some difficulty that flakes were 

identified. The raw materials fracture easily, which make 

it difficult to distinguish intentional versus natural 

flakes. Three criteria were used to identify anthropogenic 

flakes. There must be a striking platform, a bulb of 

percussion, and a sharp border along the edge of the 

striking platform. Flakes of stone lacking these 

characteristics were counted as broken stone and not 

collected. 

Artifact Inventory 

Fifteen categories of stone implements have been 

found at the archaeological site of Murcielago. There are, 

in addition, four categories of·products of lithic 

reduction, two categories of ornament, and one 

miscellaneous item (Figures 26 and 27). 
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Metates. Only two complete metates and nineteen 

fragments were found. The complete metates were found in 

association with house foundation 1. A metate fragment was 

also incorporated in the foundation of this house. Other 

metate fragments were recovered from the refuse pits. 

Both metates had flat borderless grinding surfaces 

and four short peg legs (Figure 28). One measures 39 x 30 

x 5 cm., and the other 28 x 24 x 8 cm. 

Fragments found in the refuse pits had shallow 

concave depressions with smooth slick surfaces. 

ranged in maximum length between 5.3 - 27.6 cm. 

fragments showed signs of having been pecked. 

Fragments 

Three 

Grinding Stones. Legless grinding stones are of 

plain slabs or masses of stone. The grinding surface is a 

relatively deep depression, suggesting the crushing of 

seeds, nuts, and tubers, rather than the processing of 

maize. 

Manos. Manos were incorporated in the stone house 

foundations and were recovered from the refuse pits. In 

house foundation 1 a total of 17 manos were mapped, in 

house foundation 2 21 manos occurred, and in house 

foundation 3 48 manos were used. Forty manos were 

recovered from the refuse pits, including 28 whole manos 

and 12 fragments. 
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Most of the manos are of fine grained granite, 

though basalt was also used. The manos are unmodified 

lozenge shaped cobbles; the only modification is the 

smoothed convex grinding surface (Figure 29). Unifacial 

manos slightly outnumbered bifacial manos; unifacial manos 

comprised 56.66%, and bifacial manos constituted 43.33%, of 

the sample. Length may reach 24.2 cm., and thickness 

varies between 4.2 and 9 cm. 

Three manos showed evidence of pecking. Pecking 

served to refurbish the surface which had become too slick 

for crushing and grinding. There was also a single mano 

which exhibited potlid fractures. The mano was recovered 

from the surface, subject to annual burnings of the 

pasturage; the potlidding, therefore, is probably a recent 

occurrence. 

AXes. Three broken axes were recovered. The axes 

are made from parallel-sided flakes of igneous rock (Figure 

30). The flaked edges of the exterior surfaces are beveled. 

In all instances the axes are snapped across the width of 

the implement. Width 4.4 - 5.7 cm. Thickness 1.2 - 2.8 

cm. 

Celts. Only five polished stone celts occur. They 

are manufactured from a fine grained basalt. The celts are 

biconvex in cross-section and have straight edges tapered 
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toward the rounded butt (Figure 31). The only complete 

celt measures 8.3 x 3.3 x 2.9 cm. 

Double-notched Axes. Six double-notched axes were 

recovered, only two of which are complete. Oval in general 

outline, flaked axes are characterized by the double 

notches which create a waist between the two blades (Figure 

32). Lengths of complete specimens are 11.7 and 13 cm. 

Blades measure 7.7 and 7.6 em. in width. 

Pebble Choppers. Pebble choppers constitute the 

largest category numerically; a total of 183 choppers were 

recovered. This category consists of a heavy chopping tool 

made on smooth, unmodified, river pebbles and cobbles 

(Figure 33). The implement is unifacially flaked, 

comprising approximately 25 to 50% of one surface. The 

removal of several large flakes creates the tool edge. 

Two types of choppers can be distinguished visibly 

and by measurement. The end chopper is flaked along a 

short edge of the cobble. The lateral chopper is flaked 

along a long edge. Twelve choppers were classified as end 

choppers. Lateral choppers are more common, numbering 171 

in total, and comprising 93.44% of the sample. Choppers 

range in length between 4.6 - 13.7 cm., in width between 

4.1 - 14.4 cm., and in thickness between 2.3 - 8.3 cm. 

Flake Choppers. As the name implies, this category 

of chopper is manufactured on a flake. It further differs 
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from the pebble chopper in that the entire superior surface 

is flaked. Only three flake choppers were found. They 

range in length between 6.7 - 9.3 cm., in width between 5.2 

- 7.5 cm., and in thickness between 2.3 - 3.4 cm. 

Pebble Scrapers. Pebble scrapers are similar to 

pebble choppers with the exception that the angle of 

flaking on the scraper is much greater. Pebble scrapers 

are manufactured on smooth, unmodified, river pebbles. The 

scraper is unifacially flaked; the removal of several large 

flakes creates the tool edge. It differs from the pebble 

chopper in that the angle of flaking is greater than 145 

degrees, creating a wide and thin scraping edge. Four 

pebble scrapers recovered vary between 4.4 - 8.0 cm. in 

length. 

Flake Scrapers. 

recovered (Figure 30). 

Two end and six side scrapers were 

Length varies between 3.33 - 7.6 

cm., width between 2.3 - 9.5 cm., and thickness between 5.1 

- 6.2 cm. 

Nutting Stones. Nutting stones, sometimes called 

hammerstones (Drolet 1982), are lozenge shaped igneous 

stones which have battered ends. Only three were recovered 

in samples from the refuse pits. They range between 8.8 -

15.0 cm. in length, 7.4 - 7.6 cm. in width, and 5.1 - 6.2 

cm. in thickness. 
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Polishing stones. A total of eight polishing 

stones were recovered, seven of these from refuse pit B 

which occurs within the limits of house foundation 3. The 

other polishing stone was recovered from refuse pit 4, 

located to the southeast of the same foundation. 

Polishers are small, sausage shaped, granitic 

pebbles with polishing facets. Two polishers had single 

facets, three had two facets, and a single specimen had 

three facets. Length 4.3 - 6.1 cm. Diameter 1.5 - 2.5 cm. 

Blunt-back Knife. The single blunt-back knife was 

recovered from refuse pit 9, level 0 - 10 cm. It is 

manufactured on a flake, and has been blunted along one 

edge with small secondary retouch. It measures 4.6 x 4.8 x 

0.9 cm. 

Celt Sharpeners. Two celt sharpeners of vesicular 

volcanic stone were recovered; both are fragmented. One 

was found on the surface, the second came from refuse pit 

33, level 0 - 10 cm. Polishing surfaces are concave and 

roughly diamond shaped (Figures 31 and 34). In one 

instance the polishing surface showed evidence of pecking. 

Lengths are broken off at 17.4 and 9.8 cm. 

Hammerstones. A granite hammerstone was collected 

from the surface. It is an unmodified wedge shaped stone 

which has evidence of battering on the wider end (Figure 

29). The hammerstone measures 17.8 cm. in length, and 6 
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cm. in thickness. The upper end, or butt end, measures 7.5 

cm., and the lower, working, end measures 11 cm., in width. 

Products of Lithic Reduction 

The products of lithic reduction include flakes, 

blades, cores and debris. Products of lithic reduction 

comprise 44.25% of all lithic material recovered at 

Murcielago. 

Flakes. Flakes constitute the second largest 

category of lithic material; a total of 166 flakes were 

recovered. Flakes of both granite and basalt occur. Non

cortical flakes comprise 54.81% of the sample, and cortical 

flakes 45.17%. Length 1.2 - 9.1 cm. Width 1.5 - 9.5 cm. 

Thickness 0.4 - 3.5 cm. 

Blades. Three blades were recovered from a single 

refuse pit, number 49, levels 0 - 10 cm. and 10 - 20 cm. 

These are prismatic blades that vary in length between 2.9 

- 3.0 cm., in width between 1.0 - 1.5 cm., and in thickness 

between 0.3 - 0.5 cm. 

Cores. Nine flake cores were collected from the 

refuse pit sample (Figure 35). No blade cores were found. 

Cores were also noted and mapped within the house 

foundations. These igneous cores range between 6.5 - 14.7 

cm. in maximum length and between 1.7 - 8.1 cm. in 

thickness. 
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Exotic Debris. Forty six bits of exotic debris 

include jasper, quartz and opal. Jasper is by far the most 

numerous (Figure 36). The opal chip 'came from refuse pit 

25, level 0 - 10 cm., and measures 1.3 x 0.7 x 0.6 cm. 

Both quartz chips came from refuse pit 3, levels 0 - 10 cm. 

and 10 - 20 cm., and measure 1.1 x 0.8 x 0.3 cm. and 0.9 x 

0.6 x 0.2 cm. 

The 43 pieces of jasper include 14 nodules, 28 

chips, and a single flake. Unmodified nodules of jasper 

range in length between 1.3 - 7.3 cm., in width between 0.8 

- 5.7 cm., and in thickness between 0.6 - 3.9 cm. Chips 

range in length between 1.0 - 3.2 cm., in width between 0.6 

- 2.2 cm., and in thickness between 0.2 - 2.1 cm. The 

single flake measures 4.5 x 2.5 x 1.2 cm. 

In no instance was artifacts manufactured from 

these materials found. 

Ornaments 

Statue. An incomplete statue of a male was noted 

and mapped near house foundation 1 (Figure 37). The statue 

portrays a thick bodied male, indicated by the presence of 

male genitalia and pronounced buttocks. Arms and legs are 

indicated in low relief. The hands are placed on the 

chest. No feet are portrayed; the abnormally short legs 

terminate in rounded pegs. The head of the statue has been 
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broken off. The statue measures 14.2 cm. in maximum 

length, 7.8 cm. in width, and 9.1 cm. in thickness. 

stone Bead. A single perforated disc bead of a 

green stone was recovered from refuse pit 15, level 20 - 30 

cm. (Figure 38). The bead is one centimeter in diameter. 

Miscellaneous 

Tubular Pipe. A pipe of a soft cream colored stone 

was recovered during the surface collection of house 

foundation 1 (Figure 39). The pipe is stained and has a 

burned interior core. It measures 6.5 cm. in length and 3 

cm. in diameter. 

Stone 

There were also three types of stone that were 

commonly included, and formed a major proportion of, the 

debris in refuse pits. The three types of stone are 

categorized as eroded or "meteorized" stone (Drolet's term, 

personal communication), broken stone, and whole stone. 

Eroded stone consists of exfoliating granite which is 

heavily stained with ferrous oxide. This type of stone 

occurs allover the site; it is found on the slopes of 

hills and in the unoccupied areas. It does not occur in 

the area of house foundations, but is found in 

concentrations (refuse pits) around them. The distribution 

suggests that the concentrations represent the clearing-off 
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of the area prior to the construction of the house 

foundations. 

Broken stone consists of pieces of stone that lack 

any characteristic that would allow their classification as 

flake, core, or artifact. Broken stone includes granite 

and basalt which has no signs of defoliation or ferrous 

oxide. Like eroded stone, broken stone comprises a major 

component of refuse pit debris. It is possible that broken 

stone represents lithic-reduction-related debris. 

The third category of stone represented in refuse 

pits is whole stone. This includes unmodified intact 

granite or basalt rocks that range in size from small 

pebbles to medium sized river cobbles (5 - 40 cm.). 

This category constitutes 23.67% of all material 

recovered from the refuse pits. In total, 31,470 pieces of 

stone were counted in the field; Eroded stone constitutes 

82.25%, broken stone 14.09%, and whole stone 3.65% of the 

sample. 

Techniques of Working Stone 

There are three stoneworking techniques in evidence 

at the site of Murcielago. These are hard hammer 

percussion, the blade technique, and grinding. There are 

204 artifacts manufactured by hard hammer percussion, 

comprising 96.22% of the sample. Hard hammer percussion 

implements include pebble choppers, axes, double-notched 
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axes, blunt-back knife, and scrapers. Only two implements 

had secondary retouch, a flake scraper and the blunt-back 

knife. 

The blade technique is represented by three 

prismatic blades. Neither tools on blades nor prepared 

cores were recovered. The prismatic blades constitute 

1.41% of the sample. 

Ground stone implements are a small category; five 

ground and polished stone celts were recovered. They 

comprise 2.47% of the sample. In addition, two celt 

sharpeners were found. One was in association with house 

foundation 1, and the other was recovered from refuse pit 

number 33, Level 0-10 cm. 

Lithic Categories 

The variety of lithic categories represented in the 

refuse pits varies between zero and ten. The average 

number of artifacts per refuse pit is 2.48 items. The 

median number of artifacts is 2.00, and the mode is 1.00. 

Nine refuse pits were without any lithics, but contained 

c~ramics or some or all categories of unmodified stone. 

Eighteen categories were established. They are 

metates, manos, axes, celts, double-notch axes, pebble 

choppers, flake choppers, pebble scrapers, flake scrapers, 

nutting stones, polishing stones, blunt-back knife, celt 
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sharpener, hammers tone , cores, flakes, blades, and exotic 

debris. The most commonly represented category is the 

pebble chopper, which occurred in 60% of the refuse pits. 

The second most numerous category is flakes, recovered from 

51.66% of the refuse pits. Other categories that occurred 

in relatively high percentages, in descending order of 

frequency, are exotic debris (30%), manos (23.33%), and 

metates (18.33%). Categories that were represented in five 

to ten percent of the refuse pits include double-notch 

axes, cores, flake scrapers, celts, pebble scrapers, axes, 

and nutting stones. Categories occurring in less than five 

percent of the refuse pits are flake choppers, polishing 

stones, blunt-back knife, celt sharpener, blades, and 

hammerstone. The latter four categories were represented 

only one time. 

Analysis 

Calculation of the percentage distribution of 

artifacts and debitage by zone indicates that these 

material items were disposed of relatively close to the 

dwellings (Figure 40). A total of 77.09% of all artifacts 

and 83.62% of debitage are found within 75 meters of the 

houses. Examination-of the distribution by zone shows a 

more varied pattern for debitage than for artifacts. Less 

than 20% of the debitage is found in zone 1, but the 

quantity triples in zone 2. In contrast, almost 25% of all 
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artifacts occur in zone 1. Artifacts increase by only 3J% 

in zone 2, and continue in frequency just under 20% in 

zones 3 and 4. 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to determine 

whether there were significant distributions of individual 

artifact categories by zones. This test was used because 

of the small sample sizes involved. The purpose of the 

test is to determine whether individual artifact categories 

are associated with a particular zone or whether they are 

randomly distributed across the site. The significance 

level chosen for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is 0.05. In 

no instance did artifact categories exhibit significant 

distributions with respect to distance. 

Lithic artifacts show no sorting by size or 

distance from the dwelling. Examination of the percentage 

distribution by size and zone indicates that all size 

categories occur in similar proportions across all zones 

(Figure 41). The chi-square value computed for lithic size 

categories fell below the critical value, thereby 

indicating that the observed distribution is independent of 

distance. 

The distribution of the artifact categories 

pertaining to the individual house foundations is presented 

in a bar graph in Figure 42. Not all categories are 

represented in the refuse pits of all the households. 
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Artifacts occurring in the refuse pits associated with 

house foundation 1 include manos, metates, celts, double

notched axes, pebble choppers, flake choppers, pebble 

scrapers, flake scrapers, a celt sharpener, hammerstones, 

cores, flakes, blades, and exotic debris. House foundation 

2 had manos, metates, axes, celts, double-notched axes, 

pebble and flake choppers, flake scrapers, hammerstones, 

cores, flakes, and exotic debris. House foundation 3 had 

manos, metates, axes, celts, double-notched axes, pebble 

choppers, pebble scrapers, flake scrapers, polishing 

stones, a blunt-backed knife, hammers tone , cores, flakes, 

and exotic debris. House foundations 1 and 3 each had 14 

of the 18 categories while house foundation 2 had eleven. 

Chi-square was used to determine whether there was 

a relationship between individual house foundations and the 

artifact categories. The critical value of 43.7729, at a 

significance level of 0.05, was exceeded by the computed 

statistic of 64.74, indicating that the variability in 

artifact categories is significant. Examination of the bar 

chart in Figure 42 illustrates the differences. For house 

foundation 1, pebble choppers comprise 46.15% of the total 

inventory, while for 2 pebble choppers constitute 28.05% of 

the inventory, and 34.37% at 3. Flakes are relatively 

proportionally distributed; flakes constitute 30.76% of the 

inventory of house foundation 1, 33.09% of 2, and 35.42% of 
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3. Exotic debris, like pebble choppers, varies in 

proportional representation. At house foundation 2 exotic 

debris constitutes 18.70% of the artifact inventory. It is 

much less for the other households; exotic debris is 6.51% 

of the inventory of 1, and 4.68% of 3. Results of the chi

square statistic, and the percentage distribution of 

artifact categories, suggest a greater emphasis on 

woodworking for the inhabitants of house foundation 1, and 

an emphasis on working exotic materials at house foundation 

2. 

Lithic categories were further examined with 

various hierarchical agglomerative clustering methods 

available in the SPSSX package. Agglomerative clustering 

methods treat each case or variable as a cluster in the 

initial solution, and combine these into only one cluster. 

The results are represented diagramatically as a dendrogram 

-- or hierarchical tree -- with the branches linking at 

various measures of distance. With such dendrograms the 

clusters that link at relatively low distances are more 

tightly connected than clusters at higher distances. 

Clusters are either disjoint, i.e., unrelated, or one 

includes the other. srssx has a variety of clustering 

methods that include single linkage, ave~age linkage, 

complete linkage, median, centroid, and Ward's method. 

Single, complete, and average linkage clustering are 
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agglomerative hierarchical techniques that start with 

single units and combine them into progressively larger 

groups. Single linkage forms connections based upon single 

units and has a tendency to form chains in which the first 

and last units are likely to bear little resemblance to 

each other. Complete linkage, in contrast, requires that 

there be a certain level of similarity between all members 

of that cluster. Average linkage creates clusters on the 

basis of unweighted pairwise group mean averages, and also 

requires a certain level of similarity between all members 

of the cluster. 

The median and centroid techniques, as well as 

Ward's method, are all based on Euclidean distance. The 

difference between the median and centroid techniques is 

that the formeT involves weighted pair groupings and the 

latter unweighted pair groupings. By weighting the units 

to be clustered they are not allowed to join others if the 

average similarity between all relevant units reaches a 

stipulated level. The techniques have a series of 

hypothetical cluster centers {centroid} or averages 

{median} to which individual units are constantly compared. 

Ward's method minimizes the variance within the clusters. 

As a group, these clustering methods create more 

homogeneous groups since they are not based on a stored 
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similarity matrix, as are single, complete, and average 

linkage. 

Various clustering methods were applied to the 

lithic data of Murcielago, the rationale being that 

significant clusters would appear repeatedly in the 

solutions. The data were examined by cases (refuse pits) 

and variables (lithic categories) with the purpose of 

defining activity sets, tool-kits, or special purpose dump 

locations. 

Four disjoint clusters were consistently isolated 

by the centroid, median, Ward, and average linkage cluster 

methods when applied to the refuse pits (Appendix A). The 

refuse pits include 4, 8, 15, and B. Within these disjoint 

clusters, refuse pits 4 and 15 link together and 8 and B 

link together on the basis of similar pit contents. Common 

artifacts of 4 and 15 are pebble choppers, flake scrap~rs, 

flakes, and exotic debris. Refuse pit 4 also contained 

axes, polishing stones, and C0res. Refuse pits 8 and Bare 

connected by five artifact types in common: metates, manos, 

pebble choppers, pebble scrapers, and flakes. Refuse pit 8 

also has exotic debris, and B has polishing stones. The 

reason for the clustering is readily apparent, there is a 

congruence of four items in the first cluster, and of five 

items in the second cluster. Yet the artifacts are by no 

means confined to these pits alone. Cluster analyses run 
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on the refuse pits failed to distinguish activity sets, 

special purpose dump locations, or tool-kits. The data 

suggest that the ultimate disposal of lithic categories was 

random with respect to location. 

The results were double-checked by running cluster 

analyses on the individual artifact categories. Single 

linkage, average linkage, centroid, median, and Ward 

methods consistently isolated five disjoint clusters at a 

relatively low distance that include metates, manos, pebble 

choppers, flakes, and exotic debris. Metates and manos, 

interestingly, do not immediately link up, though they 

cluster at relatively high distances. The results suggest 

that, in this case, items used together were not disposed 

of together. Pebble choppers and flakes, in contrast, link 

together immediately when they are connected to the 

dendrogram. The link, however, is weak. Pebble scrapers 

and flakes link at relatively great distances. Generally, 

these items tend to remain disjointed from the other 

connected cluster. Even exotic debris clusters with the 

other artifact categories and, in three of the clustering 

methods, tends to link up with metates when they connect. 

Results of the cluster analyses on variables tend 

to be random, just as they were in the analyses of cases. 

The five disjoint clusters represent the five largest 

categories of lithic artifacts while the connected cluster 
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is composed of low frequency artifact categories. Cluster 

analysis failed to detect correlations between certain 

types of artifacts that might suggest tool-kits. Pebbl~ 

choppers and flakes, and to a lesser degree exotic debris, 

were common elements in all of the clusters on cases. The 

results for clusters on variables support those of clusters 

on cases and suggest that the disposal of various artifact 

categories was random. 

Unmodified stone exhibits a patterned distribution 

The highest concentration of whole, broken, and eroded 

stone in the study area is found in zone 2, between 25 and 

50 meters from the house foundations (Figure 43). 

Frequencies of broken and eroded stone decrease steadily in 

zones 3 to 5, while whole stone begins to increase in 

number again in zones 4 and 5. Examination of the 

individual households confirms the general pattern, but 

also shows variability that is obscured in the large-scale 

treatment of the data. 

Generally, unmodified stone occurs in the largest 

quantities in zone 2. House foundation 1 has a bimodal 

distribution, with refuse decreasing in zone 3 and 

increasing again in zone 4 (Figures 44 and 45). A similar 

distribution is noted for house foundation 3, though the 

peaks and valleys are not as clearly defined. Eroded stone 

dramatically increases in zone 4. House foundation 2 has a 
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single peak in the quantity of debris in zone 2, and then 

all categories drop to virtually nothing in zone 3. The 

only category of unmodified stone occurring in zone 4 is 

eroded stone. 

Radiocarbon Samples 

All carbon encountered during excavations was 

collected. Six samples came from the house foundations and 

eight came from various refuse pits. Four of the largest 

radiocarbon samples were sent to the Beta Analytic 

laboratory for dating. With the exception of one sample 

none of the remaining samples were of sufficient quantity 

after chemical treatment for dating. The sample is a 

large rectangular block of carbonized wood, recovered from 

a depth of eight centimeters in refuse pit 34. It was not 

submitted because of the shallow depth from which it was 

recovered and the possibility of contamination. The area 

of the site is burned off annually to foster the growth of 

pasturage for the zebu. Also, the shape of the sample -

rectangular -- would argue against its being of aboriginal 

origin. Its inclusion in the refuse pit could have been 

caused by plowing of the area, which results in the 

disturbance of the top 10 centimeters of soil. 
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Organic Remains 

Water flotation was performed on 12 soil samples 

collected during excavations. Collection was random, from 

pits that had a depth greater than ten centimeters. Ten 

samples consisted of six-cup quantities of soil removed 

from the center of the excavation unit. Two of the samples 

consist of the soil trapped within two broken pottery 

necks. 

The samples were processed in the field by srta. 

Ana Cristina Aguilar Vega, a student from the Universidad 

de Costa Rica. Water was filtered through a quadruple 

layer of nylon hosiery and a drop of soap added. The soil 

was then sifted into the water and the organic remains that 

floated to the top skimmed off. Organic remains include 

seeds, stems, leaves, roots, carbon, and insect remains. 

Analysis and identification of the organic remains 

was done by Faith Duncan, a graduate student at the 

University of Arizona (Appendix B). She found a total of 

86 seeds that represent food edible for humans. Two have 

been identified as beans (Phaseolus sp.), seven as plantain 

(Plantain), and 74 as wild grape (Cissus). The beans were 

recovered from M.B.No. 14 at a depth of 10 to 20 

centimeters. The plantain seeds come from M.B.No. 24. Dr. 

Don Janzen, who identified the Cissus seeds, said they are 
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eaten primarily by birds and monkeys, though they are often 

consumed by humans -- himself included -- as well. 

Most of the seeds are from disturbance plants 

Rumex, Plantago, Anthemis, and Andropogon, for example. 

Andropogon is a dense grass that seasonally covers the 

site. It is burned off annually to foster growth of 

pasturage for the cattle. Fimbicystis seeds indicate a 

wetland/riparian zone. Most probably the seeds were blown 

up onto the site from the river that borders it, or were 

inadvertently carried up by occupants of the site. 

Faith Duncan was unable to identify 106 of 787 

seeds. At least some of these are what is locally known as 

chang (Chenopodium, chia). Chang grows in a wild state on 

the finca Paso Real. Ana Cristina Aguilar Vega recognized 

chang seeds in the flotation sample from M.B.No. 1 (30-40 

ems), and noticed that the seeds were much smaller than 

those known today. According to Anival Barrantes, a ranch 

hand on the finca, the chang falls to the ground and 

germinates when the rains come, or the seeds become slimy 

and rot. In general, this occurs in the upper 10 

centimeters of the soil; below that depth germination will 

not occur. 

Organic remains other than plants were recovered 

from the flotation samples as well. None of the small 

fragments labeled and bagged separately as bone proved to 
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be such. Rather, we collected small fragments of calcium 

carbonate concretions and sedimentary rock. Bone from the 

flotation samples included three unidentified rodent skull 

fragments, two rodent mandible fragments, two unidentified 

rodent bones, and four unidentified slivers. Insect 

remains included two insect cases, 17 insect parts, and one 

ant. \<J'a ter species are represented by three fragments of 

fresh water snail. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter provides a summary and presents 

conclusions drawn from information presented in preceding 

chapters. The first considers theoretical and 

methodological issues. The second section discusses the 

spatial and artifactual data relevant to the study of 

Murcielago. 

The research undertaken at Murcielago integrates 

spatial analysis with the examination of discard behavior. 

Analysis of the overall site structure provides information 

about conventions concerning the utilization of space and 

about social relationships among village members. The 

methodology used for the examination of the residential 

sector at Murcielago was drawn from traditional 

geographical models of land use. The model was used to 

describe the regulation of space within the sector and to 

delineate disposal patterns. The data generated by this 

analysis were used to define considerations governing 

discard behavior and the organization of household 

activities. Analysis of the contents of the refuse pits 

illustrate activity differences within the residential 

sector. 
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Theoretical and Hethodological issues 

Aside from the obvious purpose of generating a body 

of facts that can be used by others doing similar analyses, 

it was al~o my purpose to contribute to the method and 

theory of archaeology in general. This section discusses 

where we stand in terms of building a body of theory for 

disposal behavior, formation processes and their effect on 

the strength of interpretations, units of analysis and 

information sought, and the model used for the spatial 

analysis of Murcielago. 

Disposal Theory 

Though research into discard behavior has been 

undertaken since the 1970s, there is no theory of disposal 

behavior ~~. Generally, the studies tend to be 

problem- or site-specific. Recently, however, there have 

been indications in the literature that steps are being 

taken to crystalize a formal body of theory. For example, 

Binford (1983), Hayden and Cannon (1982, 1983) and Deal 

(1984) have presented categorizations of discard behavior. 

Yet, no one has attempted to present this information as 

the kernel of a growing body of theory or to formulate a 

set of generalizations. What follows summarizes, in 

rudimentary form, the state of disposal theory today. 

The subject matter of all studies of discard and 

disposal behavior is garbage, which is examined and 
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analyzed for what it can tell us about sociocultural 

variability and functional and activity differences. A 

survey of the available literature shows that there 

are a variety of ways to remove unwanted rubbish from one's 

environs. It can be tossed, dropped, and broadcast, piled 

on the ground, placed in pits, collected in trash cans, 

processed through a garbage disposal, or packaged 

conveniemtly in trash compactors, to cite but a few 

examples. Perhaps due to the nearly infinite variety of 

disposal methods, their characterization has not been 

attempted. Rather, attention has focused on the definition 

of discard strategies. 

Of the three schemes in print, Binford's (1983) 

categorization of disposal behavior appears to be the most 

useful in the description of archaeological data. His 

scheme includes two types of discard behavior: preventive 

site maintenance and post hoc maintenance. The first 

refers to the practice of removing large items of refuse 

from the work or living space. The second involves the 

removal of these items to final discard areas. They 

represent two behaviors of which the archaeologist can feel 

fairly confident in identifying. 

Other schemes include a provisional discard stage 

(Hayden and Cannon 1982, 1983; Deal 1984) which, while 

evident to an ethnoarchaeologist or ethnographer in the 
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field, is difficult to determine in archaeological context. 

The problem stems from the characterization of provisional 

discard as a temporary strategy. Hayden and Cannon (1982, 

1983) have failed to adequately define how a researcher 

would distinguish provisional from final discard locations. 

They state that potentially recyclable tools might be 

amassed in a special, temporary collection area prior to 

their final disposal. Final disposal would occur when the 

quantity of items, or the extent of their distribution, 

became cumbersome. To date, no indices have been 

formulated to measure "temporary" or "cumbersome." Nor are 

the criteria of size and location useful in distinguishing 

the two. Size is used to distinguish preventive site 

maintenance and other types of discard strategies; it is 

reasonable to assume that sizes of objects in either 

provisional or final discard areas would be comparable. 

Location is also not useful, for, as Hayden and Cannon 

(1982, 1983) point out, final discard areas can occur in 

the same zones as provisional ones. Clearly, further work 

is needed in this area before it can be applied to 

archaeological data. 

Five generalizations can be drawn from the 

literature and from research at hand. The first concerns 

the decision to remove refuse from the living and work 

space. Murray (1980) and Binford (1983) agree that the 
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duration of occupation is a critical factor; Binford (1983) 

also includes the intensity of use of an area as a 

contributing factor. Murray (1980) states that any group 

--·migratory or sedentary -- who resides at a locus for at 

least one season tends to dispose of garbage away from the 

family living area. 

The second generalization is that refuse disposal 

tends to surround the focal point of human activity -- be 

it a feature such as a hearth, or structure -- unless there 

is a natural or artificial barrier. This generalization 

derives in part from Yellen's (1977) ring model for the 

organization of activities around !Kung San camps and 

similar patterns described at a variety of sites, and from 

my own observations of patterns at Murcielago. 

The third is that economy of effort (Hayden and 

Cannon 1982, 1983) -- convenience -- governs the ultimate 

location of refuse. There is no fixed limit for defining 

the zone of convenience. Rather, it must be determined for 

each group under study. 

The fourth may be called the criterion of size. 

Modern material studies suggest that items smaller than 

four inches (about nine centimeters) are likely to be left 

where they fall. Larger objects are picked up and thrown 

away (Rathje 1982; Schiffer 1983). The pattern is 

documented in various studies. 
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The fifth concerns the type of data one may expect 

from the analysis of refuse. In terms of sociocultural 

variability, one might state that differences in statuses 

will be reflected in the refuse. Similarly, one can 

determine activity and functional differences from the 

analysis of garbage content. 

These generalizations may seem simplistic and 

obvious, but they are all we have at the moment. As yet, 

there is a lot of variability in the patterns described in 

the studies that exist. For the most part, there is no 

repetition in the types of sites examined. Perhaps in time 

additional studies at a number of similar sites will 

provide comparable data so that we will be able to discuss, 

for example, patterns of refuse disposal where pits are 

used, or where artificial barri~rs exist. 

Formation Processes 

The residential sector examined at Murcielago has 

been subject to a number of cultural and natural 

transformation processes. These are post-depositional in 

nature. Archaeological to archaeological changes are 

plowing and land leveling. These processes potentially mix 

and blur cultural remains and patterns. Archaeological to 

systemic transformations include scavenging, recycling, 

pothunting, and excavationg which result in the removal of 

items from the population the archaeologist wishes to 
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sample. These activities represent cultural 

transformations. There were, in addition, natural factors 

that impacted the archaeological record. These include the 

effects of rain and leaching, acidic soil, plant 

disturbance and animal activity, such as burrowing and 

trampling. Fortunately, the result of these processes was 

not so extensive in the area of the site I examined, but 

awareness of them tempered the interpretations that could 

be made. 

Plowing and land leveling affected the spatial 

distribution and patterns of artifacts and features. These 

activities made hazy the characterization of refuse pits 

types and their dimensions. For example, there were cases 

where refuse pits were located in the area of plowed field 

or in the path of land leveling activity. Artifact 

distributions were dispersed, and extended along the 

direction of plow or leveling lines. Land leveling, in 

particular, also disturbed the original placement of stones 

of the house foundations. 

The effects of scavenging, recycling, and 

pothunting were minimal in terms of distorting cultural 

patterns. Residents of the finca Paso Real scavenged 

foundation stones to buttress their own residences, but. 

this activity was not extensive. Pothunting was almost 
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non-existent due to the nature of the site; Murcie1ago is 

strictly an occupation site and has no associated burials. 

Natural agents tended to obscure or confuse 

patterns, but, again, the effects were not extensive. 

Original floors of the houses were not detectable. With 

the rains and leaching of the soil hard-packed earth was 

quickly broken down and returned to its natural 

consistency. The acidic soil also worked against the 

preservation of organic material. Drolet (1982, 1984a, 

1984b, 1984c) reported no organic remains, and it was 

assumed that none would be found. However, flotation 

samples we took resulted in the recovery of a variety of 

seeds. 

Animal activity included burrowing and trampling. 

Burrows of armadillos and field ~ice could be seen dotting 

the study area. In house foundation 1 the burrow of field 

mice resulted in the downward deposition of sherds to a 

depth of 60 centimeters. The effect of trampling by the 

zebu, or humans for that matter, would be to reduce the 

size of artifacts such as sherds. One can only be aware of 

this phenomenon, but it has not been quantified. 

Units of Analysis 

The data from Murcie1ago were examined according to 

four units of analysis. The most inclusive is the 

residential sector which constitutes the universe in which 
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other units are sampled. These are the household cluster, 

refuse pits, and artifact categories. Population 

parameters include three house foundations, 305 refuse 

pits, and 21 types of artifacts. 

The household cluster was established as a valid 

unit of analysis by Winter (1976a). As employed at 

Murcielago, this unit essentially served to stratify the 

refuse pit sample. The examination of household clusters 

allowed me to determine the evenness of distribution of 

specific artifact categories. Variability in the 

distribution was interpreted in terms of activity 

differences. 

The presence of discrete refuse pits was one of the 

principal reasons for selecting Murcielago for the 

dissertation project. The second was that Murcielago is a 

single component site. As such, the site offered pristine 

conditions for examining patterns of refuse disposal. 

Research proceeded on the assumptions that the refuse pits 

represented final discard areas and the contents would 

reflect activities of the household. 

Sixty pits, comprising approximately 20% of the 305 

total, were test excavated. The number was in part 

determined by available time and labor, though I felt the 

sample size would be adequate to determine population 

characteristics. After we excavated about 30 pits the 
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contents became repetitive, thus proving my hunch to be 

true. 

Artifact categories were examined in terms of 

distribution, ioe., presence-absence, and frequency of 

occurrence. The 21 categories included three types of 

ceramics and 18 types of lithic artifacts. Analysis of 

these categories revealed the presence of universal 

activities, such as food preparation and certain types of 

stone tool manufacture, as well as household 

specializations such as ground stone t001 manufacture and 

ritual activity. 

The Model 

Circular models are employed at a variety of 

analytic levels in archaeology to describe land uses around 

a single center. They are formally recognized and applied 

in site-catchment analyses and in Yellen's (1977) ring 

model for !Kung San camps. Circular patterns are also 

informally recognized in ethnoarchaeological (Binford 1978, 

1983) and archaeological (Winter 1976a, 1976b; Whalen 1976) 

studies, and can be abstracted from others (Flannery 1976; 

Flannery and Winter 1976; Hayden and Cannon 1982, 1983; 

Bonnichsen 1973; Lange and Rydberg 1972; Murray 1980; South 

1979; Carrillo 1977; Deal 1984). 
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Circular models in archaeology derive from 

descriptive geographic models of traditional land use that 

date to the 1920s and 1930s. The first was formulated 

by Burgess circa 1920. It was a symmetrical concentric 

model designed to describe rings of specialized land use in 

Chicago. The model was modified by Hoyt in 1939, who 

recognized that variations in social and ethnic groups, 

topography, and modes of transportation resulted in 

differential land uses. The observed patterns of variation 

gave the model its name -- the sector-wedge model. 

Needless to say, assumptions that underlie 

geographic models are not always directly applicable to the 

description of archaeological data, though there are 

commonalities. The key feature of these models is the 

organization of activities around a central point. The 

underlying assumption is that the organization of 

activities around this focus will assume a circular" 

pattern. In urban geography it would be the central 

business district. Anthropological applications of 

circular models use the site, a structure, or a feature as 

the hub. A corollary to this assumption is that the 

intensity of use will be greatest in the center and will 

decrease with distance. 

In keeping with Hoyt's reformulation, a second 

common assumption is that natural and artificial barriers 
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will limit growth and expansion. The corollary assumption 

is that variability in land use resulting from the presence 

of barriers will be manifest in sector and wedge patterns 

radiating out from the center. 

Assumptions of the geographic models that are less 

directly applicable to archaeological situations are: (1) 

the population is heterogeneous; (2) the economy is a mixed 

commercial and industrial base; and (3) there is 

competition for valued land. Review of the anthropological 

literature has shown that circular patterns are detectable 

in a variety of societies on a variety of scales. This 

tends to negate the necessity for the first two 

assumptions. Also, the nature of the sites described in 

the anthropological literature such as isolated 

features, camps, structures, and villages -- nullifies the 

assumption of competition for valued land. The data 

suggest that other cultural considerations come into play. 

Discussion 

A circular model based on the assumptions outlined 

above was applied to the spatial analysis of a residential 

sector at Murcielago. In general, the assumptions of the 

model hold true. However, the data and other 

anthropological studies require the modification of some of 

these. 
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In the examination of the residential sector at 

Murcielago each of the three house foundations was treated 

as the central point of the model. This decision was based 

on the assumption that the residential sector was composed 

of separate household clusters. The assumption appeared to 

be borne out once mapping was completed; empirically, there 

seemed to be circular rings of land use around each 

structure. 

Description of the organization of activities 

around each of the structures emphasized a departure from 

the model. Generally, it is true that intensity of use is 

greatest towards the center and decreases with distance. 

However, intensity of use, which might be expected to be 

manifest in high quantities of refuse pits and cultural 

debris in the center, is indicated by the almost complete 

absence of dense distributions in this area. 

At Murcielago, and other sites, the area 

representing the focal point of activity is kept clear of 

debris. This presents a seeming paradox to the assumption 

that intensity of use should somehow correlate with high 

densities of cultural remains. Yet, it is because of the 

intensity of use, coupled with the duration of occupation, 

that greater effort is expended in the care and maintenance 

of the area (Binford 1983). 
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In sum, traditional land use models drawn from 

geography are adaptable, with modification, to the 

description of archaeological and anthropological data. 

The principal requirement for the application of circular 

models is that the unit under analysis must have only one 

center. There do not appear to be scales of analysis to 

which the model cannot be applied. On a cautionary note, 

the researcher must be aware that duration of occupation 

can affect the distribution of cultural remains in the hub. 

Intensity of use coupled with a long occupation of a site 

tends to decrease, rather than increase, the densities of 

cultural debris around the focal point. The researcher 

must also be alert to factors -- natural and artificial 

barriers -- that result in differential patterns of land 

use. At a general level, circular models allow the 

description of simple processes of growth and expansion. 

In specific applications, they allow the determination of 

cultural conventions governing the utilization of space. 

Summary of the Data 

This section summarizes and presents conclusions 

for the data. Ethnohistorical data and information from 

previous archaeological studies allow reconstruction of the 

setting for the Diquis. Additional topics discussed 

include results of the spatial analysis, patterns of refuse 
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disposal, and the detection and interpretation of activity 

differences. 

The Setting 

Previous archaeological research and the available 

ethnohistoric literature for the Diquis region of Costa 

Rica provide background information to the research at 

hand. By combining the information from both sources a 

tentative reconstruction of life as it was during the 

period between A.D. 750 and 1520 can be made. This 

reconstruction pertains to the Diquis region in general, 

for there is little or no information that is directly 

relevant to the excavation undertaken at Murcielago. 

Archaeological research has shown that there are 

various sites in the Diquis that have river cobble 

constructions like Murcielago. Stone (1943) and Lothrop 

(1963) reported on several such sites; Stone (1943) 

included maps, and Lothrop (1963) conducted test 

excavations. In both cases stone balls were intrinsic 

features of the sites. Their presence suggests a date 

earlier than that of Murcielago. Stone ball sculptures are 

associated with earlier Aguas Buenas phase sites. Drolet 

(1982) reports a site with river cobble construction and 

stone balls in the Terraba River drainage, near Murcielago. 

The site -- Bolas -- is assigned to the Aguas Buenas phase 

(500 B.C. to A.D. 600) that precedes the Chiriqui phase. 
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Such sites attest to a long practice of river cobble 

construction. The Chiriqui phase village site of Curre, 

personally visited by the author, has river cobble 

constructions like those of its neighbor Murcielago. Other 

Chiriqui phase villages in the immediate vicinity -

Caracol and San Andres -- reportedly do not have preserved 

residential features (Drolet 1982, 1984a). Unfortunately, 

these sites lie on optimal farming lands and have been 

disturbed as a result of these activities. 

The ethnohistoric literature does not mention the 

river cobble construction, but it does provide an idea of 

what the superficial structures were like. The houses 

described by Vazquez de Coronado (1563a, 1563b) at Coctu 

were round in form with high conical roofs and two doors. 

They were constructed of natural materials, which consisted 

of poles and palm thatch. Similar houses can be seen today 

in the Indian villages of Rey Curre and Boruca. 

Oftentimes, even among the more modern plank houses, river 

cobbles are used to fill chinks around the foundations and 

for the construction of walkways from the doors. The 

pattern is consistent with that observed at Murcielago. 

The settlement pattern for a 25 kilometer stretch 

of the Terraba River where Murcielago is located was 

defined by Drolet (1982, 1984a; Drolet and Markens 1982). 

During the Chiriqui phase the settlement pattern took on a 
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linear arrangement along major drainages in this area. The 

four Chiriqui phase villages occur within five kilometers 

of each other. Each of these large sites -- Caracol, San 

Andres, Murcielago, and Curre -- have similar distributions 

of refuse deposits that include lithic tools, waste flakes, 

cores, monochrome ceramics, and occasionally polychrome 

ceramics. 

It is impossible to determine whether the pattern 

described by Drolet (1982, 1984a) for the central Terraba 

drainage is characteristic of the entire region. The 

ethnohistoric literature suggests there was a hierarchical 

arrangement of villages spaced more-or-Iess evenly from one 

another. Vazquez de Coronado (1563a, 1563b) noted that 

there were over 30 towns in the region he explored. Seven 

of these were palisaded. Among the palisaded settlements 

is Coctu, which he describes in detail. Vazquez de 

Coronado (1563a, 1563b) mentions the existence of three 

additional palisaded sites -- Cia, Xarixaba, and Texbi -

that were said to be much larger than Coctu. If size is 

taken as an indication of might, the infor~ation suggests 

that there might have been a hierarchical structure of 

power. The sites are reported to have been so large that 

it took half a day to walk around their circumferences. 

The ethnohistoric information for Costa Rica in general is 

replete with descriptions of major and minor caciques. 
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Murcielago, however, appears to have been of another type 

of site -- the unfortified village. To date, no evidence 

of a palisade or defensive ditch has been reported. Whether 

this indicates that Murcielago was a subject village is 

open to interpretation; ceramic evidence tends to argue for 

a certain level of autonomy, but whether it represents a 

territorial chiefdom (Drolet 1982) or not is questionable. 

Drolet (1982: 19) states that some authors such as 

Haberland believe there were up to six territories formed 

by groups with different ceramic styles, possibly 

indicating ancient "provinces" of the different regional 

confederations of chiefdoms during the Chiriqui phase. 

Ceiba Red Brown ware is suggested by Drolet (1982: 41) to 

represent just such a ceramic type. It is common in tombs 

excavated by Haberland along the Rio Ceibo, and is the most 

characteristic ceramic ware of the Chiriqui phase in all of 

the Diquis. Ethnohistoric information tends to discount 

the presence of a single territorial chiefdom -- it is 

replete with accounts of warring factions -- and the 

distribution of the ceramic type throughout the entire 

region would rather seem to indicate a widespread ceramic 

tradition. 

Ceramic classifications are various for the Diquis 

and often confusing with the reformulation and renaming of 

types. The Diquis is considered to be a part of the Gran 
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Chil archaeological subarea that includes part of 

Panfyet the ceramic types are not identical. Lothrop 

(19~arefully laid out the differences that include 

varjn in size, shape, and design. Diagnostic ceramics 

for Chiriqui phase of Panama identified by Linares 

(19E- Biscuit, Villalba Red Streaked, Black-on-Red 

Neg~, and Alligator wares -- were not recovered at 

Mur(go. The three ceramic types that are represented 

-- ( Rojo-cafe, Buenos Aires Polychrome, and Uraba 

PolJme -- appear to be local variants. The ceramics 

ten(support the interpretation of a territorial unit, 

but in the sense suggested by Drolet (1982). The 

distarity of ceramic types suggests that there was 

litir no contact between groups of Panama and the Costa 

RicLquis during the Chiriqui phase. Unfortunately, 

thilone area that is not covered in the ethnohistoric 

Ii ttre. 

The ethnohistoric literature works both ways; it 

can) provide information about aspects of life in the 

Diqior which there are little or no data. Items made 

of ;hable material, such as "hide shields, staffs, 

cot:loth and clothing do not preserve in the 

arcLogical record. Vazquez de Coronado (1563a) states 

tha~ Coctus were growing maize and beans and exploiting 

fru~sources. To date, no organic remains have been 



recovered, but we have indirect evidence for these 

activities in the form of metates p manos, and grinding 

stones. Nor do we have evidence for the animals that were 

being exploited; Vazquez de Coronado (1563a) states that 

wild pig, tapir, deer, and fish were hunted. Woodworking 

is indicated by tools such as scrapers, choppers, axes, and 

chisels. We know from the ethnohistoric literature that 

wood was used for the construction of houses and palisades. 

What ethnohistoric literature allows is the formulation of 

expectations for archaeological data and the tentative 

fleshing out of cultural interpretations. 

Spatial Structure of the Site 

The utilization of space at Murcielago is 

determined by topography, perhaps subsistence activities, 

and social conventions. In the latter instance, the 

determining factor appears to be proximity. The major 

portion of the site lies along a low ridge that overlooks 

an alluvial terrace to the east. The alluvial terrace has 

produced no cultural remains (Drolet, personal 

communication) and is thought to have been an area of 

agricultural fields during the occupation of the site. 

Analysis of the spatial structure of residential 

sectors and the household clusters of the study area 

indicate that, while there was no formalized plan for the 
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site, there were organizing principles. With respect to 

the spacing of residential sectors, there appear to be two 

levels of space regulation. The first involves spacing 

evidenced for sectors 1 through 5, which varies between 175 

and 250 meters. These sectors appear to form a group 

distinct from sector 6, which is located on a separate 

hilltop over 500 meters to the south. Fletcher (1977: 48) 

states that such regulation of space signals information 

about human situations and status. 

Sectors 1 through 5 do not exhibit the regularity 

almost standardization -- of spacing noted by Winter 

(1976a, 1976b) and Whalen (1976) at Formative period sites 

in Mexico, but they are consistently spaced apart from one 

another. Fletcher (1977) states that consistent spacing 

and the separation are significant. It was suggested above 

that exogamous lineages occupied the various residential 

sectors at Murcielago. Because they appear to form a group 

distinct from sector 6, it is further suggested that 

inhabitants of this part of the site represent groups of 

more-or-less equivalent status. This interpretation 

remains at the level of supposition, however, as there are 

no comparative data from other sectors that would allow 

comparison. It is based on spacing and my own observations 

of the site, from which I developed the impression that 

house foundations of sectors 1 through 5 were roughly 
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equivalent in size, and from the diameters of house 

foundations examined by Drolet in sector 6. 

House foundations in sector 6 measure between 30 

and 34 meters in diameter (Drolet 1984c) -- double the size 

of those I examined. The different spacing and larger 

dwellings are consistent with patterns observed by Winter 

(1976a, 1976b) and Whalen (1976) indicative of social 

stratification. It is suggested, therefore, that at least 

two social groups are represented at Murcielago. Sectors 1 

through 5 represent the residences of a subordinate status. 

Sector 6 was reserved for persons of a superordinate 

status. 

Spatial Structure of the Residential Sector 

Residential sectors at Murcielago are composed of 

clusters of house foundations and their associated refuse 

pits. Residential sectors were spaced between 175 to 250 

meters from their neighbor. This distance refers to space 

between dwellings. The residential sector examined at 

Murcielago comprises approximately six hectares and 

consists of three residential structures and 305 associated 

refuse pits4 The sector is defined on the basis of 

decreasing frequencies of refuse pits on the perimeters; an 

adaptation of Yellen's (1977) concept of the absolute limit 

of scatter. As such, the limits of the sector are 

incongruous with those delimited by Drolet and Markens 
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(1982; Drolet 1982). This research has established a new 

residential sector between sectors 1 and.2. 

There is no clear break between neighboring 

residential sectors, but the density of refuse pits 

supports the interpretation that the inhabitants maintained 

a degree of separateness from others. Refuse pits are 

continuously distributed between sectors 1 through 4, which 

are located on a long low ridge of the site, but drop in 

density between compounds. In the sector I examined 

densities decreased to less than four percent along the 

"edges" of the sector. There is no impediment to the 

northwest, and the refuse pits continue out some 175 meters 

from house foundation 1, but the decrease -- to 2.98% -

along the southeastern edge, which is adjacent to another 

residential sector is significant. The density decreases 

at the 100 meter perimeter established as the limit of 

convenience for refuse disposal. It appears to have left a 

similar amount of space for the residential sector to the 

southeast. The data suggest that the occupants recognized 

some sense of private space or boundary. 

With respect to the areal extension of a 

residential sector, it appears that expansion occurred 

along axes that had free space. Occupants of a sector 

might expand in the absence of a neighbor, but the presence 

of one (such as occurred along the southeastern edge of the 
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residential sector I examined) restricted further growth in 

that direction. The nature of the expansion took the form 

of the extension of the area of refuse pits. 

The location of houses within a residential zone 

appears to be variable, though there are conventions 

governing the location of refuse pits within this universe. 

The method used to examine this distribution was based 

principally on the Hoyt radial sector model for the 

examination of land use around a central point. Concentric 

circles marked off in sectors of 45 degrees were imposed on 

the site map and the quantitative distribution of refuse 

pits in each sector calculated. The distribution 

demonstrates that, while there is some randomness, 

systematic attempts were made to locate pits on sides of 

the dwellings away from the other houses in the sector. In 

each instance, over 80% of the refuse pits associated with 

each of the house foundations were located in sectors away 

from other dwellings of the residential sector, creating, 

in effect, a boundary of refuse pits on the perimeter. It 

is suggested that this practice maintained avenues of 

access between households. 

The internal organization of the residential sector 

also has structure. Analysis of individual household 

clusters indicates that there were common patterns in the 

utilization of space. An area immediately around the 
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dwelling was kept relatively free of debris and dump areas. 

The same pattern has been described in various 

archaeological and ethnoarchaeological studies and conforms 

to Binford's (1983) preventive site maintenance. The 

location of dump areas around the residences is an 

additional common pattern. At Murcielago, the final 

disposal zone in which the majority of pits are found is 

located between 25 and 100 meters from the dwelling. 

Patterns of Refuse Disposal 

In order to understand past behavior in this 

residential sector it is necessary to examine the overall 

disposal patterns. To this end the percentage 

distributions of refuse pits around the individual house 

foundations was calculated. The contents were then 

analyzed in order to determine whether there were patterns 

of disposal with respect to distance from the dwellings, or 

whether there were activity differences represented by the 

refuse. 

The refuse pits that surround the house foundations 

exhibit patterned distribution. In all instances the 

majority of refuse pits occur between 25 and 100 meters of 

the dwelling, leaving a space around the immediate vicinity 

that was kept relatively clear of debris accumulations. 

Spatial analysis of the di~tribution of dump areas shows 
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that the majority of the pits are located on the sides away 

from the other dwellings. 

Secondary dump areas are by no means uniform in 

shape, depth, or content. They may be classified into 

three types based upon surface content: ceramic and lithic; 

lithic; or stone. Dumps were classified as level or 

mounded, and the debris described as dispersed or 

concentrated. These categorizations may be spurious since 

the area has been subjected to plowing, land leveling, and 

animal trampling. Refuse pits range in size from 50 

centimeters to 10 meters and generally have an oval 

outline. Depths range from rather superficial deposits of 

10 centimeters to relatively deep deposits of 60 

centimeters. The superficial deposits might represent 

broadcast disposal or be the res,ul t of post-depositional 

human or animal activities. 

Calculation of the percentage distribution of 

cultural materials by zone indicates that the majority of 

these items -- ceramics, lithics, and stone -- were 

disposed of within 75 meters of the house. A high 

percentage of ceramic sherds (76.72%) were recovered within 

50 meters of the house. Lithic artifacts, in contrast, 

occur in a smaller proportion within this zone (60%) and 

continue out some 100 meters. One hundred meters appears to 

be the edge of the zone of convenience for refuse disposal. 
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None of the categories of material items showed sorting by 

size or distance from the dwelling. Cluster analyses 

further suggest that the disposal of artifacts was random. 

The results indicate there were no specialized dump areas 

for specific types of artifacts. Furthermore, the data 

suggest that the use of specialized disposal features -

refuse pits -- results in the homogenization of artifact 

distributions. No activity sets or tool-kits were isolated 

by the application of various hierarchical clustering 

methods. Definition of such rests on the examination of 

the total assemblage. 

The data suggest that an initial disposal zone was 

established between 25 and 50 meters from the house. This 

interpretation is supported by the high proportion of 

exfoliating granite and by the high concentration of 

artifacts and ceramics in this zone. It would also appear 

that this zone remained the primary dump for debris 

associated with female activities, even after the area was 

extended to 100 meters. Slightly more than three-quarters 

of all sherds were recovered from this zone as well as the 

majority of metates, manos, and polishing stones. Refuse 

associated with male activities, on the other hand, has a 

wider distribution. Forty percent of lithic artifacts were 

disposed of between 50 and 100 meters of the dwelling. The 

data suggest that females tended to restrict their 
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activities to an area fifty meters from the dwelling. 

Expansion of the area of refuse pits appears to be due 

largely to disposal patterns of males. 

There are no apparent patterns with respect to the 

disposal of particular items. Disposal appears to have 

been random. It is suggested that randomness indicates 

homogenization of artifact distributions as a result of the 

practice of removing refuse to final discard areas outside 

of the living and work space -- the toft area. Anywhere 

from one to ten artifacts were found in anyone pit, in 

addition to ceramics and unmodified stone. The modal 

distribution was one artifact. Considerations such as 

those identified by Hayden and Cannon (1982) for Coxoh do 

not appear to have been of concern at Murcielago. That is, 

size and potential recyclability or hindrance of rubbish do 

not seem to have determined where they would ultimately be 

disposed of. 

Three refuse pits in direct association with house 

foundation 3 allowed the examination of disposal behavior 

from a single household. The pits contained refuse 

associated with both female and male activities. Broken 

pot sherds, metates, manos, and polishing stones figured 

largely in the pit contents. It is reasonable to assume 

that this reflects the organization of a woman's activities 

around the house. Male activities are reflected in the 
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presence of choppers, a pebble scraper, flakes, and 

possibly broken stone. Most of this debris is concentrated 

in refuse pit B, and would appear to be the principal dump 

site for rubbish disposal. 

The quantity and variety of items recovered from 

refuse pit B, relative to those of A and C, suggest it 

represents a final discard location within the toft area. 

"Toft" refers to the area maintained clear of debris around 

the dwelling. The contents of refuse pit A and C, on the 

other hand, might indicate provisional discard areas (Deal 

1984; Hayden and Cannon 1982, 1983), or final discard areas 

that were used minimally. 

Refuse pit A consisted of a concentration of sherds 

and two flakes in an area measuring 50 centimeters square. 

All refuse measured less than nine centimeters in maximum 

length. Nine centimeters is the established size of item 

likely to be left even when other objects are picked up and 

thrown away (Schiffer 1983; Rathje 1982). On the basis of 

size one would have to conclude that refuse pit A is a 

final discard area. 

Refuse pit C contained sherds, five choppers, two 

flakes, and small quantities of unmodified stone. In 

contrast to A, C had objects that should have been picked 

up and removed to another dump location if size is used as 

a criterion. The choppers averag~d 8.7 centimeters in 
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maximum length and there were 40 sherds that measured 

approximately 10 centimeters. Their presence in the pit 

suggests it was a final discard area. 

Refuse pit 1 is somewhat problematical in that it 

was apparently shared by occupants of house foundations 2 

and 3. It contains a greater variety of refuse and in 

greater quantities than any of those discussed above. In 

addition to utilitarian pottery sherds the pit contained 

two sherds classified as Buenos Aires polychrome. Lithic 

artifacts include double-notched axes, jasper chips, and 

cores, none of which were represented in the refuse of the 

pits associated with house foundation 3. It is suggested 

that these differences might reflect disposal behavior of 

occupants of house foundation 2, though it is a very 

tenuous supposition. 

Delineation of Activity Differences 

It is estimated that as many as 48 people resided 

in this residential sector, though ethnohistoric 

information suggests the figurp. might be lower. Vazquez de 

Coronado (1563b) describes the number of people living in 

spacious dwellings at Coctu as being less than the 

potential capacity for occupancy. Ethnohistoric data and 

the separation of residential sectors from one another lend 

support to the supposition that occupants represent an 

exogamous lineage. Though the exact edge of the sector 
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cannot be determined, it is estimated that the sector 

comprises slightly less than six hectares. In this 

"operating space" (Cook and Heizer 1968) the group lived, 

carried on their daily activities, and disposed of their 

refuse. 

Examination of lithic artifact categories present 

as each of the house foundations allow the definition of 

universal activities and household specializations. 

Universal activities represented at each dwelling are food 

preparation, woodworking, and certain types of tool 

manufacture. Food preparation is indicated by the presence 

of metates, grinding stones, and manos. The artifacts 

suggest that maize, seeds, and tubers were being processed. 

Ethnohistoric information lists as crops cotton, maize, and 

beans (Vazquez de Coronado 1563a); it also states that the 

Indians ate a variety of fruits, hunted wild pig, tapir, 

and deer, and fished. Analysis of the organic remains 

confirms the consumption of beans (Phaseolus), plantains 

(Plantain), and wild grapes (Cissus). 

Woodworking is indicated by pebble choppers, 

double-notched axes, flake choppers, and pebble and flake 

scrapers (Drolet 1982). That the tools were manufactured 

at each dwelling is suggested by the presence of cores, . 

hammerstones, flakes, and, perhaps, broken (unmodified) 
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stone in the refuse pits associated with each house 

foundation. 

The occupants of house foundation 1 appear to have 

been more heavily engaged in woodworking. Slightly more 

than 46% of the artifact inventory was composed of heavy 

pebble choppers alone. En toto, the woodworking assemblage 

comprises 50.87% of the artifacts recovered. 

Woodworking, while indicated at house foundations 2 

and 3, appears to have been relatively less important. At 

house foundation 2 pebble choppers constitute about 28% of 

the total lithic inventory; the woodworking assemblage 

represents only one third of all the artifacts recovered. 

Pebble choppers comprise approximately 34%, and the 

woodworking assemblage 40%, of the inventory of house 

foundation 3. The universal stoneworking technique is hard 

hammer percussion. 

Examination of artifact categories also suggests a 

certain degree of activity specialization. Each household 

appears to have been responsible for certain crafts, such 

as celt manufacture, the working of exotic stone, or the 

manufacture of pottery. In addition, there is also 

evidence that might be indicative of the religious life of 

the sector. 

The residents of house foundation 1 appear to have 

been the more skilled workers in stone. It would appear to 
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have been the locus for ground stone tool manufacture and 

maintenance. Both celt sharpeners were recovered there. 

It was also from the refuse pits associated with house 

foundation 1 that the three· blades were recovered. As 

such, the data indicate knowledge of a greater variety of 

stoneworking techniques ground stone and blade technique 

-- than at the other house foundations, but it was by no 

means the only group that specialized in stoneworking. 

Exotic debris is common to all three residences, 

but occurs in much higher proportions at house foundation 

2. Exotic debris includes chips, nodules, and flakes of 

jasper, quartz, and, perhaps, opal. Only 4.68% of the 

artifacts recovered from refuse pits associated with house 

foundation 3, and 6.51% of those from house foundation 1, 

were classified as exotic debris. The quantity for house 

foundation 2 was almost three times higher (18.70%). The 

data suggest that occupants of house foundation 2 were 

responsible for the working of such stone. This finding 

also appears to lend support to the suggestion that 

differences in the contents of M.B.No. 1 reflect the 

disposal behavior of house foundation 2. 

Pottery manufacture may have been the craft 

specialization of house foundation 3. It was from refuse 

pits associated with this dwelling that the polishing 

stones were recovered. Seven of the faceted stones were 
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included in the debris of refuse pit B, and one was 

recovered in M.B.No. 4. They seem to suggest that pottery 

manufacturing was focused here. 

Religious life appears to have centered on house 

foundation 1. It was here that the male statue and the 

tubular pipe were recovered. This type of information is 

not recorded in the ethnohistoric sources available for the 

Diquis, but the use of smoke in curing practices is 

documented for the Indian groups of Talamanca (Gabb 1981) 

and the Atlantic watershed (Ferrero 1977). Furthermore, 

sukia figures of the Atlantic watershed depict seated males 

holding objects in their mouths similar to the tubular pipe 

from Murcielago. In the Atlantic watershed the sukia is 

thought to represent a shaman. In Talamanca such as person 

is known by the title ~, which Gabb (1981: 138) defines 

as a witch or doctor. 

There is, in addition, an activity represented in 

the debris of the refuse pits that would have been related 

to the initial establishment of the residential sector. 

This concerns the clearing of the area for construction. 

Exfoliating granite rocks occur allover the site in 

unoccupied areas, but are not found in the area of a house 

foundation. It occurs in its highest concentration in zone 

2, between 25 and 50 meters. The distribution, and the 

evident intentional act of placing the stones in a refuse 
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pit, suggest that such stones were removed prior to the 

erection of a house. 

170 

The data allow us to approach the reconstruction of 

social relationships and life in the village of Murcielago •. 

Examination of the spatial configuration not only suggests 

the existence of a plan for village layout but also 

provides insights about social relationships. Analysis of 

the artifacts and their distribution in a single 

residential sector illuminates the variety of activities 

conducted therein and suggests a division of task 

specialization. 
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Figure 1. The major hydrographic systems of the Diquis. 
A: 'the General; B: the Baru; C: the Peninsula de Dsa; and 
D: the Esquinas systems. (Adapted from Quesada Lopez
Calleja 1980). 
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Figure 3. Site map of Murcielago. The numbers indicate 
residential sectors •. House foundations are indicated by 
dots. Burials are indicated by crosses. (After Drolet 
1982). 
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basis of stone pavements. The north arrow indicates 
magentic north. 



Level 
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Level 
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House Foundation 1 
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House Foundation 2 
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72 
7 

House Foundation 3 

83 
29 

2 
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o 
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61 
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22 
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71 
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Figure 6. 
and level. 
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Figure 8. Site map showing the excavated refuse pits. Sixty 
refuse pits were sampled, comprising approximately 20 percent 
of the 305 total. 
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; 
M.B.No.80 

Figure 11. Refuse pits A, B, C, and 1 that are 
associated with house foundations 2 and 3. 
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REFUSE PIT NO. B 

• CERAMIC 

o STONE 

-- -- ---- --
one met.er 

Figure 12. Pit feature of M.B.No. B. The oval outline 
of the refuse pit was determined by the ~ifference in 
soil consistency rather than color. The earth inside the 
feature was loose and sandy while that surrounding it 
was hard and packed. 
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MURCIELAGO (P-l07-MC) 

SPATIAL DISUI.UTION 
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Figure 13. Method for analyzing spatial structure. 
The superimposition of concentric circles of arbitrary 
25 meter intervals and arcs of 45 degrees allows the 
definition of operating space in terms of distance 
from the house foundation and with respect to the 
presence of other households. 
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HOUSE FOUNDATION 1 

HOUSE FO~NDATION 3 

Figure 14. Percentage distributions of re'fuse pits for 
the three house foundations. Large numbers in the 
center represent actual counts. Percentages are 
presented on the outer edges of the sectors. The 
markers outside the circles represent the areas that 
have the highest concentrations of pits at a distance 
no greater than one hundred meters from the structure. 
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Figure 15. Diagnostic loop handles of Ceiba Red 
Brown Ware. Handles may have impressed lines at 
th~ juncture with the vessel, be plain, or be more 
extensively decorated with punctation, plastic 
bands, and incised lines. The scale is 10 
centimeters. 
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Figure 16. Diagnostic supports of Ceiba Red Brown 
Ware. Solid conical supports may be perforated, 
plain, or decorated with plastic decoration. Both 
freeform and mammiform shapes are found. 
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Figure 17. 
Ware. 
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Hollow supports of Ceiba Red Brown 
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Figure 18. Adornos of Ceiba Red Brown Ware. 
Modeled clay figurines include reptilian forms 
such as snakes and frogs, human forms and faces, 
and mammals. 
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Figure 19. Bat adornos of Ceiba Red Brown Ware. 
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Figure 20. Plastic decoration of Ceiba Red Brown 
Ware. Punctation, incision, brushing, and 
modeling are a few of the plastic techniques 
observed. The scale is 10 centimeters. 
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Figure 21. Buenos Aires Polychrome. Solid and 
hollow supports were recovered. Two adornos 
include a mammal, possibly a feline, and a parrot 
head. A platform, possibly for a figurine, was 
also recovered. The scale is 10 centimeters. 
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Figure 22. Uraba Polychrome. 



SIZE <3 <5 <7 <10 >10 TOTAL 

ZONE 
1 12630 1776 673 256 77 15412 

81.95 11.52 4.36 1.66 0.49 15.26% 
-------------------------------------------------------

2 53784 6171 1316 666 102 62039 

86.69 9.95 2.12 

3 7003 556 122 

90.58 7.19 1.57 

1.07 

43 

0.61 

0.16 

3 

0.04 

61.46% 

7331 

7.65% 
-------------------------------------------------------

4 10577 1278 130 41 4 12030 

87.92 10.62 1.08 0.34 0.03 11.91% 
-------------------------------------------------------

5 3466 206 44 8 2 3726 

93.02 5.53 1.18 0.22 0.05 3.69% 

Figure 23. Percentage distribution of ceramic sherds 
by quantity, size, and zone. 
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Manos Length Range 11.7 - 24.2 cm. 
n=28 Mean 16.42 

Median 15.40 
M.D. 2.89 

Width Range 7.2 - 12.5 
Mean 9.71 
Median 9.80 
M.D. 0.79 

Thickness Range 4.2 - 9.0 
Mean 6.35 
Median 6.15 
M.D. 0.95 

Scrapers Length Range 3.3 - 7.6 cm. 
n=8 Mean 5.28 

Median 5.20 
M.D. 0.85 

Width Range 2.3 - 9.5 
Mean 4.78 
Median 4.50 
M.D. 1.55 

Thickness Range 0.5 - 3.1 
Mean 1.35 
Median 1.20 
M.D. 0.47 

Choppers Length Range 4.6 - 13.7 cm. 
n=183 Mean 8.88 

Median 8.85 
M.D. 1.17 

Width Range 4.1 - 14.4 
Mean 7.56 
Median 7.40 
M.D. 1.20 

Thickness Range 2.3 - 8.3 
Mean 4.81 
Median 4.70 
M.D. 0.81 

continued 
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Polishing stones Length Range 4.3 - 6.1 cm. 
n=8 Mean 5.47 

Median 5.55 
M.D. 0.34 

Width Range 2.4 - 3.8 
Mean 3.13 
Median 3.25 
M.D. 0.40 

Thickness Range 1.5 - 2.5 
Mean 2.11 
Median 2.20 
M.D. 0.23 

Flakes Length Range 1.2 - 9.1 cm. 
n=166 Mean 4.92 

Median 5.05 
M.D. 1 .15 

Width Range 1.5 - 9.5 
Mean 4.67 
Median 4.70 
M.D. 1.17 

Thickness Range 0.4 - 3.5 
Mean 1.27 
Median 1.20 
M.D. 0.37 

Figure 2 4. Descriptive statistics for categories of artifacts. 



Figure 25. The measurement of choppers. 
Length is based on the flaked edge of the 
pebble (the working edge). Width is 
measured from the central point of the 
axis of length. Thickness is measured 
at the central point of the artifact (x) 
from the superior to inferior surface. 
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Category Quantity Percent 

Metates 21 4.09 
Grinding stones 2 0.38 
Manos 40 7.79 

Axes 9 19.29 
Celts 5 0.97 
Celt Sharpeners 2 0.38 

Choppers 186 36.25 
Scrapers 8 1 .55 
Knives 1 0.19 
Nutting Stones 3 0.58 
Hammerstones 1 0.19 
Polishing Stones 8 1.55 

Flakes 166 32.35 
Blades 3 0.58 
Cores 10 1.94 
Debris 48 9.35 

Figure 26. Gross classification of lithic material from 
Murcielago. 
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Metates: whole 
Metates: broken 

Manos: unifacial 
Manos: bifacial 
Manos: unclassified 

Axes 
Double-notch axes 

Celts 

Choppers: pebble 
Choppers: flake 

Nutting stones 

Polishing stones: unifacial 
POlishing stones: bifacial 
Polishing stones: trifacial 

End scrapers 
Side scrapers 

Typical backed knife 

Prismatic blades 

Flakes: partially cortical 
Flakes: non-cortical 

2 
19 

17 
13 
10 

3 
6 

5 

183 
3 

3 

2 
3 
1 

2 
6 

1 

3 

75 
91 

197 

0.44 
4.24 

3.79 
2.90 
2.23 

0.66 
1.33 

1 .11 

40.84 
0.66 

0.66 

0.44 
0.66 
0.22 

0.44 
1.33 

0.22 

0.66 

16.74 
20.31 

Figure 27. Restricted classification and percentage distribution 
of implements from the refuse pits. 



Figure 28. Metate from house foundation 1, Murcielago. 
Manufactured from volcanic stone, the metate has four 
peg legs and a flat grinding surface. The scale is 
15 centimeters. -l. 

'" co 
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Figure 29. Manos from Murcielago. Unifacial 
and bifacial manos of granite and basalt were 
recovered from refuse pits and were also used 
in the stone pavements of the dwellings. The 
scale is 10 centimeters. 
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Figure 30. Axes and scrapers. Flake scraper (a), 
pebble scrapers (b,c,d), and axes (e,£). The 
scale is 10 centimeters. 
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Figure 31. Celts. A single complete celt (top 
left) was recovered. The remainer were broken. 
A fragment of a celt-sharpener is seen lower 
right. The scale is 10 centimeters. 
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Figure 32. Double-notched axes. All specimens 
recovered were broken. The scale is 10 
centimeters. 
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Figure 33. Pebble choppers. Manufactured 
from granite and basalt cobbles, these 
artifacts can be divided into lateral and 
end choppers. An end pebble is seen in the 
lower right corner. The scale is 10 
centimeters. 
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Figure 34. Celt-sharpener. The triangular 
surface of this volcanic stone artifact was 
used to grind and polish celts such as 
those shown beneath it. The sca.le is 10 
centimeters. 
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Figure 35. Core. Flake cores of basaltic 
stone were recovered. The scale is 10 
centimeters. 
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Figure 36. Jasper nodules, chips, and flake. 
The scale is 10 centimeters. 
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Figure 38. Perforated stone bead. Recovered 
from M.B.No. 15, the disc bead is made from 
a green-colored stone and measures one 
centimeter in diameter. 
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Figure 39. Tubular pipe. The scale is 
10 centimeters. 
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ZONE ARTIFACTS DEBITAGE 

1 66 37 
2 100 135 
3 46 17 
4 52 25 
5 11 12 

ZONE ARTIFACTS DEBITAGE 

1 24.00% 16.37% 
2 36.36% 59.73% 
3 16.73% 7.52% 
4 18.91 % 11.06% 
5 4.00% 5.31% 

Figure 40. Percentage distribution of artifacts and debitage 
by zone. 



ZONE 3 cm. 5 cm. 7 cm. 10 cm. 15 cm. 20 cm. 25 cm. 30 cm. 35 cm. TOTAL 

1 8 12 24 36 17 4 0 0 0 101 

7.92 11 .88 23.76 35.64 16.83 3.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.36% 

2 32 38 55 74 24 4 5 0 1 233 

13.73 16.30 23.60 31.75 10.30 1.72 2.15 0.00 0.43 46.97% 

3 0 8 8 30 14 3 0 0 0 63 

0.00 12.69 12.69 47.61 22.22 4.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.70% 

4 7 13 13 27 13 3 0 0 0 76 

9.21 17.10 17.10 35.52 17.10 3.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 15.32% 

5 0 6 8 8 1 0 0 0 0 23 

0.00 26.08 34.78 34.78 4.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ~.64% 

Figure 41. Percentage distribution of artifacts by size and zone. The measurements 
across the top are inclusive categories. For example, 5 cm. would include artifacts 
greater than 3.1 cm. and no greater than 5 cm. in size. 
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Figure 42. Bar graph showing the distribution of 
artifact categories by individual house foundation. 
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ZONE 1 2 3 4 5 

WHOLE 
6.84% 54.04% 9.33% 13.42% 16.35% 

STONE 

BROKEN 
12.17% 49.04% 16.93% 17.94% 3.90% 

STONE 

ERODED 
1.15% 82.44% 9.56% 13.62% 8.88% 

STONE 

Figure 43. The distribution of unmodified stone by zone. 
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ZONE 1 2 3 4 5 

HOUSE W 10 293 48 128 184 
FOUNDATION B 34 315 104 525 173 
1 E 58 10001 1761 2753 2114 

w 19 187 17 0 
2 B 62 1029 168 0 

E 1111• 6767 226 25 

w 12 128 40 47 
3 B 123 831 479 151 

E 50 421 293 1254 

ZONE 1 2 3 4 5 

HOUSE W 1.50% 44.19% 7.23% 19.30% 27.75% 
FOUNDATION B 2.95% 27.36% 9.03% 45.61% 15.03% 
1 E 0.34% 59.93% 10.55% 16.49% 12.66% 

W 8.52% 83.85% 7.62% 0.00% 
2 B 4.92% 81073% 13.34% 0.00% 

E 1.59% 94.88% 3.16% 0.35% 

W 5.28% 56.38% 0.17% 20.70% 
3 B 7.76% 52.46% 30.23% 9.53% 

E 2.47% 20.86% 14.51% 62.14% 

Figure 44. Percentage distribution of categories of 
unmodified stone by house foundation and zone. Categories 
are divided into whole (W), broken (B), and eroded (E). 
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Figure 45. Diagrammatic representation 
of the distribution of unmodified stone 
categories by house foundation. 
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APPENDIX A 

RESULTS OF THE CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
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DENDROGRAM USING MEDIAN METHOD 
RESCALED DISTANCE CLUSTER COMBINE 

o 5 10 15 20 25 
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

MBN 34 -I 
A -I 
2 -I 

17 -I 
45 -I 

3 -I 
28 -I 
9 -I 

12 -I 
6 -I 

11 -I 
41 -I 
51 -I 
39 -I 
10 -I 
36 -I-I 
21 -I I 
29 -I I 
13 -I I 
14 -I I 
53 -I I 
26 -I I 
30 -I I 
32 -I I 
22 ---I 
33 -I-I 
47 -I I 
43 -I I---------------------------------------------I 

I -I I I 
123 -I I I 
27 -I I I 
50 -I I I 
7 -I I I 
C -I-I I 

52 -I I 
19 -------I I 
24 -------I I 

5 -I I I 
25 -I-I I---I I 
II -I I I I I 
48 ---I---I I I 
55 ---I I I-----------I I 
1 -----I-I I I I 

20 -----I I I-----------------------I I 
49 -----------I I I I 
4 -------I---------------I I-I 

15 -------I I I 
8 -----------------------I I B -----------------------------------------------I 
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DENDROGRAM USING COMPLETE LINKAGE 
RESCALED DISTANCE CLUSTER COMBINE 

o 5 10 15 20 25 
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---~-----+ 

MBN 45 -I 
17 -I 
34 -I 

A -I 
2 -I 

33 -I 
47 -I 
22 -I 
50 -I 
27 -I 

C -I 
7 -I 

52 -I 
14 -I 
21 -I 
29 -I 
13 -I 
23 -I 
26 -I 
30 -I 
28 -I 

3 -I 
53 -1----------------------------------------------1 
36 -I I 
10 -I I 
12 -I I 

9 -I I 
41 -I I 
51 -I I 
39 -I I 

6 -I I 
11 -I I 

I -I I 
43 -I I 
15 -I I 
4 -I---I I 

49 -I I I 
8 -I I I 
B -I I------------------------------------------I 

25 -I I 
55 -I I 
II -I I 

5 -I---I 
48 -I 
20 -I 

1 -I 
24 -I 
20 -I 
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DENDROGRAM USING AVERAGE LINKAGE 
RESCALED DISTANCE CLUSTER 

o 5 10 15 20 25 
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

MBN 45 -I 
17 -I 
34 -I 
A -I 
2 -I 

47 -I 
14 -I 
21 -I 
29 -I 
13 -I 
53 -I 
41 -I 
51 -I 
39 -I 
6 -I 

11 -I 
36 -I 
10 -I 
12 -I 
9 -I 

28 -I 
3 -I 

32 -I 
50 -I-I 
27 -I I 

I -I I 
43 -I I 
23 -I I 
26 -I I-------------I 
30 -I I I 
22 -I I I 

C -I I I 
7 -I-I I 

52 -I I I 
33 ---I I-------------------------------I 
24 ---I---I I I 
19 ---I I I I 
25 -I I-I I I 
55 -I---I I I I I 
II -I I I I I I 

5 -I I-I I-------I I 
48 -I I I I 
20 ---I-I I I 

1 ---I I I 
49 ---------I .I 
15 ---I---------I I 

4 ---I I---------------I I 
8 -------------I I-------------------I 
B -----------------------------I 
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DENDROGRAM USING CENTROID METHOD 
RESCALED DISTANCE CLUSTER COMBINE 

o 5 10 15 20 25 
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

MBN 34 -I 
A -I 
2 -I 

17 -I 
45 -I 
47 -I 
21 -I 
29 -I 
13 -I 
14 -I 
53 -I 
26 -I 
30 -I 

9 -I 
12 -I 
6 -I 

11 -I 
41 -I 
51 -I 
39 -I 
10 -I 
36 -I 

3 -I 
28 -I 
32 -I-I 
43 -I I 

I -I I 
23 -I I 
27 -I I---------------I 
50 -I I I 
22 -I I I 

7 -I I I 
C -I-I I 

52 -I I I 
33 ---I I------------------------------I 
19 -----I-I I I 
24 -----I I I I 
25 -I I I I 
55 -I I-I I I 
II -I-II I I I 

5 -I I-I I I I I 
48 ---I I-I I---------I I 

1 ---I-I I I 
20 ---I I I 
49 ---------I I 
4 -----I---------I I 

15 -----I I---------------I I 
8 ---------------I I------------------I 
B -------------------------------I 



DENDROGRAM USING WARD METHOD 
RESCALED DISTANCE CLUSTER COMBINE 

o 5 10 15 20 25 
+--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ MBN 34 -I 

A -I 
2 -I 

17 -I 
45 -1-1 
41 -I I 
51 -I I 
39 -I I 
3 -I I 

28 -I I 
26 -I I 
30 -I I 
21 -I I 
29 -I I 
13 -I I 
14 -I I 
53 -1-1 
9 -I 1---1 

12 -I I I 
10 -I I I 
36 -I I I 

6 -I I I 
11 -I I I 
32 -I I I 
33 -I I 1---------------------------------------1 
47 -1-1 I I 
22 -I I I 
43 -I I I 

I -I I I 
23 -I I I 
27 -I I I 
50 -1-----1 I 
7 -I I 
C -I I 

52 -I I 
1 -1-1 I 

20 -I I I 
5 -I I-I I 

25 -I I I I 
II -I I I I 
48 -1-1 1--------------1 I 
55 -I I I I 
19 ---1-1 I I 
24 ---I I 1--------------------------1 
49 -----1 I 
4 ---1-----1 I 

15 ---I I-I I 
8 ---------1 1--------1 
B -----------1 
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DENDROGRAM USING SINGLE LINKAGE 
RESCALED DISTANCE CLUSTER COMBINE 

o 5 10 15 20 25 
+--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ CSH -I 

BLD -I 
BBK -I 
AXE -1-1 
PS -I I-I 
FCH -I I I 
CELT ---I I 
NS ---I I 
PSC -----1-----------1 
FSC -----1 I 
DNA ---1-1 1-------1 
CORE ---I I 1---1 
MET -----------------1 I 1------------------1 
MANO -------------------------1 I I 
EXOT -----~-----------------------I I 
PCH ---------------------------1--------------------1 
FLK ---------------------------1 

DENDROGRAM USING WARD METHOD 
RESCALED DISTANCE CLUSTER COMBINE 

o 5 10 15 20 25 
+--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ CSH -I 

BLD -I 
BBK -I 
AXE -I 
PS -1-----1 
FCH -I I 
CELT -I I 
NS -I 1-------1 
DNA -I I I 
FSC -I I I 
PSC -1-----1 1--------------------------------1 
CORE -I I I 
MET ---1-----1 I I 
EXOT ---I 1-----1 I 
MANO ---------1 I 
PCH -----1------------------------------------------1 
FLK -----1 
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DENDROGRAM USING AVERAGE LINKAGE (WITHIN GROUP) 
RESCALED DISTANCE CLUSTER COMBINE 

o 5 10 15 20 25 
+--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

CSH -I 
BLD -I 
BBK -I 
FCH -1-1 
AXE -I I 
PS -I I 
CELT -1-1-1 
NS -I I I 
PSC ---I 1---1 
FSC -----1 I 
DNA ---1-1 I-I 
CORE ---I I 1---1 
MET ---------1 I 1--------------------------------1 
MANO -----------1 I I 
EXOT ---------------1 I 
PCH -----------------------1------------------------1 
FLK -----------------------1 

DENDROGRAM USING AVERAGE LINKAGE (BETWEEN GROUPS) 
RESCALED DISTANCE CLUSTER COMBINE 

o 5 10 15 20 25 
+--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

CSH -I 
BLD -I 
BBK -I 
FCH -I~--I 
AXE -I I 
PS -I I 
CELT -I 1------------------------------------------1 
NS -1-1 I I 
DNA -I I I I 
CORE -I I-I I 
PSC -I I I 
FSC -I I I 
MET ---I I 
PCH ---1-------1 I 
FLK ---I 1------------------------------------1 
MANO ---1-------1 
EXOT ---I 
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DENDROGRAM USING CENTROID METHOD 
RESCALED DISTANCE CLUSTER COMBINE 

o 5 10 15 20 25 
+--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

CSH -I 
BLD -I 
BBK -I 
FCR -I 
AXE -I 
PS -I 
CELT -I 
NS -I-----I 
DNA -I I 
CORE -I I 
PSC -I I----------------------------------------I 
FSC -I I I 
MET -----I-I I 
EXOT -----I I I 
MANO -------I I 
PCR -------I----------------------------------------I 
FLK -------I 

DENDROGRAM USING MEDIAN METHOD 
RESCALED DISTANCE CLUSTER COMBINE 

o 5 10 15 20 25 
+--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

CSR -I 
BLD -I 
BBK -I 
FCR -I 
AXE -I 
PS -I 
CELT -I 
NS -I---------I 
DNA -I I 
CORE -I I 
PSC -I I 
FSC -I I------------------------------------I 
MET -------I---I I 
EXOT -------I I I 
MANO -----------I I 
PCR ---------I--------------------------------------I 
FLK ---------I 
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APPENDIX B 

RESULTS OF THE ORGANIC ANALYSIS 



LEAVES 
ROOTS 

LOCATION CHARCOAL SEEDS STEMS ROOTLETS FLOWERS ROCK OTHER 
M.B.No. I 69 75 36 22* 0 1 12 wood 
N 107 E 78 3 bark 
4 (30 - 40 em) 1 animal bone 

1 freshwater 
snail 

M.B.No. 1 33 84 26 55* 0 0 3 wood 
N 22 E 100 2 grass awns 
2 (10 - 20 cm) 1 burned leaf 
M.B.No. 4 28 33 64 41* 1? 0 2 wood 
N 125 E 155.5 1 bark 
2 (10 - 20 em) 3 rodent skull 

bones 

M.B.No. 4 2 9 50* 30* 0 0 1 ant 
N 125 E 155.75 2 rodent 
1 (10 - 20 em) mandibles 
neck, painted 2 rodent 

vessel bones 

M.B.No. 4 0 4 6 60* 0 0 1 insect case 
N 125 E 155.75 1 burnt bone 
2 (10 - 20 cm) 
neck, unpainted 

vessel 

M.B.No. 14 385 113 15* 130* 0 0 1 thorn 
N 30 E 45 1 endocarp 
2 (10 - 20 cm) vertebrae with 

spines? 



M.B.No. 15 40 68 9* 220* o 38* 1 flake 
N 44.4 E 62.5 1 insect case 
2 (10 - 20 cm) 2 grass awns 

1 wood 
M.B.No. 24 261 369 209* 30* 2? 20 3 bone 
N 72 E 87 2 flakes 
2, 3 (10 - 30 ern) 16 insect parts 

2 freshwater 
snails 

1 thorn 
1 wood 

Generalized count of categories of organic and inorganic items. An asterisk (*) indicates 
an approximate count. A question mark (?) means the identification was not sure. 

l\) 
l\) 
....;J 



M.B.No. I M.B.No. 1 
Level 4 Level 2 

Brassicaceae Brassicaceae 
Brassica 3 mustard 

Compositae Brassicaceae 
Anthemis 11 radish 

Compositae Compositae 
Helenium 1 Anthemis 

Geraniaceae Geraniaceae 
Geranium 2 --.-

Graminae 
Graminae Andropogon 

Andropogon 2 
Graminae 

Graminae 6 
Plantagenaceae 

Plantagenaceae Plantago 
PlantagQ 1 

Unknown 
Zygophyllaceae 5 

Unknown 3 

1 

2 

5 

1 

14 t 
\ 

11 

1 

11 

M.B.No. 4 
Level 2 

Compositae 
Anthemis 

Graminae 
Anstida 

Graminae 
Paspalum 

Graminae 

Plantaginaceae 
Plantain 

Zygophyllaceae 

Unknown 
endocarps 

5 

1 

2 

1 

7 

4 

16 

l\) 
l\) 
ex> 



M.B.No. 4 M.B.No. 14 
painted neck Level 2 

Parassicaceae 5 Compositae 
Anthemis 22 

Polygonaceae 
Rumex 2 Cyperaceae 

Fimbiclstis "14 
Unknown 2 

Geraniaceae 
Geranium 19 

Graminae 
Andropogon 34 

Leguminosae 
Phaseolus 2 

Polygonaceae 
Rumex 9 

Zygo.phyllaceae 9 
Unknown 14 

M.B.No. 15 
Level 2 

Compositae 
Anthemis 3 

Compositae 
Chrlsanthemum 

1 

Cypericeae 
Fimbiclstis 1 

Graminae 
Andro12ogon 55 

Graminae 
PasEalum 1 

Unknown 4 

M.B.No. 24 
Levels 2, 3 

Compositae 
Anthemis 

Cypericeae 
Fimbicystis 

Geraniaceae 
Geranium 

Graminae 
AndropogQ!l. 

Leguminosae 
Lotus 

Pinaceae 

Plantagenaceae 
Plantago 

Polygonaceae 
Rumex 

Verbenaceae 
Abronia 

Zygophyllaceae 

Unknown 

86 

7 

7 

30 

1 

1 

1 

104 

1 

3 

56 

1\) 
1\) 
-.0 



FAMILY 
Brassicaceae 
Brassicaceae 
Brassicaceae 

Compositae 
Compositae 

Compositae 
Compositae. 

Cypericeae 
Geraniaceae 
Geraniaceae 

Graminae 
Graminae 

Graminae 
Graminae 
Leguminosae 

Leguminosae 
Parassicaceae 
Pinaceae 

Plantagenaceae 
Plantagenaceae 

Polygonaceae 
Verbenaceae 

Zygophyllecae 

TYPE 
Brassica 
mustard 
radish 

Anthemis 
Chrysanthemum 
Cissus 

Helenium 
Fimbicystis 
Geranium 
unidentified 

Andropogon 
Anstida 

Paspalum 
unidentified 
Phaseolus 

Lotus deervetch 

unidentified 
unidentified 

Plantago 
Plantain 

Rumex 
Abronia? 

unidentified 
unknown 

QUANTITY 
SEEDS 

3 
1 

2 

132 
1 

74 
1 

22 
28 

7 
135 

1 

3 
12 

2 

1 

5 
1 

3 
7 

112 
1 

21 
106 
681 

230 

% 
0.44 % 

. 0.14 
0.29 

19.38 
0.14 

10.86 
0.14 
3.23 
4.11 
1.02 

19.38 
0.14 
0.44 
1.76 
0.29 
0.14 
0.73 
0.14 
0.44 
1.02 

16.44 
0.14 
3.08 

15.56 

Quantity and percentage of specific families and types of seeds. 



{) 
Brassicaceae 
radish 

'tJ7 
Compositae 
Helenium 

t 
Pinaceae 
pine 

c0 
twisted 
endocarps 

cD 

Brassicaceae 

Cypericeae 
Fi2l;:icystis 

@ 
Plantaginaceae 
,Elantago 

(J) 
flat small wings 

®Oo 

e. 
o 

Compositae 
Anthemis 

Geraniaceae 
Geranium 

~ 
Polygonaceae 
Rumex' 

~ 
W 

Labitae? 
Monadia 

@ 
Compositae 
Cis sus 

'"' .:::.: -
Graminae 
Andropogon 

(:) 
Zygophyllaecae 

l\) 
w 
-" 
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